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1 Introduction 

The Earth's crust deform under the accumulation of loading instigated by tectonic, fluid 

overpressure, and gravitational forces, which result in slow and fast events like earthquakes, 

volcanic eruptions, and landslides. Regions of accumulated strain may be concentrated along 

localized zones, such as faults, or extend pervasively over hundreds of kilometers inside continents. 

Material deformation characteristics and failure modes of crustal rocks determine the deformation 

profile of the crust at all scales. Rocks in the upper crust deform in a brittle and localized manner, 

and with increasing depth, deformation regime evolves from brittle-frictional to ductile-viscous in 

the lower crust (e.g., Scholz, 2019). Mechanical deformations of the crust, which sometimes 

manifests by nucleation of earthquakes, are influenced by several parameters including rock 

compositions, loading conditions, interactions with fluids and associated microstructural 

characteristics. A large number of parameters makes the understanding of crustal deformation a 

complex phenomenon. 

Deformation at crustal scale is linked to localized inelastic deformation, which is evident 

from the global seismicity that localizes mainly at plate boundaries. For example, interactions of 

seismicity in complex fault networks result in nucleation of earthquakes that may propagate over 

tens to hundreds of kilometers (e.g., Southern California and Japan), as discussed in a recent review 

(Kato and Ben-Zion, 2021). Though the accurate prediction of magnitude, location and occurrence 

time of earthquakes remain elusive (Bakun et al., 2005), statistical power-law distributions of 

seismic events provide convergence for predictability (Sornette and Sammis, 1995). Robust power-

law were observed for the magnitude of seismic events (Gutenberg and Richter, 1944), their spatial 

distribution (Hirata et al., 1987) and the temporal evolution of aftershocks following a major 

earthquake (Omori, 1894). These statistical distributions show scale invariance in the brittle regime 

at scales ranging from laboratory rock specimen to Earth’s crust (Amitrano, 2012; Main 1996; 

Jaumé and Sykes, 1999). Active fault systems show statistical self-similarity (fractal structure) for 

a range of scales from 20 km down to 1 cm (Hirata, 1989; Scholz, 2019), which extends down to 

micro fracturing in laboratory specimen (Scholz, 1968). Thus, the macroscopic brittle deformation 

in crust is intimately related to the micro scale mechanisms of deformation in rocks. According to 

theories of brittle deformation, validated by numerous experiments in the past 50 years (e.g. 
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Paterson and Wong, 2005), damage originates at grain boundaries and pore spaces, which are the 

microscale heterogeneities in rocks (Tapponnier and Brace, 1976). Deformation mechanisms like 

nucleation and propagation of fractures at microscale give rise to complex macroscopic properties, 

because of long-range elastic interactions. Therefore, understanding microscopic mechanisms that 

control mechanical failure in crustal rocks is necessary to better characterize natural and 

anthropogenic dynamics in the Earth’s crust such as natural earthquakes, landslides, and seismicity 

induced by fluid injections or exploitations and mining activities in the subsurface. 

This thesis addresses the microstructural changes in centimeter scale rock samples during 

brittle compressive failure. I focus on the microscale mechanisms guiding system-size brittle 

deformation of crustal rocks, which are yet to be fully described. Brittle deformation is a complex 

phenomenon influenced by several mechanical (Guarino et al., 1998), structural (Castillo-Villa 

et al., 2013) and statistical (Alava et al., 2008)
 
factors and sometimes preceded by precursory 

phenomena. The present study aims at correlating, using laboratory experiments, material 

deformation properties of rocks to earthquake, faulting, slip, sliding and tectonic deformation of 

the crust. I use a novel experimental technique, dynamic X-ray microtomography, to image the 

microstructural changes in rock specimen subjected to triaxial compression under quasi-static 

loading. This technique facilitates mapping of strain events at the microscale during brittle 

deformation toward system-size failure. The dynamics of these events characterize the microscale 

mechanisms of growth and propagation of microfractures, and micro pore collapse, which guide 

the failure in non-porous and porous brittle rocks. 

Microscale heterogeneities that guide nucleation and localization of damage corresponds to 

grains and grain boundaries in non-porous rocks, while they include complex pore space in porous 

rocks. Large variations in microstructure of rocks with varying porosity indicate dissimilar 

microstructural mechanisms for each rock type. Dynamics of microscale events guiding brittle 

failure was first proposed for heterogeneous material and have been studied using theoretical (e.g., 

Alava et al., 2008; Sammis and Ashby, 1986; Bhatt et al., 1975; Gurson, 1977; Curran and Carroll, 

1979) and computational (e.g., Amitrano, 2012; Amitrano et al., 1999; Girard et al., 2010; Girard 

et al., 2012) models. Further, laboratory experiments on crustal rocks (e.g., Lockner et al., 1991; 

Baud et al., 2000; Vajdova 2004; Wong and Baud, 2012; Renard et al., 2019a) have explored fault 

nucleation in brittle regime and argued for a systematic microstructural characterization to provide 

a consistent description of the possible multiscale mechanisms. Therefore, a comprehensive 
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analysis of precursors to faulting and microscale mechanisms guiding strain localization in crustal 

rocks of varying porosities is still lacking. Here, I attempt to integrate failure mechanisms 

originally proposed for heterogeneous material using theoretical and computational models with 

rock deformation at conditions relevant for fault nucleation. Statistical models for brittle failure 

(Amitrano, 2012; Amitrano et al., 1999; Girard et al., 2010; Girard et al., 2012) have captured the 

dynamics of precursors in non-porous rock where damage is essentially dilatant microfracturing 

events. In computational models and Acoustic Emission (AE) experiments, damage is recorded by 

fracture avalanches which are essentially seismic. Conversely, the experimental technique I used 

allows for real time imaging of microstructure in 3D and damage is accumulated through both 

dynamic crack propagation (seismic) and slow crack propagation (aseismic). 

Localization of strain in porous rocks is strongly determined by the complex microstructure 

and pore geometry. Using the computational algorithm of Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) 

applied to my experimental data, strain can be dissociated into components of dilatation, 

contraction and shear. Therefore, microstructural changes can be directly linked to the 

accumulation of strain during triaxial compression on sandstones and limestones. 

My PhD research in experimental rock physics has given me an opportunity to utilize my 

previous knowledge in material science to address the following questions using a novel 

experimental technique of 4D X-ray microtomography coupled with triaxial deformation 

apparatus. 

- Can statistical models of brittle failure explain the dynamics of precursors in non-porous 

and porous rocks subjected to triaxial compression? 

- What are the microscale mechanisms guiding localization of a shear fault? 

- Which insights are obtained from our experiments to understand faults and earthquakes?  

- How are porosity evolutions linked to the strain evolutions? 

- What are the dominant strain localization mechanisms for respective rock types that 

determine macroscopic failure? 

- What are the factors that influence porosity variations and in turn damage localization? 

- What are the differences in the failure modes and strain localization mechanisms between 

two classes of reservoir rocks (sandstones and limestones)? 
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This thesis provides an elaborate discussion on answering these questions. In the following, 

I present the results of experimental deformation of two end-member rock types either with low 

porosities <1% (Carrara marble - Kandula et al., 2019; McBeck, Kandula et al., 2019), Westerly 

granite (McBeck, Kandula et al., 2019) and monzonite (Renard, McBeck, Kandula, et al., 2019b; 

McBeck, Kandula et al., 2019); or with high porosities in the range 20-23%, Adamswiller and 

Bentheim sandstones, and Anstrude limestone (Kandula et al., 2021). This thesis focuses on, (1) 

computing the growth of microfractures and strain increments between stress loading steps applied 

to the samples, which are analogous to populations of earthquake magnitudes recorded from seismic 

sensors; (2) testing existing models of compressive brittle failure in heterogeneous materials by 

obtaining scaling laws between the statistical and geometrical parameters of microfracture 

increments; (3) elucidating the microstructural mechanisms of strain localization in brittle porous 

rocks. 

The thesis is submitted to get a joint PhD degree between the University of Oslo and the 

University Grenoble-Alpes, through a cotutelle agreement between these two universities. The 

thesis contains six chapters including this introduction (Chapter 1). Chapter 2 summarizes the 

scientific background and motivation for the thesis. It aims at presenting the current understanding 

of strain localization in the crust, earthquake nucleation, brittle faulting, and statistical power-laws 

obtained for foreshocks and aftershocks. This chapter also describes several theoretical models 

developed to explain microstructural changes associated with brittle failure. A summary of 

previous attempts to understand brittle processes at geological scales from laboratory experiments 

and their limitations are also detailed. Chapter 3 presents a unique experimental approach, where 

I used dynamic synchrotron X-ray microtomography to measure how cores of rock approach brittle 

failure in a series of laboratory experiments. The data were acquired on the beamline ID19 at the 

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility. This technique is complementary to other experimental 

approaches such as acoustic emission monitoring, and I used it to unravel the microstructural 

mechanisms in brittle rocks (Kandula et al., 2019; 2021). I have developed a fracture tracking 

algorithm explained in Chapter 4. This algorithm computes incremental changes in the 

microfracture events between successive stress loading steps during the triaxial deformation 

experiment. This technique was used in two articles where I am a co-author (McBeck, Kandula et 

al., 2019; Renard, McBeck, Kandula et al., 2019b). Chapter 5 summarizes the main findings of 

two studies where I am the leading author (Kandula et al., 2019; Kandula et al., 2021) and several 
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other studies where I have brought important contributions by participating to the experiments and 

processing the data. The innovative experimental approaches of individual manuscripts are listed 

in Chapter 6. My contribution for each manuscript is also detailed. Chapter 6 contains four 

manuscripts that contribute for this thesis and that are not part of any other thesis. I am the main 

author of two of these articles and co-author in two other contributions (Kandula et al., JGR 2019 

Kandula et al., submitted to Pure and Applied Geophysics, McBeck et al., 2019; Renard et al., 

2019b). Other co-author publications during my PhD but not included in the thesis are listed at the 

end (Renard et al., 2020; Mukherji et al., 2019; Renard et al., 2019a; Renard et al., 2018; Renard 

et al., 2017). Finally, Chapter 7 provides concluding remarks on the findings of thesis and an 

outlook on future prospects. 
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2 Scientific background 

2.1 Faults, shear zones and localization in the crust 

In Earth’s crust, strain localizes into zones that are weaker than the surrounding intact rock, 

which appear as natural fault systems. In these zones, slip may occur as slow aseismic creep or 

unstable sliding causing rapid earthquake. Localization of strain also produces features that extend 

at depth below crustal faults and known as shear zones (Ramsay and Graham, 1970; Sibson, 

1977), which separate less strained regions of the lithosphere subjected to compressive, 

extensional and strike-slip settings (Sibson, 1977; Coward and Kim, 1981; Scholz, 1968; Fossen, 

2010). Shear zones are characterized by the localized accumulation of large amounts of strain in 

the plastic or viscous parts of lithosphere (Sibson, 1977; Vauchez et al., 2012). Accumulation of 

strain is facilitated through the development of features like distributed microscale flaws, 

mesoscale fractures and dikes which are mechanically weaker than the surrounding wall rock. As 

shear zones accumulate large strain, they grow from small outcrop size individual zones to mature 

composite structures forming shear zone networks by segment linkage (Fossen and Cavalcante, 

2017). 

In the crust, because of overburden, compressive stresses increase with depth, and the 

deformation style shows a transition from brittle frictional to ductile regime (Figure 2.1). Majority 

of large earthquakes nucleate in the upper crust (Das and Scholz, 1983; Ellsworth and Beroza, 

1995; Lapusta and Rice, 2003; Bouchon et al., 2011) which is essentially brittle. However, 

signatures of earthquake nucleation is also observed in the ductile region of lower crust (Tape et 

al., 2018; Campbell et al., 2020) and lithospheric mantle (Prieto et al., 2017). Therefore, strength 

profile in the crust controls the nucleation of earthquakes. On the other hand, in some cases, shear 

zones or shear zone systems can transect the entire crust and lithosphere (Vauchez et al., 2012; 

Blenkinsop et al., 2013), indicating complexity in microstructural and rheological regimes, and 

deformation faces that may vary with depth as shown in Figure 2.1 (Fossen  2016; Figure 3 in 

Fossen and Cavalcante, 2017). 

In this thesis, I explore the process of brittle compressive failure in crustal rocks and 

respective microscale mechanisms responsible for strain localization as faults and shear zones, 

which can further provide insights into understand nucleation of earthquakes in the brittle crust. 
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Figure 2.1: Strength profile and localization profile with increasing depth in the Earth’s crust. Variations 

of rheology with depth manifest as faults in the upper crust, transition zone of brittle-plasticity in the middle 

crust and ductile-plastic shear zone in the lower crust. Figure from Fossen (2016). 

2.1.1 Earthquakes 

Unstable sliding within faults cause rapid earthquakes. Elastic energy is stored in the 

surrounding wall rock during the tectonic loading of the crust. When strength of the fault drops 

following the onset of slip, stored elastic energy in the surrounding rock transforms as frictional 

heat or surface energy (Lockner and Beeler, 2002). This causes an instability and elastic energy is 

radiated as seismic waves (Byerlee, 1970; Dieterich, 1979). 
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Figure 2.2: Map of foreshocks and main shock for Tohoku-Oki earthquake (2011) from Kato et al. (2012). 

Epicenters of 9 March, M 7.3 largest foreshock (yellow star), 11 March, M 9.0 mainshock (black star). 

White and yellow circles: event catalogue between 13 February 2011 and11 March 2011 (scaled to 

magnitude), red stars : epicenters of small repeating earthquakes, blue triangles : seismic stations. Inset: 

Distribution of the total mainshock slip. Yellow/white and black/white spheres denote focal mechanisms 

of the largest foreshock and the mainshock, respectively. 

The largest earthquakes are recorded at the plate boundaries and in some cases show 

seismic activity preceding the largest event or mainshock (Bouchon et al., 2011; Kato et al., 2012). 

Preceding events are called foreshocks and correspond to a stable nucleation process in the vicinity 

of mainshock hypocentre. This results in the development of unstable, high-speed rupture within 

the fault, which is recorded as the mainshock. However, the relation of foreshocks to nucleation 

of mainshock remain unresolved. Also detection of foreshock activity may vary from minutes to 

days and in some cases longer before mainshock. For example, 72% of earthquakes in Southern 

California are preceded by precursory quakes between 3 to 35 days before the mainshock 
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(Trugman et al., 2019; Pollitz et al., 2012). Foreshock activity for M 9.0, Tohoku-Oki earthquake 

is shown in Figure 2.2 (Kato et al., 2012). It shows increased foreshock activity prior to the 

mainshock and the largest foreshock of magnitude 7.3 was detected two days prior to the 

mainshock (M 9.0). 

Theoretical studies have argued that earthquake activity drives the Earth’s crust to a critical 

state (Sornette et al., 1989). Characterizing the critically stressed character of the Earth's crust is 

an active research problem. Multiscale fracturing of an earthquake event can be theoretically 

related to fractal clustering of fracture in both space and time (Kagan and Knopoff, 1980). These 

events are observed to remain at criticality in a marginally stable state (Main, 1996). This is 

because, we see that either Earth's crust does never fails apart completely. This might be 

explained by compensating healing mechanisms to deformation. Hence, laboratory experiments 

can bridge observed deformations in the crust to theoretical explanations. This can be done by 

using scaling relationships, such as the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) law (Gutenberg and Richter, 

1944). It describes the power-law relationship between the number of earthquakes and their 

magnitude: 

   log10 𝑁(𝑚) = 𝑎 − 𝑏𝑚     (2.1) 

where 𝑁(𝑚) is the number of earthquakes of magnitude ≥ 𝑚, 𝑏 is a scaling parameter and slope in 

the log-normal distributions of 𝑁 versus 𝑚, 𝑎 is a constant of proportionality, also called earthquake 

productivity. The GR law is an expression of self-similarity in the statistics of earthquakes. 

In general, the 𝑏 parameter has a value close to 1 in seismically active regions and the 

variations of the 𝑏-value was proposed to predict the occurrence probability of an earthquake. GR 

law, when applied to catalogues of earthquakes, shows a fluctuation in 𝑏-value that is dependent 

on the magnitude range of a catalogue (Frohlich and Davis, 1993). Factors influencing the spatial 

and temporal variability of the 𝑏-value range from strength heterogeneity of the material (Ogata 

and Katsura, 1993), degree of fracturing (Scholz 1968), focal mechanisms (King, 1983), 

dependence of depth on frequency-magnitude variations (Mori and Abercrombie, 1997), variations 

in statistical estimations of 𝑏-value (Amitrano, 2003; Schorlemmer et al., 2005) and proximity to 

failure (Meng et al., 2019). Theories of statistical physics attribute possible variations in the 𝑏-

value to both the exponent and the tail-shape in the power-law distributions of failure events 

(Amitrano, 2012) and can contribute for forecasting large events from smaller ones. Decrease in 
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𝑏-value prior to the occurrence of a main shock (western Nagano earthquake, Sep. 1984, M 6.8, 

Imoto, 1991) as well as macroscopic failure in laboratory (Lockner and Byerlee, 1995) have led to 

a confirmation of precursory signal (Smith, 1981) to major failure either in the crust or in the 

laboratory rock specimen. However, such variation of the 𝑏-value before a main event is not 

ubiquitous and cannot be used reliably to predict all earthquakes. 

In addition to the GR law, temporal correlation is observed in the aftershock sequence as 

given by the Omori law (3), which represents aftershock decay as a function of time, 

  𝑁(𝑇) ~ 𝑇−𝛼       (2.2) 

where 𝛼 ≈ 1. Therefore, earthquakes display a complex spatiotemporal behavior in addition to 

the self-similarity in the power-law statistics of their magnitudes. Such power laws are interpreted 

as related to the strong heterogeneity of the Earth’s crust, at all scales, that control local stress 

concentrations and long-range elastic interactions. Several of these heterogeneities have a 

microstructural origin as grains and microfractures in rocks. Fault systems have complex geometry 

with irregular, interlocked regions, off set segments, and involve fracturing of asperities, which 

are typically fractal in nature (Lockner and Beeler, 2002). Grain crushing and breaking of 

asperities may control the position and timing of earthquake nucleation. All these heterogeneities 

may participate to earthquake preparation process. 

2.1.2 Shear zones 

Large variations in strain geometry, orientation, length, thickness and coaxiality act as 

boundary conditions that control deformation mechanisms in shear zones. At microscale, 

mineralogy, crystal plasticity, grain size, presence of fluids, strain rate, temperature and pressure 

(depth), influence the nature and type of shear zone localization. According to the dominant 

microscale mechanisms, shear zones are classified mainly as; (i) plastic shear zones characterized 

by crystal plastic mechanisms of dislocation creep, twinning and diffusion and (ii) frictional or 

brittle shear zones characterized by brittle deformation mechanisms of fracture nucleation, slip or 

friction sliding, grain breakage, and rotation (Fossen and Cavalcante, 2017). Brittle shear zones 

manifest as faults, fault zones or fault cores dominated by episodic seismic activity rather than 

aseismic creep observed in plastic shear zones (Rutter et al., 2001). However, shear zones are 

observed to have components of both seismic and aseismic deformation components (Figure 2.1). 

In case of dominant brittle component, shear zones are further classified as brittle-plastic (Rutter, 
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1986), brittle-viscous (Fusseis and Handy, 2008) or frictional-viscous shear zones (Stipp et al., 

2002). This thesis is focused to explore microstructural signatures of strain localization in the 

brittle regime of the crust and near the brittle-ductile transition. 

Presence of randomly scattered mechanical heterogeneities (e.g., weak mineral phases, and 

fractures at microscale) are necessary and sufficient to initiate a shear zone. This is evident from 

field observations (Ingles et al., 1999) and numerical and rock experimental studies (Mancktelow, 

2002; Mandal et al., 2004; Misra and Mandal, 2007). All rocks comprise of microscale 

heterogeneities and fractures at microscale that may serve as nucleation points for initiation and 

growth of a shear zone. Shear zones develop either using preexisting brittle fractures (Mancktelow 

and Pennacchioni 2005) or decimeter to meter scale brittle fractures formed during early stages of 

shear zone development (Segall and Simpson 1986; Austrheim 1987). Field observations (Segall 

and Simpson, 1986; Austrheim, 1987; Guermani and Pennacchioni, 1998; Mancktelow and 

Pennacchioni, 2005; Pennacchioni and Mancktelow, 2007; Pennacchioni and Zucchi, 2013; 

Goncalves et al., 2016) have showed an evidence for shear zone initiation on brittle fractures 

(Figure 2.3) that further transitioned to strain controlled brittle-plastic deformation (Fusseis and 

Handy, 2008). Therefore, shear zone initiation may be seismic (Austrheim and Boundy, 1994), 

but further growth and evolution of thickness is essentially aseismic. Fractures acting as shear 

zone precursors are the main pathway for fluids in the crust (Figure 2.3 a) and interaction of these 

fluids with mineral phases in the host rock result in wall softening that facilitate plastic shearing 

(Austrheim 1987). Along with fractures, porosity generation induced by grain boundary sliding, 

creep activation, dissolution and precipitation play an important role in the transport of fluids 

(Fusseis et al., 2009) and shear zone growth and re-activation. 
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Figure 2.3: a) Initiation of shear zone on brittle fracture that form pathways for fluids in the lower crust 

and b) its development on large vein, which is converted to shear zone core, Caledonian Jotun Nappe, 

Norway. Figures are taken from Fossen and Cavalcante (2017). 

Growth characteristics of shear zones are qualitatively similar to that of faults. They grow 

by accumulation of displacement but their precise length is difficult to estimate as they tend to 

connect with other shear zones, forming composite networks (Vauchez et al., 2007; Fossen and 

Cavalcante, 2017). Like in brittle faults (Cartwright et al., 1995; Soliva and Benedicto, 2004; 

Soliva et al., 2006; Fossen and Cavalcante, 2017), shear zones show growth by linkage 

(Pennacchioni and Mancktelow, 2007) that develop further as dense shear zone swarms, rather 

than in-plane growth by tip propagation. Maximum displacement is often observed near the central 

part with displacement decreasing toward the tip of the shear zone and maximum displacement 

scales with length (Pennacchioni and Mancktelow, 2007). Based on theoretical models that link 

accumulation of strain and displacement with evolution of thickness (Means, 1995; Hull, 1988; 

Vitale and Mazzoli, 2008; Phillips et al., 2016), shear zones are categorized as four types. Type 

1: zone widens leaving the central part inactive, Type 2: strain localizes at the centre of the 

zone, Type 3: zone remains active by maintaining its thickness, Type 4: zone widens and 

increase its thickness. 

Field observations and numerical models of strain localization (Ramsay and Woods, 

1973; Ramsay, 1980) suggest that localization of strain within the shear zone manifests as plane 

strain zones and non-planar strain zones, i.e. zones involving two- and three-dimensional strain, 

respectively. Plain strain zones consider a plane containing maximum and minimum principle 

strain axes that correspond to diagonal elements of strain (Fossen and Cavalcante, 2017). On 

the other hand, non-planar strain zones involve 3D deformations that involve the off-diagonal 

elements of the strain tensor. Volume changes resulting from compaction across the shear 

zone is also observed (Fossen and Cavalcante, 2017). 

In porous sedimentary rocks, although the shear zones initiation may occur through 

seismic fractures, their growth and development is mediated through the formation of 

aseismic structures called shear/deformation bands (Fossen et al., 2018). Based on the 

deformation mechanisms, shear bands are kinematically classified between end-members of 

compaction, simple shear and dilation as detailed in Figure 2.4. These shear zones are 
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produced through complex strain localization mechanisms, which is evident in the respective 

strain tensor. 

 

Figure 2.4: Kinematic spectrum of deformation bands between the end members of dilation, simple 

shear and compaction. This figure is constructed from Fossen et al. (2018). 

A review of shear zones in the crust by Fossen and Cavalcante (2017) have mentioned the 

limitations of field observations and argued for better characterization of shear zone 

microscopically. Mechanisms of shear zone development and their properties in terms of complex 

strain localization, from microscale to the scale of lithosphere are yet to be understood. Field based 

observations can quantify deformation history marked as finite strain, only indirectly. Obtaining 

steady-state deformation measurements that provide deformation history of shear zone is both 

necessary and challenging. Some of these challenges are explored in this thesis. Mechanisms of 

strain localization at microscale are identified in rock specimen during steady-state triaxial loading 

conditions. Some porous rock samples studied in this PhD failed through the formation of shear 

zones, and the strain tensor was computed during steady-state loading, which showed localization. 
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Dominant strain localization mechanism was identified by computing the invariants of the strain 

tensor. 

2.2 Micromechanical models of brittle failure 

A micromechanical model that can capture the physics of the deformation mechanism 

should be able to explain the macroscopic failure, which could be connected to earthquake, 

dynamic slip and development of shear zone in the crust (Wong et al., 2006). 

2.2.1 Failure in intact rock 

Natural faults produce slip through either slow aseismic creep or rapid earthquake. Earth’s 

crust is usually pervaded by pre-existing fractures and joints that act as rupture nucleation sites. Most 

theoretical and numerical studies consider that earthquakes occur on pre-existing faults. The 

percentage of earthquakes that occur either on pre-existing faults or as new fault resulting from 

rupture nucleation, is not known. Nevertheless, deformation on faults and intact rock deformation 

show numerous similarities. Microscale mechanisms for both nucleation of a fracture and sliding on 

faults include grain breakage, grain rotation, crack propagation (Lockner and Beeler, 2002). Also, 

both fault zone and intact rock material properties are altered during interaction with fluids. 

Well before earthquakes were related to faults, empirical relations for strength of faulted and 

intact rock properties were developed (Paterson and Wong, 2005). For example, the Mohr-Coulomb  

failure criterion was initially proposed to describe brittle fracture in intact rocks and granular material 

(Ottosen and Ristinmaa, 2005). Later, it was used to describe nucleation of rupture and strength of 

pre-existing faults (e.g., Escartin et al., 1997). The Mohr-Coulomb criterion states the conditions for 

an isotropic material to fail, as described by the equation, 

  |𝜏| = 𝑐 + 𝜇𝑖𝜎𝑛       (2.3) 

where 𝜏 and 𝜎𝑛 are the shear and normal stresses resolved on the fracture/fault plane, 𝑐 is cohesion 

and 𝜇𝑖 is the coefficient of internal friction. When shear and normal stresses are plotted against each 

other (Figure 2.5), 𝜇𝑖 = 𝜕𝜏 𝜕𝜎𝑛⁄  (Jaeger et al., 2009) represents the slope (ϕ in Figure 2.5) of the 

failure surface or envelope, which is the solution for the failure criterion, with the normal stress. In 

this thesis, I follow the convention that 𝜎𝑛 is positive for compression. 

In laboratory experiments subjected to varied stress conditions, the failure envelope refers to 

the locus of points that define failure in the shear stress versus normal stress plots. Testing conditions 
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relevant to rupture nucleation and earthquake require higher normal stress and more than one 

independent principal stress. Thus, experimental geometries that have access to such variations are 

direct shear and triaxial compression. A direct shear apparatus can tune variations in shear and 

normal stresses on a sliding interface, while a triaxial setup can impose a confining stress as high as 

1 GPa (Lockner and Beeler, 2002). Thus, triaxial compression is the ideal choice for exploring brittle 

deformation mechanisms at microscale in intact rocks, which could possibly address the microscale 

mechanisms of brittle faulting in the crust. A Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope for a triaxial setup is 

as shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5: Top: Brittle failure in a triaxial setting in rock physics experiments. Bottom: Mohr-Coulomb 

failure envelope for triaxial compression showing the relation between principal stresses and failure 

parameters as adapted from Lockner and Beeler (2002). 𝜙 is the internal frictional angle, β and ψ are the 

orientation angles of fault plane and fault normal with the maximum compressive stress. 
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2.2.2 Statistical models of failure 

Failure in rocks can be addressed from the perspective of material fracture or failure, when 

studied at the scale of grains, grain boundaries, pores and pre-existing flaws. These microscale 

heterogeneities represent the disorder and drive the micro fracture development in heterogeneous 

solids such as rocks of Earth’s crust. A population of micro fractures nucleate randomly in the 

material and interact through long-range elastic interactions (e.g., Paterson and Wong, 2005). Two 

factors, disorder and long-range elastic interactions among the population of micro fractures, control 

failure in heterogeneous solids according to theories of statistical mechanics. Fracture properties 

such as clustering and precursory activity (Garcimartin et al., 1997) are governed by laws of 

statistical mechanics and show similarities mean field percolation (Herrmann and Roux, 2014). 

Therefore, in the context of statistical mechanics, failure is resulting from the interplay between 

disorder and long-range elastic interactions (Alava et al., 2006). 

In order to explain failure in heterogeneous materials, researchers have used numerical 

simulation of lattice models, which provide a relatively simple description of elasticity and disorder. 

Random spring model (RSM) (Hansen et al., 1989; Nukala et al., 2005a), a lattice model, assumes 

that the elastic medium is represented by a network of elastic springs. Disorder is modeled by 

imposing a random failure threshold on the springs such that they break when a threshold is exceeded 

in a quasi-static loading condition. Local displacements within the lattice are computed by solving a 

set of coupled linear equations. Another model consider an elastic medium as a random fuse 

networks (RFM, e.g., De Arcangelis et al., 1985) and the elastic interactions are scalar. Both models 

account for disorder and long-range interactions as associated with failure in solids. Another 

numerical model (Amitrano et al., 1999; Girard et al., 2010; Girard et al., 2012) accounts for 

progressive damage observed in brittle materials subjected to laboratory tests (Katz et al., 2004), 

primarily under compression (Vu et al., 2018). This progressive damage model can mimic several 

properties of brittle compressive failure in rocks such as fracture growth and localization. Material 

is modeled as discretized triangular elements using finite element method, and applied stress and 

strain fields are considered to be continuum (tensorial). Each triangular element is large enough 

compared to the initial phase of microfracture nucleation. With the nucleation of progressive 

isotropic damage, increased microfracture density results in a decrease of elastic moduli. Damage 

threshold at the element scale is calculated using a tensorial Mohr-Coulomb criterion, which is valid 
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for geomaterials. In stress driven simulations, with application of constant increments in stress, 

instantaneous stress redistributions result in an event of damage, as expected also in real materials. 

Due to the presence of elastic interactions, stress redistribution around a damaged element can 

initiate a series of damage in the neighboring elements, resulting in an avalanche of damage. 

Avalanche proceeds only until the damage criterion is no more fulfilled by any of the elements. 

Starting with an undamaged material, when macroscopic deformation is linear, damage is 

homogeneously scattered in the system. With increase in avalanche activity, the material shows 

elastic softening and the macroscopic behavior deviates from linearity. The catastrophic avalanche 

that grows indefinitely, spanning across the system, marks the failure stage. A variety of mechanical 

behaviors can be controlled by the internal friction and therefore can control the brittle-ductile 

transition (Amitrano et al., 1999; Amitrano, 2003). Features of brittle compressive failure in low-

porosity rocks (Lockner et al., 1991) are effectively captured by this model and hence considered 

for triaxial tests in this thesis. 

2.2.3 Scaling laws 

When heterogeneous solids are subjected to slow external driving, cracking events occur, 

spanning a broad range of sizes (Sethna et al., 2001). These fracture events are called crackling noise 

and can be recorded using a non-destructive technique called acoustic emission (AE) (e.g., Lockner 

et al., 1991). Population of energies (E) released during these cracking events show power law 

distributions (with an exponent, β) for various loading conditions (Scholz, 1968; Deschanel et al., 

2009), 

  𝑃(𝐸)~𝐸−𝛽       (2.4) 

At  the laboratory scale, failure is characterized by an increased AE activity as approaching 

failure. Therefore, large events are more likely to occur when approaching failure. This is true for 

laboratory experiments (Lockner et al., 1991, Vu et al. 2019), collapse of rocky cliffs (Amitrano et 

al., 2005) and more controversially for earthquakes (Scholz, 1968). In stress controlled experiments, 

rate of energy release (𝛿𝐸) shows power-law divergence as a function of applied stress, 

  𝛿𝐸 = (
𝜎𝑐−𝜎

𝜎𝑐
)
𝜅

       (2.5) 

where, 𝜎𝑐 is the maximum sustainable stress/ failure stress, κ is the scaling exponent. When applied 

stress (𝜎) reaches 𝜎𝑐, 𝛿𝐸 diverges. 
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The precursory activity before failure and scaling laws are characteristic features of critical 

phenomena as described by statistical models of failure (Alava et al., 2006). However, the 

interpretation of fracture/failure as a critical phase transition (Sornette and Andersen, 1998) is still 

controversial (Alava et al., 2006). In lattice models of RFM, RSM and FBM (fiber bundle model), 

avalanche of failure events precede macroscopic failure. These failure events are defined as broken 

bonds or fibers, in each model. Distributions of avalanche sizes and energies show power-laws with 

exponents dependent on the choice of the model (Picallo and Lopez, 2008). These distributions also 

show finite size scaling (Zapperi et al., 2005; Picallo and Lopez, 2008) and therefore argue for 

critical interpretation of failure. In case of RFM, size distributions of avalanches showed truncated 

power-laws, with an exponential cut-off size that is diverging when failure occurred (Zapperi et al., 

2005, Vu et al. 2019). Divergence of the cut-off size indicates an increase in the avalanche size 

that is analogous to an increase in the energy release rate in experiments (Nechad et al., 2005; 

Amitrano, 2006). 

Progressive damage model tracks the proximity to failure in terms of a control parameter 

∆, which is defined in stress driven simulations as, 

  ∆ =
𝜎𝑚𝑝−𝜎𝑚

𝜎𝑚𝑝
       (2.6) 

where 𝜎𝑚 represent macroscopic stress that reaches 𝜎𝑚𝑝 at peak load or failure. Therefore, point of 

peak load is the critical point. 𝜎𝑚 for initial loading step is equal to zero when the first damage event 

occurs. Consequently, the control parameters varies from ∆ = 1 at initial loading step to ∆ = 0 at 

macroscopic failure. Avalanche sizes (𝑆) and energies (𝐸) are sorted out according to the log spaced 

bins of ∆ and their distributions are computed with respect to each bin. Their probability density 

functions follow power-laws with exponential cut-off at large sizes/energies, stated as gamma law 

(Sornette and Andersen, 1998): 

  𝑃(𝑥, ∆) ~ 𝑥−𝛽𝑥  exp (−𝑥 𝑥∗⁄ )     (2.7) 

where 𝑥 = 𝑆 𝑜𝑟 𝐸. The cut-off size 𝑥∗ scales with ∆ and system size 𝐿, 𝑥∗~𝐿𝛿𝑥 . 𝛽𝑥 is estimated by 

the linear fit of equation 2.7 at peak load, ∆ = 0. 

Moment analysis is used to test the scaling relationships and extract exponents, 𝛽𝑥 and 𝛿𝑥 (Chessa 

et al., 1999). The q-moment of 𝑥 on a system of size 𝐿 is defined as 
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  〈𝑥𝑞〉 = ∫𝑥𝑞 𝑃(𝑥, ∆)𝑑𝑥     (2.8) 

In the asymptotic limit, for infinitely large system sizes, finite size scaling (FSS) becomes valid. 

Therefore, for 𝑥 → ∞, 𝑧 = 𝑥
𝐿𝛿𝑥⁄  and 

  〈𝑥𝑞〉𝐿 = 𝐿𝛿𝑥(𝑞+1−𝛽𝑥) ∫ 𝑧𝑞+𝛽𝑥 exp(−𝑧)𝑑𝑧   (2.9a) 

which is approximated as, 

  〈𝑥𝑞〉𝐿 ~ 𝐿𝜃𝑥(𝑞)       (2.9b) 

Exponent 𝜃𝑥(𝑞) is estimated as the slope of log-log plot of 〈𝑥𝑞〉 versus 𝐿, whereas 𝛽𝑥 and 𝛿𝑥 are 

computed from 𝜃𝑥(𝑞) = 𝛿𝑥(𝑞 + 1 − 𝛽𝑥). 

Again considering finite size scaling (Zapperi et al., 2005), 

  𝑥∗~∆−𝛾𝑥       (2.10) 

To validate the results, a data collapse is performed using the estimated exponents and plotting 

𝑃(𝑥, ∆)𝐿(𝛽𝑥−1)𝛿𝑥 as a function of  𝑥
𝐿𝛿𝑥⁄ . 

Integrating equation 2.7, over ∆, is described as sweeping of the control parameter ∆ towards an 

instability (Sornette and Andersen, 1998). This gives a theoretical relation among exponents, 

  𝛼𝑥 = 𝛽𝑥 + 1
𝛾𝑥

⁄       (2.11) 

where the exponent 𝛼𝑥 is obtained by integrating equation 2.7. Scaling relations for spatial 

correlation of damage events can be obtained in the similar fashion. Divergence of correlation length 

is observed when approaching system-size failure, ∆ = 0. This model facilitates tracking of either 

the avalanche events or resulting strain fields, when approaching failure. Progressive damage model 

have produced results in 1D and 2D simulations (Amitrano et al., 1999; Girard et al., 2010; Girard 

et al., 2012) which are in agreement with the statistical lattice models and mean field theories 

(Zapperi et al., 2005; Alava et al., 2006). This analysis has been used for triaxial experiments on 

Carrara marble (in this thesis), a low porosity rock specimen, to test failure as a critical phenomenon. 

2.2.4 Pore-emanated crack model and wing crack model 

Unlike compact rocks, porous sedimentary rocks have a more complex microstructure. In 

rocks of porosity less than 1%, heterogeneities correspond to grain boundaries and in some cases 
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very small fraction of microscale fractures and flaws. On the other hand, in sedimentary rocks, 

deformation and strain localization is impacted significantly by the pore structure and geometry. 

This complex microstructure has to be resolved to understand mechanical compaction, strain 

localization and fluid transport within the rock. In some of the rock types, voids are classified as 

equant pores that correspond to macro porosity and elongated cracks that correspond to micro 

porosity which sometimes is a result of deformation (Ji et al., 2012). Therefore, pore space 

largely guides the mechanisms of strain localization and wing-crack and pore-emanated crack 

models are two such microscale mechanisms that I describe below (Jaeger et al., 2009; Nemat-

Nasser and Horii, 1982; Sammis and Ashby, 1986; Ashby and Hallam, 1986). 

In brittle solids, small pores and cracks are the phases with elastic moduli or stiffness that 

is nearly zero compared to rock matrix and thus act as nucleating sites for new cracks. A 

mechanism of initiation of microscopic cracks (referred in this thesis and manuscripts as 

microfractures) from the periphery of pores was proposed by Sammis and Ashby (1986), as the 

pore-emanated crack model (Figure 2.6 a). The mechanism for microfractures that initiate from 

the tip of pre-existing flaws was proposed by Nemat-Nasser and Horii (1982), and Ashby and 

Hallam (1986), and is named the wing-crack model (Figure 2.6 b). Both models are conceptual 

and represent useful simplifications of the complexity of micromechanisms of brittle deformation 

in rocks. The criterion for microfracture initiation under axisymmetric loading has the form, 

  𝜎1 = 𝑐1𝜎3 − 𝜎0      (2.12) 

where 𝑐1 and 𝜎0 are material properties, 𝜎1 is the axial stress and 𝜎2 = 𝜎3 is the radial stress. 

Further, an expression for the microfracture nucleation was proposed by Nemat-Nasser and Horii 

(1982), Ashby and Hallam (1986), and Ashby and Sammis (1990), which is given as, 

  𝜎1 = (
(1+𝜇2)

1 2⁄
+𝜇

(1+𝜇2)1 2⁄ −𝜇
)𝜎3 − (

√3

(1+𝜇2)1 2⁄ −𝜇
)

𝑘𝐼𝑐

√𝜋𝑎
   (2.13) 

where µ is the coefficient of friction acting across the microfracture opening, 𝑘𝐼𝑐 is the fracture 

toughness of the rock through which microfractures grow and propagate, 2𝑎 is size of the pore or 

length of pre-existing flaw. Explanations of these terms are given in Figure 2.6. Once initiated, 

microfractures propagate parallel to 𝜎1. The stress intensity factor, 𝑘𝐼 is defined at the tip of each 

wing crack. When 𝑘𝐼 becomes equal or higher than a threshold, 𝑘𝐼𝑐 i.e., 𝑘𝐼 ≥ 𝑘𝐼𝑐 a tensile 

microfracture would initiate either from the periphery of the pores or tip of pre-existing flaw, and 
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propagate parallel to 𝜎1 (Jaeger et al., 2009). Microfractures emanating from pores interact with 

their neighboring ones and at peak stress their coalescence leads to instability, resulting in a 

macroscopic stress drop. Pore-emanating crack model is defined only for conditions of unconfined 

compression (Wong, 1990). In the wing crack model, at peak stress the instability is caused by 

coalescence of wing cracks under confinement, as shown in Figure 2.6 b-i,ii. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Top: Sketch of pore emanated cracks showing stress concentration at the periphery of the pore 

(a-i). Elastic medium permeated by pores of uniform size ‘2𝑎’ (a-ii). Bottom: Wing crack model showing 

stress concentration at the tip of inclined flaws and wedge opening (b-i). Coalescence of wing cracks giving 

rise to an instability that results in macroscopic failure at peak stress under triaxial confinement (b-ii). This 

figure is inspired from Ashby and Sammis (1990) and Zhu et al. (2010). 

 

The pore-emanated crack model has been proposed to explain the microstructural changes 

resulting from uniaxial compression of porous sandstones and limestones (Zhu et al., 2010; Wong 

and Baud 2012). However, pore-emanated cracks were observed also in triaxial compression in 

recent experiments on sandstones and limestones (Vajdova et al., 2010; Renard et al., 2019a). 
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2.2.5 Pore collapse model 

The compressibility of sedimentary rocks that undergo volumetric yield is characterized 

by the evolution of porosity, and therefore volumetric strain, which is essentially elastic prior to 

yield and plastic afterwards. This deformation mechanism is called ‘pore collapse’ (Zhu et al., 

2010; Ji et al., 2012). With the increase in applied stress, equant pore space of the rock gets 

compacted. This results in an irreversible decrease in porosity with increase of elongated cracks 

and internal collapse of pores. 

The plastic pore collapse model (Bhatt et al., 1975; Gurson, 1977; Curran and Carroll, 

1979) has been used to describe compaction in porous material. This model assumes a pore to be 

spherical and collapse of the pore is induced at the pore surface by crystal plasticity. Dislocation 

slip and twinning are the mechanisms through which the pore collapses. As a result, a concentric 

shell of plastic deformation sets and the pore geometry is transformed to an ellipsoid with overall 

decrease in volume. This model is effective in relatively compact porous rocks (Baud et al., 2000) 

but limited for more porous limestones (Vajdova 2004). In carbonate rocks such as limestones, 

pore geometry is often more complex than in silicate rocks because porosity shows often a bimodal 

distribution of pore sizes (Zhu et al., 2010; Ji et al., 2012; Lion et al., 2004). Some limestones are 

characterized by presence of voids that have porosity at nano meter scale (Lion et al., 2004). Hence, 

porosity in carbonates is divided into macroporosity and micro- to nano- porosity. Some 

experimental observations on carbonate rocks deviate from the predictions of plastic pore collapse 

(Vajdova et al., 2004, 2010). Firstly, the mechanism of pore collapse initiates at the largest pores in 

contrary to the plastic pore collapse model, which assumes the initiation is equally likely among 

the large and small pores. Secondly, a concentric halo of cataclasis with micro cracking surround 

the pores rather than crystal plastic mechanisms. Comminuted fragments from the halo break and 

fall into the pore resulting in a collapse. In order to explain these processes, Zhu et al. (2010) 

proposed a micromechanical model of cataclastic pore collapse. 

Mechanical compaction in the cataclastic pore collapse model was investigated using a 

representative volume element in a dual porosity medium consisting of a macro pore embedded in 

an effective medium of micro pores as shown in Figure 2.7 a. When subjected to an external stress 

field, stress concentration is induced at the periphery of the macropore as shown in Figure 2.7 b. 

Yielding occurs in the vicinity of the macropore when the maximum principal stress equals the 
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uniaxial compressive strength of the effective medium containing micropores alone. Brittle failure 

in the effective medium proceeds through production of pore-emanated cracks originating from 

numerous micropores (Sammis and Ashby, 1986). When pressure within the volume element 

reaches pore collapse pressure, damage accumulates as a halo of cataclasis around the macropore 

(Figure 2.7 c) and fragments from the effective medium fall in the macropore resulting in collapse. 

Pore collapse pressure is directly proportional to fracture toughness of the material, 𝑘𝐼𝑐 and 

inversely proportional to effective porosity of the medium. 

 

Figure 2.7: Cataclastic pore collapse model – (a) Schematic representation of volume element, with a 

macropore of radius b embedded into an effective medium that contain numerous micropores of radius a. 

Externally applied principal stresses are 𝜎1, 𝜎2 = 𝜎3. (b) Local stress field at the periphery of the macropore 

inducing stress concentration. (c) Halo of cataclasis made up of pore-emanated cracks surrounding the 

macropore. This figure is modified from Zhu et al. (2010) and Wong and Baud (2012). 

Pore collapse is often associated with mechanisms of grain crushing and grain size 

reduction. Experimental results in this thesis show an interplay of the mechanisms described in 

sections §2.2.2 and §2.2.4, which depend on confinement, quantitative measure of porosity and 

rock type. 

 

2.3 Triaxial deformation experiments in laboratory rock specimen 

Brittle fracture in a rock is sometimes referred to the amounts of inelastic strain that are 

smaller compared with the elastic range. For example, Heard (1960) had defined brittle fracture as 

when strain did not exceed 3% prior to the fracture. Many types of experimental tests have been 

employed to study brittle fracture in rocks (Paterson and Wong 2005). However, results using 
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uniaxial (Hawkes and Mellor, 1970; Vutukuri et al., 1974; Walsh and Brace, 1972; Spiers et al., 

1990), biaxial (Maso and Lerau, 1980; Vardoulakis and Aifantis, 1991) and triaxial (Griggs, 1936; 

Robertson, 1955; Paterson, 1964, 1970; Smith et al., 1969; Ohnaka, 1973; Jaeger et al., 2009; Main 

et al., 1989; Gueguen et al., 1990; Wong et al., 1992; Hoek and Brown, 1997; Main et al., 2000; 

Ojala et al., 2004) tests have the advantage of being the simplest to interpret as they involve only 

homogeneous stresses along principle axes. 

The common procedure for achieving a triaxial state of loading conditions in a laboratory 

setting is to superimpose a hydrostatic pressure (confining pressure) and a uniaxial stress (axial 

stress). Such a test is usually called as a “triaxial test”. Therefore, the test involves three principal 

stresses along the principal axes. For cylindrical sample geometries, axial stress is applied along 

axis of the cylinder while intermediate principal stresses are applied radially and are equal to one 

another and held constant. Two types of measurements are made at constant confinement, axial 

force that is stress driven and axial displacement that is strain driven. For over a range of 

combinations of confining and axial stresses, extensile fracturing was observed to occur when 

confinement was equal to uniaxial tensile strength of the rock (Murrell, 1965; Hoek and Franklin, 

1968). In triaxial compression tests, brittle failure is proceeded through shear fracture which is 

usually inclined less than 45𝑜 to the maximum compressive stress (Griggs and Miller, 1951). 

Triaxial studies on brittle rocks have explored various mechanisms including, increase in 

fracture stress with strain rate (Brace and Martin, 1968), decrease of strength with increase in 

temperature (Murrell, 1965), precursors to faulting (Renard et al., 2018), strain localization (Baud 

et al., 2017), effect of fluid on localization of deformation (Holcomb and Olsson, 2003) and 

attempted to relate mechanisms responsible for deformation in the crust to material failure 

properties of rocks (e.g. Paterson and Wong, 2005). Laboratory experiments were aimed to either 

study geological phenomena like earthquakes (Brace, 1972) or to explore microstructural changes 

during brittle deformation in crustal rocks (Ji et al., 2015; Vajdova et al., 2004; Renard et al., 

2019b). This thesis corresponds to the later case. 

Using in situ triaxial tests some of the fundamental problems are also addressed such as, 

influence of specimen size on strength (Pratt et al., 1970). Size dependencies on strength correspond 

to the statistical distributions of flaws described by ‘weakest link theory’ (Weibull, 1952). Fracture 

of rock under general states of stress was tested using statistical theories that define failure as when 
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volumetric strain had reached a critical value (Wiebols and Cook, 1968). Acoustic emission (AE) 

measurements on rocks under triaxial compression (e.g. Lockner et al., 1991; Stanchits et al., 2006; 

Vu et al., 2018) were used to obtain catalogues of seismic fracturing events that were considered as 

precursors to failure in brittle rocks. AE rate with time, sometimes called avalanche, is a used as a 

signal for system-size failure. This technique is effective in capturing the seismic precursors and 

can be considered analogous to seismic activity before earthquakes. AE can also map the spatial 

correlation of the events within the volume of the sample, which can be related to the spatial 

distribution of seismicity around the hypocenter. However, strain localization sometimes results in 

aseismic deformation and cannot be recorded in the AE catalogue. Also, AE is an indirect 

measurement for nucleation of damage. 

On the other hand, strain localization observed in porous reservoir rocks were explained 

using theoretical and numerical models (Vajdova et al., 2004; Wong and Baud, 2012; Baud et al., 

2017). These models are based on the complex pore geometries in the rocks. Experimental studies 

using optical (Moore and Lockner, 1995), scanning electron (Brace et al., 1972), and laser 

scanning confocal microscopy (Fredrich et al., 1995) have been used to characterize the 

microstructure of brittle material such as microfracture clustering and pore space. 

The 4D microtomography experimental techniques described in this thesis, can record 

dynamical microstructural changes in rock specimen approaching brittle failure and thus 

underlying strain localization mechanisms can be explored. Considering the versatility and 

effectiveness of this experimental technique, I aim to address the following goals. I test, for the 

first time, theoretical and computational models that describe brittle failure in heterogeneous 

material, in rocks at microscale. I utilize the results to interpret the precursors to fault localization 

and occurrence of earthquakes. Using the computational technique of DVC, I link the evolution of 

porosity in rock specimen approaching brittle failure to the accumulation of strain, for the first 

time. Finally, I explore the factors guiding strain localization mechanisms in rocks of varying 

porosities and dissimilar microstructure. 
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3 Experimental approach 

3.1 Triaxial deformation and 4D X-ray micro tomography 

X-ray microtomography (Flannery et al., 1987) is a non-destructive technique for imaging 

inside materials. In the thesis, I used the triaxial deformation apparatus, HADES (Renard et al., 

2016) that can produce deformation in rocks at crustal loading conditions. This apparatus is 

installed on beamline ID19 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and is 

employed to image the microstructure of cylindrical rock specimen in situ under triaxial loading. 

Results can unravel the microstructural changes during brittle compressive failure in crustal rocks. 

X-ray microtomography images are acquired using the full white beam of the synchrotron. Due to 

the adsorption of X-rays by the titanium walls of the HADES rig, the actual energy passing through 

the rock sample is in the range 60-100 keV. Two-dimensional radiographies, corresponding to 

cross-section of transmitted X-rays across the sample are acquired from a stationary detector 

(scintillator) at a sampling resolution of 6.5 micrometers. The HADES triaxial cell is rotated across 

180o with an axis of rotation perpendicular to the incoming X-ray beam. A set of 2500 2D 

radiographs are acquired. A three-dimensional tomogram is reconstructed with this set of 

projections using a back-projection algorithm (Mirone et al., 2014). The HADES rig can 

reproduce the temperature and pressure conditions similar to that in the Earth’s crust : confining 

pressure up to 100 MPa, axial stress to 200 MPa, temperature up to 200°C and controlled aqueous 

fluid flow. 

The triaxial cell is composed of a main body (Figure 3.1a) which is machined from a single 

piece of titanium. Wall thickness surrounding the sample is 5mm, which can sustain a confinement 

up to 100 MPa and a temperature up to 250°C. In the thesis, all experiments were performed at 

room temperature. Axial load and confining pressure are controlled by two silicone oil operating 

micro pumps, each with a capacity of 200ml. They can be operated either in mode of constant 

pressure or constant flow rate. A predefined ramp can be used to control the flow rate. Under room 

temperature, the confining pressure within the cell can be varied from 0.1 ± 0.05 MPa to 100 ±

0.05 MPa. A compensation chamber connected to the sample assembly ensures an equilibrium 

differential stress such that axial stress can reach a maximum of 200 MPa. Two Stigma pumps 

controlling inlet and outlet pore fluid have a capacity of 300 ml. They are operated in either 
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constant pressure or constant flow rate modes. At room temperature, pore fluid pressure can be 

varied from 0.1 ± 0.01𝑀𝑃𝑎 to 100 ± 0.01𝑀𝑃𝑎, and flow rate can be varied from 10 ±

0.05 𝑚𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1 to 100 ± 0.05 𝑚𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1. Temperature within the cell is monitored using a J-type 

thermocouple (−40𝑜 𝐶 to +750𝑜 𝐶), which is placed in contact with the jacket and 8 mm below 

the sample. 

 

 Figure 3.1: (a) Triaxial cell, HADES, (b) upper and lower pistons, silicone jacket and sample. Credit: F. 

Renard. 

The internal sample assembly (Figure 3.1 b) of the cell consists of upper and lower pistons 

with channels in the center, for circulation of pore fluid. Samples of 10 mm length and 5 mm 

diameter are inserted into a Viton rubber jacket of 50 mm length and 1.5 mm thickness. Both 

pistons are then inserted into the jacket, below and above the sample. This ensures a perfect sealing 

of sample from confining fluid. This assembly is inserted into the triaxial cell and then closed 

using a nut. Chambers for confining pressure and axial load are separated using a set of O-rings 

that need to be changed every 2-3 experiments. 

The pumps for axial load, confining pressure and pore fluid are attached to the base plate 

connected to the rotating table of the microtomography table at the synchrotron beamline. To 
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ensure rotation of the triaxial cell, connectors for pressure sensors, temperature probes, heating 

elements and power supply are connected to two slip rings, each on top and bottom of the cell. 

3.1.1 Elements of micro tomography 

The word tomography derives its meaning from the Greek words ‘tomos’ and ‘graphia’, 

meaning ‘slice’ and ‘writing’ respectively. The technique of X-ray microtomography is based on 

interaction of X-rays with matter. X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with wavelength in the range 

0.01 − 10 nanometers and energies in the range 102 − 105𝑒𝑉 (Cierniak, 2011). Interaction of 

these X-rays with matter results in loss of photons from incident flux and this process is called 

attenuation or adsorption. The relation between incident X-ray intensity (𝐼0) and attenuated intensity 

(𝐼) after X-rays have passed through a material of thickness ‘𝑥’ is given by Lambert-Beer’s law: 

  𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝐸) = 𝐼0(𝐸) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−∫ 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝐸)𝑑𝑧
𝑙

0
]   (3.1) 

where, 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝐸) is the linear attenuation coefficient (e.g., Ketcham and Carlson, 2001; Kyle 

and Ketcham, 2015) of the material, that depends on the energy 𝐸 of the X-rays. Samples are most 

likely to be multi-phase materials and thus equation 3.1 should be modified including the 

contributions from all the phases 

  𝐼 = 𝐼0𝑒𝑥𝑝[−∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑋𝑖𝑖 ]       (3.2) 

where, 𝜇𝑖is the attenuation coefficient for the ith phase, 𝑋𝑖 is the thickness or path length for each 

phase. 

The fraction of attenuated intensity is collected on a scintillator, which is a two-

dimensional detector that transforms X-rays into visible light. A camera then takes a picture, which 

is called a radiograph, and is coded into a 32 bits gray scale image. A set of such radiographs is 

obtained by rotating the sample over 180° or 360°, along an axis of rotation perpendicular to the 

incident X-ray beam (Figure 3.2). The intensity image in the projections are dependent of the 

phases present in the material. Through a process of reconstruction, a virtual image of the material 

can be recreated in three dimension. This is a typical setup for obtaining tomographic scanning 

from synchrotron sources, where source and detector are fixed and sample is rotated perpendicular 

to incident beam. Conversely, in medical imaging and several laboratory settings, source and 

detector are rotated while sample is held stationary. 
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In synchrotron facilities, X-rays are produced using circular storage rings (Figure 3.2). 

Electrons are deviated in circular paths using bending magnets and accelerated to near-relativistic 

speeds to produce X-rays. These radiation beams are then directed tangential to the storage ring 

into the hutch of the beamline and can further be used for experimental studies. Experiments 

discussed in this thesis are performed at beamline ID19, ESRF, with a rectangular beam 

configuration. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the µCT scanner used during triaxial deformation 

experiments. Using a wiggler gap of 60mm, the incident polychromatic beam is partially coherent 

and photon flux density is higher than 1010 photons mm−2s−1 (Sanchez et al., 2013). To cut-off 

the lower range of the incident X-ray spectrum, a 2.8 mm-thick aluminium plate as well as the 

triaxial cell itself are used as filters (Renard et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic of a synchrotron facility with storage ring, booster, beamline, and µCT scanner 

utilized for imaging rock microstructure. In-house filter setting comprise of aluminum plates and titanium 

triaxial cell, which itself acts as a filter. Modified from Dubsky et al. (2012). 

 

3.1.2 Experimental protocol 

This thesis present triaxial compression tests on six types of rocks, Carrara marble, 

monzonite, Westerly granite, Adamswiller sandstone, Bentheim sandstone and Anstrude 
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limestone. Three rock types are crystalline with porosity less than 1% (Carrara marble, monzonite, 

granite) and the three other rock types are porous sedimentary rocks with reservoir properties and 

porosity in the range 20-23%. Each sample is loaded axially between the stainless steel pistons of 

the triaxial cell. The interfaces between the pistons and the sample were not lubricated. Axial load 

is increased in steps and tomography scans are acquired at each stress step such that the stress in 

the sample remains constant for the duration of 1-2 minutes of a 3D scan. During tomographic 

acquisition, the rotating stage is synchronized with the camera and sample is rotated continuously. 

At every step increase in stress, the stage of the beamline was rotated from 0o to +180o and back 

to 0o and that corresponds to one tomography scan. Exposure time for every rotation is 0.036 𝑠 

and each scan lasted around 90 seconds, producing a series of 2500 two-dimensional 

projections/radiographs of the three-dimensional sample. Axial stress is increased in incremental 

steps and tomography scans are acquired until one step before the peak stress. Sample fails with a 

rapid stress drop and a tomographic scan cannot be recorded during failure. A final scan is obtained 

after the sample has failed, and then the experiments is ended. The number of 3D scans acquired 

during one experiment varied depending on the loading rate and when the sample reached failure. 

The radiographs acquired at beamline ID19 were reconstructed in three-dimensions 

(1600 𝑥 1600 𝑥 1600 𝑣𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑙3) using plain filtered back-projection (Mirone et al., 2014), which is 

employed in the program PyHST2 and coupled with a single-distance phase-retrieval algorithm 

adapted from Paganin et al. (2004). Image reconstruction process using filtered back-projection is 

detailed in Figure 3.3. 

After the experiments, the samples were recovered and those that were not pulverized were 

consolidated with epoxy glue. Then, the samples were cut in two pieces along their cylindrical 

axis. The surface was polished and then carbon-coated and observed with a Hitachi SU5000 

scanning electron microscope at the University of Oslo, with a voltage of 15 kV. 
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Figure 3.3: Sketch describing the image reconstruction process with a back projection algorithm. 

Projections obtained for each rotation are filtered and back-projected as shown. Filtering removes the 

blurring that would result from simple back-projection. Figure adapted from Qiu et al. (2016). 

 

3.1.3 Tomogram segmentation protocol 

Three-dimensional digital volumes of rock contain microstructural information of damage 

accumulation in terms of microfractures and collapsed pores. Series of reconstructed tomograms 

for each experiment were segmented to extract these damage elements and uncover the damaged 

rock at microscale. I developed the following workflow to extract the microfractures and damage 

evolution in the samples. I have used Matlab and the image processing softwares AvizoFire and 

ImageJ, for segmentation. 

(1) During the initial stage, the digital volumes are corrected for artifacts that include, periodic 

stripes, ring artifacts and beam hardening. Periodic stripes were observed on every 2D slice 

and correspond to the noise from the scintillator. They are corrected by removing higher 
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intensities in their Fourier spectrum. Correction for periodic stripes is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Ring artifacts are corrected using a Matlab lab script developed by Jha et al. (2014). An 

example for this correction is shown in Figure 3.5. 

(2) Intensity gray values are then normalized and the level of noise is reduced using a non-

local means filter (Buades et al., 2005) applied to average out the speckle noise.  

(3) For, Carrara marble, a background subtraction algorithm (Sternberg, 1983) in ImageJ and 

AvizoFire is used to remove a smooth continuous background. Images are then thresholded 

to extract microfractures. Microfractures with a volume less than 100 voxels are limited by 

the resolution of the segmented images and were removed. Therefore, smallest 

microfracture is 100 voxels. Using the label analysis module in AvizoFire, geometric and 

shape parameters of all the microfractures are calculated. 

(4) In case of porous rocks, microfractures or micro pore space is extracted based on intensity 

histogram of each tomogram. Peaks in the gray level histograms of 32 bit images 

correspond to the various minerals, the void space, and the upper and lower pistons. Peak 

in the low intensity regime correspond to the regions of low X-ray absorption and signify 

fractures and pores at microscale. Segmentation based on intensity histogram is shown in 

Figure 3.6. 

(5) For Carrara marble samples, a dilation-erosion filter was used on segmented microfractures 

to connect any missing voxels that constitute the same microfracture. First, microfractures 

are dilated by one voxel to connect to the close neighbours, and then they are eroded by 

one voxel to recover their original volume. 

(6) As a result of segmentation, 3D digital volumes of the rock are characterized by associating 

binary zero, to the fracture/pore space and binary one, to the rock matrix. 
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Figure 3.4: Demonstration of correction for periodic stripes. (a) Periodic stripes appear at ~45𝑜 to the 

image. (b) Image after filtering out higher intensities in Fourier spectrum and corrected for the stripes. Ring 

artifacts are also visible from the images. 

 

Figure 3.5: Illustration of ring artifact correction. (a-i) and (a-ii) show the two kinds of ring artifacts. (b-i) 

and (b-ii) are the output images from the ring correction. 
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Figure 3.6: X-ray attenuation histograms and snapshots for samples Anstrude limestone 5 (b) and Bentheim 

sandstone (c). a) Gray level histograms contain several peaks that correspond to the various minerals, the 

void space, and the upper and lower pistons. The green circles separate the gray level corresponding to the 

pore space (on the left) from the rock matrix and pistons (on the right). b-c) Three-dimensional views and 

two dimensional sections of samples Anstrude limestone 5 (b) and Bentheim sandstone (c) with void space 

rendered in blue color. 

 

3.2 Digital Volume Correlation 

A set of 3D digital tomograms, obtained from triaxial loading at incremental stress steps, 

can be utilized for computation of strain localization during deformation. Gray level functions 

between two consecutive tomograms are compared to compute displacement field between stress 

steps. For a given voxel ‘𝑥’, let 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) represent scalar gray value functions of two 

consecutive tomograms. The digital volume correlation (DVC) technique (Sutton et al., 1983; Pan 

et al., 2009; Tudisco et al., 2015, 2017; Buljac et al., 2018) considers that the displacement of 

voxel ‘𝑥’ from 𝑓 → 𝑔 is defined by a displacement field, 𝑢(𝑥) and the two images are correlated 

such that, 

  𝑔(𝑥 + 𝑢(𝑥)) = 𝑓(𝑥)      (3.3) 

The computation of the displacement is affected by many factors including the discreteness of 

images, gray level resulting from convolution function and noise in the images (Buljac et al., 

2018). 

In the theses, I used the software TomoWarp2 (Tudisco et al., 2017; Van Der Walt et al., 

2011) to compute localized strain fields between successive tomograms for triaxial tests on porous 

rock specimen. This computational tool calculates the vector displacement field between 3D image 

sets based on digital volume correlation and facilitates computation of incremental strain tensor 

using continuum mechanics. This software has been previously used to study deformation response 

in heterogeneous material under triaxial compression (Lenoir et al., 2007; Hall et al., 2010; 

Charalampidou et al., 2011; Tagliaferri et al., 2011; McBeck et al., 2018; Renard et al., 2019b) 

and is employed to explore strain localization mechanisms in porous rock specimen considered in 

this thesis. 
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Each experiment is grouped into pairs of tomograms of nearly equal intervals of axial strain 

as shown in Figure 3.7. Tomograms (3D images) are divided into subvolumes that distribute over 

a regular grid that covers the entire sample volume. Subvolumes in one 3D image are mapped onto 

subvolumes in another image by TomoWarp2, which identifies similar patterns within these 

subvolumes by translations and rotations (Hall et al., 2006, 2010; Tudisco et al., 2015, 2017). 

Division of subvolumes requires a node space and mapping subvolumes requires a correlation 

window size, which are user-defined input parameters. The search window size determines the 

maximum detected displacement magnitudes, and so larger changes in the macroscopic axial strain 

require larger search window sizes. We choose a Cartesian coordinate system with the z-axis 

defining the direction of the maximum compression. Once the parameters are set, TomoWarp2 

computes vector displacement fields (�⃗� ) (Hild and Roux, 2008), which consecutively calculates 

displacement gradient tensor (𝑢) and 3D incremental strain tensor between successive tomograms 

separated by a strain interval. 

Throughout the sub-volumes, components of strain tensor are computed by taking 

derivatives of the displacement gradient tensor (𝑢). Negative divergence (𝛻. 𝑢 < 0), positive 

divergence (𝛻. 𝑢 > 0), negative rotation (also called curl, 𝛻x𝑢 < 0) and positive rotation (𝛻x𝑢 >

0) indicate contractive strain, dilatative strain, left-lateral shear strain and right-lateral shear strain, 

respectively. Statistics on populations of strain components within the rock volume is required to 

predict the trends in strain localization mechanisms when approaching macroscopic failure. Mean 

values of strain components are computed between successive tomograms and normalized by 

respective strain intervals. Cumulative mean of strain values is necessary to compare these 

incremental strain values to the porosity evolutions. 
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Figure 3.7: Deformation curves for Anstrude limestone experiment #5. Each black dot corresponds to a 3D 

X-ray tomogram. Stress-strain curve is divided into nearly equal intervals of strain marked by the red 

vertical lines. The length of each horizontal red line is a measure of strain interval, as given in the right 

vertical axis. 
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4 Fracture Tracking Algorithm 

During my PhD, I have developed an algorithm to track the nucleation and growth of 

microfracture in rocks under triaxial deformation condition leading to brittle failure. This 

algorithm has been used in three publications that are part of the present thesis (Kandula et al., 

2019; Renard, McBeck, Kandula, et al., 2019; McBeck, Kandula, et al., 2020). Measured 

foreshocks before the mainshock of an earthquake, acoustic emission (AE) activity in rocks prior 

to failure and microfracture avalanches before material failure, all these three observations are 

based on the instantaneous measurement of damage. However, the X-ray tomography data provide 

a quantification of the amount of microfractures inside a sample under a given stress state. 

Therefore, there is a need for an algorithm that computes microfracture increments between two 

stress steps (an instantaneous measure of damage) for the experiments described in § 3.1. The 

quantification of incremental microfracture growth  facilitates testing the theories of material 

failure (§2.3.2) and associate them to the rocks of Earth’s crust. The algorithm accounts for quasi-

static loading conditions (i.e. before the dynamic propagation of a system-size fracture) and is 

applicable for rocks of very low porosity. It is developed using a Matlab script and contains three 

main stages (10 steps in total) described in the following. 

 

Stage 1: Identification of individual microfractures 

1) The computation begins with the result of tomogram segmentation by considering the set 

of binary 3D digital volumes of the rock, for a given experiment. Microfractures are 

represented by binary numbers (zero for the fractures, one for the solid). A Cartesian 

coordinate system is considered and the direction of maximum compressive stress is along 

the z-direction (i.e. the axis of the cylindrical sample), whereas the x- and y-directions 

represent radial directions. Two digital volumes at consecutive stress steps are identified 

as 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 (Figure 4.1a), where 𝑗 = [2, 𝑛] such that 𝑛 = number of stress steps/scans 

or scan number at failure. We define also: 

- the number of microfractures in 𝑉𝑗−1 = 𝑚 

- the number of microfractures in 𝑉𝑗 = 𝑛 
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2) Geometric characteristics of microfractures such as, position of their centroid, volume, 

surface area, and shape parameters are calculated for both the volumes. Voxels that belong 

to one single microfracture are grouped such that each of them are connected through face, 

edge or corner, in 3D. The centroids are computed for each cluster of voxels that are 

considered to correspond to a single microfracture. 

- centroid of each microfracture 𝑚 in volume 𝑉𝑗−1 → 𝐶𝑗−1
𝑚  

- centroid of each microfracture 𝑛 in volume 𝑉𝑗 → 𝐶𝑗
𝑛 

Stage 2: Tracking of microfractures 

3) Microfractures with their unique centroids, 𝐶𝑗−1
𝑚  and 𝐶𝑗

𝑛 in both the volumes can be tracked 

between stress steps by using a matching criterion. First, distance between 𝐶𝑗−1
𝑚  and 𝐶𝑗

𝑛 is 

obtained. If this distance is below a radius threshold, these two are matched and counted 

as same fracture in the two tomograms. All the other fractures that do not match this 

criterion are counted as new ones. 

4) A tracking identification number (ID) is assigned to each microfracture in 𝑉𝑗. At the initial 

step, which starts by considering the first 3D tomogram, i.e., 𝑉1, tracking IDs are assigned 

as a series of integer numbers. From the second step, microfracture in 𝑉𝑗 that match the 

distance criterion are given the same IDs as in 𝑉𝑗−1, i.e., IDs for 𝐶𝑗−1
𝑚  translates to 𝐶𝑗

𝑛. All 

other microfractures in 𝑉𝑗 are given new IDs. 

5) In the data sets the radius threshold for matching centroids is chosen equal to 0.625 𝑚𝑚, 

which is 30% of the largest microfracture length and 6% of sample length. Correction for 

axial contraction of the sample along the z-direction (Figure 4.2) is also added to the radius 

threshold. At this stage, microfractures are segregated as growing, nucleating and closing 

ones. Microfractures that are identified with same IDs in 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 shows growth in their 

volume. This growth corresponds to either increase in number of voxels within the same 

microfracture or coalescence with neighboring microfractures or partial closing of the 

microfracture. Nucleation of new microfractures corresponds to those with new IDs in 𝑉𝑗. 

Also, some of the microfractures in 𝑉𝑗−1 tend to close completely in 𝑉𝑗 and therefore do 

not show any corresponding IDs. An example of output from this tracking is shown in 

Figure 4.3. 
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Stage 3: Computation of microfracture increments 

6) Microfracture increments between two successive stress steps were extracted by mapping 

the segmented volume 𝑉𝑗−1 at the (j-1)th stress step with the consecutive volume 𝑉𝑗 at the 

jth stress step such that the position of every voxel in volume 𝑉𝑗 has a corresponding position 

in the volume 𝑉𝑗−1, with a procedure described in steps 7 to 9 below. This mapping is 

necessary due to axial contraction and radial dilation between successive stress steps, so 

that a simple difference between successive three-dimensional tomograms cannot be used 

to extract damage increments. 

7) Volumes are considered as 2D radial slices stacked along z-axis, 𝑧𝑗−1 = [1 𝑁𝑗−1] and 𝑧𝑗 =

[1  𝑁𝑗], where 𝑁𝑗−1 and 𝑁𝑗 are number of 2D slices in 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 respectively. First, the 

geometric centers of volumes 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 are identified as 𝑠𝑗−1 and 𝑠𝑗. Volume 𝑉𝑗−1 is 

divided into two halves about the center and across the z-axis, i.e., 𝑧𝑗−1 = [1 𝑠𝑗−1] 

represent first half and 𝑧𝑗−1 = [𝑠𝑗−1 + 1 𝑁𝑗−1] represent the second half. First half in 𝑉𝑗−1 

is projected on to 𝑉𝑗 from above i.e., 𝑧𝑗−1 = [1 𝑠𝑗−1] → 𝑧𝑗 = [1 𝑠𝑗−1]. Second half in 𝑉𝑗−1 

is projected on to 𝑉𝑗 from below i.e., 𝑧𝑗−1 = [𝑠𝑗−1 + 1 𝑁𝑗−1] → 𝑧𝑗 = [𝑠𝑗−1 + 1 𝑁𝑗]. Thus, 

volumes are mapped along the z-direction as shown in Figure 4.1b. Due to axial 

contraction, 𝑁𝑗−1 > 𝑁𝑗 by 1-10 voxels for the entire duration of the experiment. 

8) Now to map along the x- and y-direction, each of the 2D radial slices mapped previously, 

are considered. Due to radial dilation, radial lengths along x- and y-direction in 𝑉𝑗−1 are 

always less than those in 𝑉𝑗. Therefore, each 2D slice in 𝑉𝑗 is now divided into two halves 

about the center and along the y-direction (Figure 4.1c). Each row in 𝑉𝑗 is then mapped on 

to 𝑉𝑗−1 following the same logic as in case of mapping along the z-direction. 

9) Further, mapping along the x-direction rolls down to single voxel. Using the logic to map 

along the z- and x-directions, every voxel in each row is mapped between 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗. 

Now, 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 are mapped such that every voxel in 𝑉𝑗 has a corresponding voxel in 𝑉𝑗−1. 

If 𝐿𝑗−1 and 𝐿𝑗 are representatives of voxels in 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 respectively, 𝐿𝑗−1 = {0,1} and 

𝐿𝑗 = {0,1} i.e., voxels can be either ‘0’- microfracture or ‘1’-rock matrix. When 𝐿𝑗−1 =

{0} → 𝐿𝑗 = {0} condition occurs, i.e., when mapped voxels belong to microfractures, 𝐿𝑗 in 

𝑉𝑗 is removed (𝐿𝑗 = 1) (Figure 4.1d). Therefore, as a result of mapping and deleting 
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common voxels between 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗, volume 𝑉𝑗 is left with only increments, which can 

then be classified as either growth, nucleation, or closing of microfractures. 

10) Increments are tracked to separate those belong to growing, nucleating and closing 

microfractures, using the tracking described previously and the statistics of number and 

volume of microfracture increments are calculated. 
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the microfracture tracking algorithm. For convenience of understanding, the 

algorithm is shown in 2D. However, it is developed in 3D to track microfractures in tomograms. (a) 

Representation of digital volumes, 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 at (j-1)th and jth stress steps respectively. Microfractures are 

assigned with tracking numbers and the sketch shows the growth, nucleation and closure mechanisms. 

Fractures 2 and 3 in 𝑉𝑗−1 grow and coalesce to form one single fracture, 3 in 𝑉𝑗. Fractures 4, 5 are new 

fractures that appear in 𝑉𝑗 and 1 is representative of a closing fracture. (b) Mapping of digital volumes along 

the z-direction. Individual volumes are considered as 2D slices stacked along the z-direction. Yellow and 

blue circles represent geometric centers, and 𝑆𝑗−1 and 𝑆𝑗 represent center slices in 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 respectively. 

Mapping, 𝑧𝑗−1 = [1 𝑠𝑗−1] → 𝑧𝑗 = [1 𝑠𝑗−1] and 𝑧𝑗−1 = [𝑠𝑗−1 + 1 𝑁𝑗−1] → 𝑧𝑗 = [𝑠𝑗−1 + 1 𝑁𝑗] is shown 

using arrows directing from 𝑉𝑗−1 to 𝑉𝑗. (c) Mapping of digital volumes along the y-direction is shown by 

arrows directing from 𝑉𝑗 to 𝑉𝑗−1. Rows parallel to the x-direction direction are projected from 𝑉𝑗 onto 𝑉𝑗−1. 

(d) Mapping along the x-direction is shown by arrows directing from 𝑉𝑗 to 𝑉𝑗−1. At this stage, individual 

voxels are mapped onto each other. Mapping is directed from 𝑉𝑗−1 to 𝑉𝑗 along the z-direction and 𝑉𝑗 to 𝑉𝑗−1 

along the x- and y-directions due to axial contraction and radial dilation. 

In three rock types namely, Carrara marble, monzonite and Westerly granite, the algorithm 

identifies the following mechanisms as a result of increasing stress: (1) growth of pre-existing 

microfractures, (2) nucleation of new microfractures, (3) growth resulting from coalescence of pre-

existing microfractures, (4) closing of pre-existing microfractures. Statistics on number and 
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volume of microfractures corresponding to respective mechanisms in Carrara marble are plotted 

as a function of applied differential stress, in Figure 4.3. Growth volume of microfractures shows 

a continuous increase while nucleating volume shows a plateau when failure is approached. 

Therefore, this algorithm can separate different mechanisms involved in accumulation of damage 

and can help reveal the dynamics of precursory activity before macroscopic failure. 

      

Figure 4.2: Axial length and sample radius along the principle axes for an experiment with a Carrara marble 

sample (Kandula et al., 2019). The red dashed line marks failure at differential stress, 𝜎𝑓. 

Microfracture increments computed from this procedure gives instantaneous measurement 

of damage at a given (𝑗𝑡ℎ) stress step. Increments are computed for three types of non-porous rock 

specimen and following observations are made. (1) Growth observed in a microfracture (in 𝑉𝑗) at 

two different positions, after deletion of voxels (from 𝑉𝑗−1), are counted as two different 

increments. (2) This resulted in numerous increments of sizes below 100 𝜇𝑚3 and are cut-off 

while plotting distributions of size increments. Statistics on increments can facilitate testing 

theories of brittle failure and correlate my experimental results, with, for example, the b-value 
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obtained of the Gutenberg-Richter law. Volume of microfracture increments is plotted as a 

function of applied differential stress for Carrara marble, Monzonite and Westerly granite in Figure 

4.4. Volume and differential stress are parameterized as defined in theoretical and computational 

models (Alava et al., 2006, Girard et al., 2010) to identify power-law scaling and compute scaling 

exponents. Volume of the increments show power-law scaling in the vicinity of failure in 

monzonite and granite samples. However, the power-law scaling for Carrara marble differs 

significantly from that of monzonite and Westerly granite. Increments in Carrara marble are also 

tracked to separate the increments that are part of growing fractures and nucleating fractures 

(Figure 4.5). This tracking algorithm identifies a variety of processes involved in accumulation of 

damage prior to system-size failure. Therefore, it provides new ways of quantifying damage in 

tomography data, which could not be performed in previous studies (Renard et al., 2017, 2018). 

An example of the tracking algorithm in Carrara marble is shown in Figure 4.4 and supporting 

information of Manuscript 1, Figure S1. 

 

Figure 4.3: Results of tracking algorithm: Growing, nucleating and closing microfractures in Carrara 

marble (Kandula et al., 2019). Microfracture number (a) and volume (b) as a function of differential stress, 

for respective mechanisms. Red dashed line marks failure differential stress, 𝜎𝑓. 

Potential errors may originate from the segmentation procedure (especially due to dilation 

erosion filtering), and the choice of the radius threshold for tracking and mapping of voxels 

between 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗. For example, in Carrara marble, sample length (along z) is ~1500 voxels and 

width (along x and y) is 740 voxels, for the first scan. The difference in number of voxels along 

the x-, y- and z-directions between the volumes 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 (due to axial contraction and radial 
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dilation) account to 1-2 voxels in the beginning of the experiment and up to 10 voxels (0.006% of 

sample length, 0.01% of sample width) for the last stress step before failure. Therefore, mapping 

between volumes 𝑉𝑗−1 and 𝑉𝑗 is nearly precise. Segmentation errors are observed to be below a 

size of 100 𝜇𝑚3 and therefore, this microfracture increment was chosen as a cut-off volume for 

further analysis. 

 

Figure 4.4: Incremental volume as a function of differential stress for Carrara marble (Kandula et al., 2019), 

monzonite (Renard, McBeck and Kandula, 2019) and Westerly granite (McBeck, Kandula et al., 2019). 

Incremental volume and differential stress are normalized for comparison of trends among different 

experiments. ∆𝐷= 1 −
𝜎

𝜎𝑓
, 𝜎 = differential stress, 𝜎𝑓 = differential stress at failure. 

𝑑𝐷𝜙

𝑑∆𝐷
= incremental 

volume, 𝑑𝐷𝜙 between the successive stress steps, 𝑑∆𝐷. Parameterization is used to extract scaling for the 

trends, which are power-laws. The trend observed in Carrara marble differs significantly from monzonite 

and Westerly granite and shows a deviation from a power law near failure, which could be due to the final 

localization before system-size failure. 
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of the tracking algorithm to compute and track microfracture increments in 

Carrara marble. Three-dimensional illustrations of randomly picked microfracture increments at stress state 

𝜎𝒇 − 2 that grow (dull blue) when the system is driven to a stress state 𝜎𝒇 − 1 (red arrow). 𝜎𝒇 defines stress 

at failure. Microfracture increments in purple color nucleate independently at respective stress states. 
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5 Manuscript Summaries 

5.1 Dynamics of microscale precursors during brittle compressive failure 

in Carrara marble (Journal of Geophysical Research, 2019) 

 

Contribution: I have performed the experiments, analyzed the data, and written the manuscript. 

 

Summary: Failure mechanisms in the crust have microstructural origins, which has 

motivated the research presented in this manuscript. Using a novel experimental technique of 

triaxial deformation coupled with time-lapse X-ray microtomography we have imaged the 

microstructure of Carrara marble under brittle compressive failure at micrometer resolution. We 

have characterized the damage as opening of new fractures and their coalescence, and closing of 

pre-existing fractures at incremental loading steps of axial stress. We were able to track all the 

microfractures as a function of increasing stress. We have computed change in volume of each 

microfracture using a tracking algorithm that maps 3D digital tomograms between successive 

stress steps. These incremental change of volume, which we called microfracture increments, show 

specific power-law statistics that we identified using a maximum likelihood method. Our method 

allows also the total measurement of strain (both seismic and aseismic, without separating these 

two components,) and can characterize all deformation events and fracture geometries unlike 

previous studies using for example acoustic emission monitoring. 

Detailed tracking of microfracturing events have revealed that several observables such as 

incremental damage volume, largest microfracture, distribution of size increments evolve 

following power law scaling towards system-size failure until 98% of failure stress. Power-law 

exponents for these observables are in good agreement with theoretical models such as mean-field 

depinning and progressive damage model, and argue for an interpretation of compressive failure 

as a critical phase transition from an intact to a failed state. While the assumptions of depinning 

model does not account for localization of strain, the progressive damage model incorporates 

microstructural disorder, long-range elastic stress redistributions, local Coulomb damage criterion, 

and strain localization. Therefore, the progressive damage model successfully captures the 

characteristics of brittle compressive failure for Carrara marble. 
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Near-failure dynamics corresponding to greater than 98% of failure stress shows a 

deviation from a power-law for the incremental damage. Breaking of scaling prior to failure is 

interpreted to be facilitated by the mechanisms of subcritical (slow aseismic) crack growth and 

sustained growth of largest damage clusters either through propagation of the largest cluster or the 

coalescence of damage clusters to form the largest cluster. Therefore, the point at which a deviation 

from power-law is observed in incremental damage could be a signal that rock volume is 

approaching system-size failure. Similar analyses on other rock specimen are required to confirm 

this important observation. 

 

5.2 Synchrotron 4D X-ray imaging reveals strain localization at the onset 

of system-size failure in porous reservoir rocks (Pure and Applied 

Geophysics, submitted) 

 

Contribution: I have performed the experiments, analyzed the data, and written the manuscript. 

 

Summary: Porous rocks are characterized by complex microstructure that may control their 

mechanisms of deformation under crustal conditions. As a result of strain localization, deformation 

bands form and contain components of dilation, compaction and shear. These deformation bands 

have been observed in several major geological reservoirs in basins. A systematic characterization 

of their microstructure is required to provide a consistent description of the multiscale mechanics 

leading to strain localization. This strain localization process has fundamental implications in 

geomechanical challenges such as porosity and permeability evolution, induced seismicity, 

fracturing and subsidence in geological reservoirs. This manuscript focuses on the microstructural 

evolution in sandstones and limestones subjected to triaxial compression until system-size failure. 

Dynamic synchrotron X-ray tomography laboratory experiments allowed the direct measurement 

of pore and microfracture geometries. By mapping the digital tomograms in 3D, incremental strain 

components are computed between the successive stress steps using a technique of digital volume 

correlation and dominant localization mechanisms are identified. 
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Localization of damage occurred through formation of shear bands. Evolutions of porosity 

with applied load are closely linked to the evolutions of incremental strain components of dilation, 

compaction and shear. Applied confinement is a guiding parameter in defining the dominant 

microscale mechanisms and strain localization in porous rocks. Sandstones under low confinement 

(5 MPa) deform through dilation of pore space and localization of dominant dilatative strain. Under 

higher confinement of 30 MPa, pore space decreases with applied load facilitated by localization 

of contractive strain. On the other hand, strain localization in limestones is mixed-mode, with 

significant contributions from shear along with either dilation or contraction, associated with a 

decrease in porosity as a function of applied load. Microstructural mechanisms guiding strain 

localization in sandstones correspond to pore space dilation, pore collapse and grain crushing, and 

in limestones they correspond to pore collapse, grain crushing with cataclasis and pore-emanating 

fractures. 

 

5.3 Volumetric and shear processes in crystalline rock approaching 

faulting (Proceedings of National Academy of Sciences, 2019) 

 

Contribution: I have participated to the experiments, performed data analysis using the fracture 

tracking algorithm, and contributed to the preparation of the manuscript. 

 

Summary: Experimentally reproducing failure in continental rocks can contribute towards 

understanding fracturing in geomaterials and preparation processes of large earthquakes. Evolution 

of microstructure in a crystalline rock under triaxial compression is captured using in-situ dynamic 

X-ray tomography and cumulative and incremental strain field are computed from digital volume 

correlation analysis. Experiments performed on a quartz-rich monzonite specimen show damage 

accumulation through initiation, growth and coalescence of microfractures, leading to macroscopic 

failure. These processes are accompanied by opening of new microfractures, propagation and 

closing of existing microfractures, which are revealed by the tracking analysis. 

Strain localization in the microscale zones of the rock specimen shows correlation between 

large positive and negative volumetric strains, shear strain of opposite senses and high volumetric 
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and shear strains. Evolution of spatial distributions of strain components produced by 

microfracture development reveals four phases of deformation preceding macroscopic shear 

failure. (1) Small variation in incremental strain components correspond to initial elastic phase. 

(2) Volume of rock experiencing positive volumetric strain and negative shear strain increase to 

30% following yield. (3) Phase 3 shows a further 10% increase in these volumes. (4) Magnitudes 

of positive volumetric strain and negative shear strain show a significant 400% increase toward 

failure while their respective volumes remain roughly constant. 

Fracture tracking algorithm is applied to the segmented binary digital volumes as detailed 

in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Cumulative distributions of microfracture volume increments 

corresponding to growth, plotted using maximum likelihood method show power-laws. For the 

last tomogram, this power-law scaling breaks down, which correspond to the last phase of 

deformation where volumetric and shear strains attain peak values. Accumulation of microfracture 

increments is therefore facilitated by the volume increasing/decreasing volumetric strain events 

and positive/ negative shear strain events, which are distributed throughout the rock volume. These 

events correspond to off-fault seismic and aseismic processes, and can possible occur in the form 

of conjugate microseismicity. Therefore, these events can play crucial role in preparation processes 

leading to system-size shear faulting. 

 

5.4 Isolating the factors that govern fracture development in rocks 

throughout dynamic in situ X‐ray tomography experiments (Geophysical 

Research Letters, 2019) 

 

Contribution: I have performed some of the experiments, the data analysis using the fracture 

tracking algorithm, and contributed to the preparation of the manuscript. 

 

Summary: Predicting the factors governing fault propagation is a fundamental challenge in 

geoscience. Several factors that affect fracture propagation have been identified over the past 

decade. However, the characteristics that determine the likelihood of fracture propagation are still 
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unclear. This article aims to predict, using a machine learning technique based on logistic 

regression analysis, characteristics that are most likely to be considered for fracture propagation. 

We developed and trained logistic regression models for 4 triaxial compression tests on centimeter 

scale crystalline rock specimen, imaged in situ using X-ray micro tomography. 14 different 

characteristics that quantify geometry, size, orientation and proximity of a fracture with respect to 

its neighbors in a network are tested to predict whether a fracture grows or closes. The model 

produce a logical binary output (true/false) for each parameter based on the input data. Using the 

tracking algorithm detailed in §4, individual fractures are tracked and labeled with unique 

identifiers such that growing and closing fractures are separated. Fracture growth is best predicted 

by the characteristics of length, thickness, volume and orientation with respect to maximum 

principle stress and distance to the closest neighbor in a network. Growing fractures are clustered, 

thinner, shorter and oriented 30 − 60𝑜 to the maximum principle stress. While closing fractures 

are isolated, thicker, longer and oriented vertically along the maximum principle stress. Our results 

when exported to crustal faults networks, field analysis should focus on fault length, orientation 

and clustering for best prediction of their likelihood of propagation. 
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Dynamics of Microscale Precursors During Brittle
Compressive Failure in Carrara Marble
Neelima Kandula1 , Benoît Cordonnier1,2 , Elodie Boller2, Jérôme Weiss3 ,
Dag Kristian Dysthe1 , and François Renard1,3

1The Njord Centre, PGP, Departments of Geosciences and Physics, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway, 2The European
Synchrotron, ESRF, Grenoble, France, 3University Grenoble Alpes, University Savoie Mont Blanc, CNRS, IRD, IFSTTAR,
ISTerre, Grenoble, France

Abstract Microscale heterogeneities influence failure mechanisms in the crust. To track the
microstructural changes in rock samples when loaded until failure, we employed a novel experimental
technique that couples dynamic X‐ray microtomography imaging with a triaxial deformation apparatus. We
studied the brittle failure of Carrara marble under triaxial compression. Dynamic tomographic data revealed
the spatial organization of microfractures and damage increments characterizing the precursory activity
toward catastrophic failure. We quantified the emergence of scaling relationships between microstructural
parameters, including total damage volume, incremental damage volume, the largest connected
microfracture, and the applied differential stress. The total volume of microfractures accumulated from the
beginning of the experiment as well as the incremental damage showed power law increase. The growth of
the largest connected microfracture was related to differential stress as a power law with divergence at
failure. The microfracture volume increments were distributed according to a power law with an upper
cutoff that itself spanned the entire volume toward failure. These characteristic features of brittle failure in
Carrara marble under compression are in agreement with theoretical models that consider failure as a
critical phase transition. We also observed that, very close to failure, several power law relationships broke
down, which we interpret to be related to the coalescence of the largest microfractures in a finite size
volume. Scaling laws and associated exponents computed from our data are compared with predictions
made from theoretical and numerical models. Our results show that precursors of macroscopic brittle failure
in Carrara marble follow predictable trends.

1. Introduction

Disorder and long‐range stress interactions drive the failure of heterogeneous materials (e.g., Alava et al.,
2006). Macroscopic failure arises from the nucleation and growth of fractures and faults that are influenced
by heterogeneities at various scales (e.g., Lockner et al., 1991; Paterson & Wong, 2005; Peng & Johnson,
1972). In rocks, structural heterogeneities arise from grains, grain boundaries, pores, joints, and preexisting
microfractures. Understanding the microscale physical laws governing the failure of crustal rocks provides
fundamental insights into the characterization of precursory signals to brittle compressive failure, including
microfracture propagation and arrest, and interaction of microfracture populations.

Preceding some large earthquakes, small earthquakes (foreshocks) often develop in the nucleation zone of
the main shock (e.g., Bouchon et al., 2011; Jaumé & Sykes, 1999; Kato et al., 2012). However, earthquake
foreshocks are not always observed (Wu et al., 2013; Zaliapin & Ben‐Zion, 2013). Experimental and theore-
tical studies have suggested that the progressive growth of these precursors develop into unstable slip along a
fault (Ohnaka, 1992).

Macroscopic brittle deformation in rocks is preceded by the propagation of precursory microfractures
(Lockner et al., 1992; Wong et al., 2006). In triaxial compression laboratory experiments, microfractures tend
to nucleate and localize along planar faults oriented at ~30° to the direction of the main compressive stress
(Lockner et al., 1991). Optical microscopy (Moore & Lockner, 1995; Tapponnier & Brace, 1976), scanning
electron microscopy (Brace et al., 1972), laser scanning confocal microscopy (Fredrich et al., 1995), and
acoustic emissions (Lockner et al., 1992) have revealed some of the microstructural origins of precursors
prior to macroscopic failure. Complementary to these techniques, dynamic X‐ray microtomography coupled
with triaxial load cell is a unique tool for imaging the microstructure of crustal rocks that are subjected to
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deformation (e.g., Renard et al., 2017; Renard, Mcbeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018; Iglauer &
Lebedev, 2017). This technique provides three‐dimensional microstructural information on damage distri-
bution as failure is approached and is complementary to other imaging techniques such as acoustic emis-
sions (e.g., Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019).

In the present study, we analyzed in situ time‐resolved three‐dimensional X‐ray microtomography data
acquired on centimeter‐scale samples of Carrara marble subjected to triaxial compression tests under stress
conditions relevant for earthquake nucleation. This imaging technique produced a 3‐D digital map of the
spatial distribution of microfracture populations and their evolution toward failure. We developed a novel
tracking algorithm to image not only the cumulated microfracture network but also the dynamics of incre-
ments of fracture growth, allowing quantifying tomography data beyond what has been previously achieved
for other rocks (Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018). Our data sets provide high‐
resolution quantification of the dynamics of precursors prior to system‐size brittle failure. Increments of
fracture growth at a given stress step are related to the acoustic energies measured in some laboratory experi-
ments and avalanches described in theoretical and numerical models of rock failure. Hence, our experimen-
tal results can test the theoretical predictions on physical laws explaining evolution of microfractures and
damage (e.g., Alava et al., 2006) and explore possible deviations from scenarios of the evolution of precursor
activity prior to system‐size failure.

2. Background
2.1. The Microscale Origin of Rupture in Rocks: The Classical View

When low porosity rocks are loaded, microfractures may initiate from grain boundaries and internal weak
zones such as fluid inclusions or healed cracks (Kranz, 1983; Paterson & Wong, 2005; Tapponnier &
Brace, 1976). The Griffith's theory of fracture propagation explains failure through the propagation of cracks
from preexisting defects (Griffith, 1921). Under compressive loading, it is classically considered that damage
and deformation follow two phases: a first phase in which microfractures nucleate stochastically from pre-
existing heterogeneities in the volume and a second phase where these microfractures start interacting and
grow until macroscopic failure leading to the development of roughly two‐dimensional faults (Jaeger &
Cook, 1969; Kuksenko et al., 1996).

At low axial stresses, rock volume variations are mostly elastic in nonporous rocks. For axial stresses above
40% to 60% of the failure stress, sample volume increases inelastically as the result of the opening of micro-
fractures, a process called dilation (Brace et al., 1966; Hoek & Martin, 2014). Brace and Bombolakis (1963)
and Hoek and Bieniawski (1965) have shown that microfractures tend to become parallel to the direction
of principal stress and propagate out of their initial plane under uniaxial loading. Uniaxial and triaxial com-
pression tests on granite showed fault surfaces with steps arranged as a staircase, and the surfaces of steps
were nearly perpendicular to the direction of principal stress (Peng & Johnson, 1972). This observation
was interpreted as the linkage of microfractures with orientations parallel to the main compressive stress,
leading to the formation of a shear plane.

2.2. Deformation of Carrara Marble

Deformation of Carrara marble, a rock made of more than 99% calcite and composed of interlocking calcite
grains, has been studied extensively. Experimental and field studies on Carrara marble in various settings
have shown that macroscopic deformation is guided by microstructural changes during loading. When sam-
ples of Carrara marble were deformed near the brittle‐plastic limit (Fredrich et al., 1989), a transition from
localized brittle fracture to nonlocalized semibrittle flow was observed. In the semibrittle field, the stress‐
induced crack density and anisotropy decreased with increasing confining pressure. Crack density and ani-
sotropy in samples deformed in the semibrittle field are comparable to those in the prefailure brittle samples.
Crack density and anisotropy alone are not sufficient to characterize the damage structure that leads to loca-
lization. Fredrich et al. (1989) suggested a quantitative characterization of damage volume and its spatial
correlation. Any further increase in confining pressure drove the system to the plastic domain, which inhib-
ited microfracture growth and localization. This inhibition was interpreted by the blunting of fracture tips.

Triaxial deformation tests were performed on Carrara marble across the brittle‐ductile transition (Schubnel
et al., 2006), and damage growth was observed to be guided by the microstructure and rheological properties
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of the rock. The same conclusion was emphasized by acoustic emission measurements (Schubnel et al.,
2006). At high confining pressure, plastic strain dominated the deformation until cataclastic flow was
observed (Schubnel et al., 2006). During this phase, twinning and dislocations piled up such that cracks were
required to accommodate local plastic strain. When the normal stress was decreased, driving the system to a
brittle regime, transient creep events was observed along with sudden growth of destabilized microcracks.
Oesterling et al. (2007) analyzed the microstructures and textures of a natural shear zone in Carrara marble
sampled in the upper part of the Frigido valley in the central Alpi Apuane, Italy. They observed that defor-
mation in this natural shear zone showed strain‐dependent variations in microstructure. In the present
study, we consider deformation of Carrara marble in the brittle regime and present microstructural changes
during deformation, which may provide insights in understanding deformation in this natural shear zone.

2.3. Fracture and Damage Models of Failure

Heterogeneities and disorder guide fracture nucleation and propagation in rocks and other heterogeneous
brittle materials. Prior to macroscopic failure, precursory activity was observed as the progressive nucleation
of microfractures and their stable growth (Lockner et al., 1992; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018; Vu et al., 2019;
Wong et al., 2006).

Empirical failure criteria, such as the Mohr‐Coulomb criterion, quantify rock strength (e.g., Paterson &
Wong, 2005). However, by construction, these approaches do not consider the existence of precursors.
More recently, theoretical models were developed to describe failure in heterogeneous media, such as rocks,
using concepts from out‐of‐equilibrium statistical physics. These models consider long‐range stress interac-
tions and disorder and history effects during loading (e.g., Alava et al., 2006). In these models, heterogene-
ities in the system are described by a spatial distribution of local stress threshold or initial defects with
varying elastic parameters. During loading, damage evolution is inferred from the spatial organization of
damage events and energy dissipation that accounts for the complex interplay between disorder and elastic
interaction of microfractures. In such models, failure can be described as a phase transition from an initial
unbroken stage to a final broken stage (e.g., Alava et al., 2006; Dahmen et al., 2009; Girard et al., 2012; Vu
et al., 2019). Evolution of damage is tracked in terms of a control parameter, which is a measure of the
applied load.

In the present study, we imaged and measured the total damage volume, the increments of damage, and the
volume of the largest microfracture cluster as Carrara marble specimens approached failure. Our main goal
is to quantify the relationships between these parameters and the applied stress by using the reduced control

parameter,ΔD ¼ σ f
D−σD

� �
=σ f

D, where σD is the differential stress applied on the sample and σ f
D is the differ-

ential stress at failure, considered here as the critical point where the failure transition occurs.

In Figure 1, we summarize the various parameters used in the present study and represent how microfrac-
turing controls the road to failure. Numerical simulations that consider rock failure as a critical phase tran-
sition predict that these parameters should follow power law behavior with well‐defined exponents when
approaching failure (Girard et al., 2012). We compare the scaling exponents measured in our experiments
with theoretical predictions and experimentally test the critical nature of the failure process, providing
new insights into the failure of geomaterials. We quantify how long‐range interactions and disorder present
in the system guide the route to brittle compressive failure in Carrara marble.

3. Material and Methods
3.1. Experimental Procedure

Carrara marble, a rock made of 99.6% of calcite, with very low porosity close to ~0.2% and grain sizes in the
range 100–200 μm (Rutter, 1972; Malaga‐Starzec et al., 2002), was deformed. Two cylindrical samples, 10‐
mm height and 5‐mm diameter, were cored from the same 10 × 10 × 10‐cm block. We used an experimental
technique that couples high‐resolution synchrotron X‐ray microtomography and the Hades triaxial defor-
mation apparatus (Renard et al., 2016), enabling time‐lapse three‐dimensional imaging of rocks at in situ
conditions of stress during deformation. We tracked the evolution of fractures in two specimens of
Carrara marble (labeled M8‐1 and M8‐2) that were deformed until brittle failure (Table 1). Each specimen
was mounted in the triaxial deformation apparatus (σ1 > σ2 = σ3) as shown in the inset of Figure 2. The
Hades apparatus is installed on the rotating stage of the X‐ray microtomography beamline ID19 at the
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European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France). Each sample was loaded axially between
stainless steel pistons. The interfaces between the pistons and the sample were not lubricated. The sample
was inserted into a polymer jacket, and silicon oil applied a constant confining pressure to the sample.
Experiments were performed at 25 °C, without pore fluid. The presence of a high flux of X‐rays during
the scans did not modify the internal temperature in the rig, which was monitored with a thermocouple.

During the experiments, the axial stress was increased in successive steps of either 2 MPa (sample M8‐1) or
1 MPa (sample M8‐2), until failure. At every step increase in stress, a three‐dimensional X‐ray microtomo-
graphy volume was recorded with 2,500 radiographs per scan, with a rotation of 180 degrees. Radiographs
were acquired with a polychromatic X‐ray beam (Wiggler gap of 68 mm with 5.6 mm of Al filter), given
an equivalent energy of 85 keV that crossed the sample. The pixel size was 6.5 μm. Each scan lasted 90 s dur-
ing which the applied stress was held constant. At this resolution, we did not detect any blurring artifact
indicating movement of the sample or fracture growth during scan acquisition. During a single‐stress
increase, microfractures nucleated, coalesced, or closed by a single growth event or by successive events of
growth that occurred during this stress step increase.

Figure 1. Sketch showing the evolution of Carrara marble toward macroscopic failure in three stages of deformation: (1)
randomnucleation of microfractures; (2) nucleation, growth, and localization of damage increments; and (3) development
of a shear fault at failure. σ1: axial stress, σ3 = σ2: confining pressure, σD = (σ1 − σ3): differential stress, σ

f
D: differential

stress at failure, D: stress control parameter. If failure is considered as a critical phenomenon (Girard et al., 2012; Vu et al.,
2019), several power law scaling relationships should emerge among stress control parameter, D; the cumulative micro-
fracture (black line) volume fraction quantified by the damage parameter, Dφ; the volume fraction of the largest micro-
fracture cluster, Smax (red line); the volume fraction of damage increments (blue dotted and solid lines); the volume
fraction of the largest damage increment, smax (red dotted line), dDφ/dD; the size (volume), s, and length, L, of a given
microfracture increment; and the probability distribution of damage increments, P(s). γf, γi, df, β, and α are the power law
scaling exponents. df is the fractal dimension of microfracture increments.

Table 1
Experimental Conditions for the Deformation of the Two Carrara Marble Samples

Sample
Confining
pressure

Differential
stress at yield

Differential
stress at failure Temperature

Rate of increase in
differential stress

Number
of 3‐D scans

M8‐1 20 MPa 88 MPa 100.7 MPa 25 °C 2 MPa/step 44
M8‐2 25 MPa 126 MPa 156.8 MPa 25 °C 1 MPa/step 97
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Series of 44 and 97 dynamic X‐ray microtomography volumes were
acquired for samples M8‐1 and M8‐2, respectively. The radiographs were
reconstructed in three dimensions using plain filtered back projection
(Mirone et al., 2014), coupled with a single‐distance phase retrieval algo-
rithm adapted from Paganin et al. (2004). After experiments, the speci-
mens were impregnated with liquid epoxy resin and then cut along the
axial plane after the liquid epoxy had solidified. The exposed surface
was polished, coated with 10‐nm gold, and imaged using a Hitachi
SU5000 scanning electron microscope at the University of Oslo, with a
voltage of 15 kV.

3.2. Segmentation of the Tomograms

As the specimens deformed toward failure, damage accumulated in their
volume as nucleating and propagating microfractures. The series of three‐
dimensional digital volumes obtained at every stress step until deforma-
tion were postprocessed to extract this damage. The 3‐D tomograms were
16‐bit images that included artifacts such as rings, periodic stripes, and
speckle noise. Seven steps were followed to extract the evolution of
damage with increasing stress:

1. Periodic stripes on every 2‐D slice appeared due to the noise from the
scintillator. A Fourier transform of each original 2‐D slice was calcu-
lated, and the part of the spectrum that corresponded to higher inten-

sities was cut off to remove these stripes. The inverse Fourier transform of the image was then calculated
to recover the original slice (Figure 3a).

Figure 2. Axial strain versus differential stress for Carrara marble samples
M8‐1 (confining pressure of 20 MPa) and M8‐2 (confining pressure of
25 MPa). Both samples exhibited a quasi‐brittle failure behavior. Each circle
corresponds to the acquisition of a three‐dimensional X‐ray tomography
volume. Open red circle: macroscopic yield point. Full red circle: last X‐ray
tomography scan before failure. Inset: sketch of the Hades rig.

Figure 3. Two‐dimensional sections of a three‐dimensional volume at various steps of the data segmentation process used to extract the microfractures. (a) Initial
reconstructed 16‐bit image and (g) corresponding grayscale histogram. Region shaded in pink corresponds to the rock, while the rest of the histogram
corresponds to the jacket and oil used for confining the sample. (b) Normalization of the grayscale histogram and transformation into 8‐bit image. (c) Image after
applying a nonlocal means filter. (d) Image corrected for ring artifacts and corresponding histograms shown in (h). (e) Image after background intensity was
subtracted and (i) corresponding histogram. (f) Segmented image with the microfractures in white.
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2. The gray level in each volume was normalized to enhance the details of the microfractures (Figure 3b)
and saved into 8 bit.

3. A nonlocal means filter (Buades et al., 2005) was applied to average out the speckle noise and sharpen the
microfractures (Figure 3c).

4. We used a Matlab package for ring artifact correction (Jha et al., 2014) to remove these artifacts in the
three‐dimensional volumes. A resulting image is shown in Figure 3d.

5. We employed a background subtraction algorithm (Sternberg, 1983) to remove a smooth continuous
background across the image (Figure 3e). This step is performed by choosing a “rolling ball” radius for
each image. At every voxel is assigned a local background value by averaging around the voxel over of
the rolling ball. This averaged intensity is subtracted from the original image. To remove large spatial var-
iations in the background intensity, we have used the background subtraction filter of the software
AvizoFire.

6. Each image was then thresholded to select microfractures. Varying slightly this threshold did not change
quantitatively the results (Figure S2 in the supporting information). Microfractures with a volume less
than 100 voxels were limited by the resolution of the segmented images and were removed. Therefore,
the value of 100 voxels is the lower limit of microfracture size considered here. At the end of this last seg-
mentation step, we obtained a binary image with microfractures quantified as intensity value 1 and the
rock with intensity value 0 (Figure 3f).

7. Finally, we have used dilation‐erosion filtering to connect voxels that belong to the same microfracture.
The procedure we used was to dilate the microfractures by one voxel to connect close neighbors and then
erode these microfractures by one voxel to recover their original volume.

3.3. Microfracture Statistics

Geometric characteristics of microfractures such as position, volume, surface area, and shape parameters
were calculated from the segmented binary three‐dimensional data. Because microfractures accumulated
at every axial stress step increase, σj, each microfracture or microfracture network at this stress step resulted
from the cumulative growth of preexisting microfractures or nucleation of new microfractures that formed
during the stress steps σj = 1 to σj (Figure 1). We observed that the incremental damage volume at step σj
results from a balance between the growth of preexisting fractures, the nucleation of new ones, and the pos-
sible closing of some of the preexisting microfractures, whose total volume is negligible (Figure S5). We dis-
tinguished between the cumulated damage, Dφ, defined as the total microfracture volume fraction at a given
stress step σj, and the incremental damage, dDφ/dΔD, between each stress step σj − 1 to σj. In order to obtain
an instantaneous measurement of the progressive growth of damage, we computed the dynamic variable,
the damage increments s that formed only between stress steps σj − 1 and σj. The sum of these increments

s normalized by the sample volume gives the incremental damage, dDφ=dΔD ¼ ∑σj
s

V sample
j

for a given stress step

σj, and sample volume V sample
j . These damage increments, s, between two successive stress steps were

extracted by mapping the segmented volume Vj − 1 at the (j − 1)th stress step with the consecutive volume
Vj at the next stress step such that the position of every voxel in volume Vj has a corresponding position in the
volume Vj − 1. We could then select voxels that corresponded to new increments of damage in the volume Vj

compared to the volume Vj − 1. This mapping was necessary because the sample may have compacted or
dilated between successive stress steps, so that a simple difference between successive three‐dimensional
tomograms cannot be used to extract damage increments. This procedure provides new ways of quantifying
damage in tomography data, which could not be performed in previous studies (Renard, McBeck, et al.,
2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018).

The centroids and volumes of damage increments at every step were tracked until failure and sorted into
three categories: (1) damage increments that grew and propagated between stress steps (j − 1) and j (blue
dashed lines in Figure 1), (2) nucleation of new microfractures at stress step j (full blue lines in Figure 1),
and (3) closing or coalescence of microfractures from steps (j − 1) and j (Figure S1). The large numbers of
microfractures and microfracture increments enable robust statistical analysis on the damage and damage
increments. In the analysis, the stress step σj is translated in terms of the control parameter,ΔD. An example
of the results obtained using this algorithm is shown in Figure S1.
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3.4. Advantages and Limitations of the Experimental Technique

A crucial advantage of the present experimental technique is that all
damage can be detected within the spatial resolution, independently
of how this damage was produced by a dynamic crack propagation
(i.e., seismic) or by a slow crack propagation (i.e., aseismic).
Moreover, the exact spatial location of the damage in the sample is
unambiguous in our data, which also give access to the shape and
orientation of the microcracks (see section 4.3 below and Renard,
McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018). These are important
differences with experimental studies that monitor damage evolution
using acoustic emissions.

On the other hand, the X‐ray microtomography experimental technique
employed in the present study has several limitations. First, because each
scan must be performed on a sample that does not deform, the stress must
be maintained constant during each acquisition. The consequence is that
despite the loading path is performed at an average constant strain rate,
stress is increased step by step. In average, the strain rate was low enough
to avoid subcritical crack propagation; therefore, we consider that this
experimental constraint did not affect the overall brittle behavior of
the samples.

Another limitation is the spatial resolution of 6.5 μm that does not allow
detecting microfractures smaller than this resolution. Because our study
is based on the detection of voids (i.e., volumetric damage), we cannot
detect preexisting microfractures that would have slid during a given
stress step increase, without producing additional damage or local dila-
tion. Such situation would happen likely for slips below the spatial resolu-
tion of the data.

4. Results

As the differential stress was increased, the deformation of the Carrara marble samples can be qualitatively
characterized by the progressive accumulation of damage, which finally localized along a shear plane result-
ing in a macroscopic fault (Figures 1, 2, and 4). Damage accumulated by an increase in the number and size
of microfractures, which dilated the volume. Because we could extract the microfractures visible at the reso-
lution of the tomograms, we were able to quantify the statistical evolution of six parameters as a function of

the control parameter,ΔD ¼ σ f
D−σD

� �
=σ f

D, at failure (Figure 1), as mentioned in section 2.3. We tracked the

following:

1. the total damage volume fraction defined asDφ ¼ ϕ−ϕi
1−ϕi

, where ϕ is the volume fraction of all open micro-
fractures and voids at a given stress step and ϕi is the volume fraction corresponding to the initial porosity
of the sample before loading (ϕi≈ 0.2%);

2. the new volumes of voids and microfractures, also called incremental damage, with increasing differen-
tial stress, dDφ/dΔD, computed as explained in section 3.3.

3. the volume fraction of the largest microfracture cluster, Smax;
4. the volume fraction of the largest damage increment smax;
5. the size (volume) s and the largest eigenvalue of microfracturing increments, considered as their lengths

L; and
6. the probability distribution of microfracture increments, P(s).

All these parameters are sketched in Figure 1. Their evolution toward the peak stress should show
power law scaling if brittle failure is a critical phenomenon (Girard et al., 2012). Two procedures
may be used to obtain the scaling exponents (Stanley, 1999). We present the first method in
section 4.2 by calculating scaling laws. We present the second method in section 4.3 by performing a
data collapse analysis.

Figure 4. View of segmented damage (i.e., microfractures) in samples M8‐1
(a) and M8‐2 (b). The left image displays the damage at the macroscopic
yield point. The middle image shows the damage at the onset of failure, and
the right image shows a three‐dimensional rendering of sample after failure
and slip along shear planes. Open red circle shows the macroscopic yield
point; full red circle shows the last scan acquired before failure for which the
corresponding distance to failure D is indicated. Animations of the evolution
of damage are provided in the supporting information (Movies S1–S3).
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4.1. Macroscopic Mechanical Behavior and Microstructure

Here, we analyze the macroscopic failure in Carrara marble along with the microstructural changes.
Figure 2 displays the macroscopic mechanical behavior of the two specimens. The differential stress‐axial
strain response was nonlinear for differential stresses below 40MPa. We interpret this behavior to arise from
the closure of voids during initial loading. A quasi‐linear regime was observed above 40 MPa until a signifi-
cant departure from elastic behavior occurred, here defined as the macroscopic yield stress, σyD. The position
of this yield stress occurs at a deviation of linearity in the effective stress versus volumetric strain curve

(Brace et al., 1966). This point nearly occurs at 90% and 80% of the differential stress at failure,σ f
D, for samples

M8‐1 and M8‐2, respectively (Table 1). After this point, additional increases in differential stress resulted in

irreversible macroscopic strain deformation untilσ f
Dwas reached, where an abrupt transition to macroscopic

brittle failure was observed. Within one‐step increase in applied differential stress, the rocks failed and a
stress drop larger than 10 MPa occurred. Figure 4 shows views of the total damage, Dφ, at the yield point
and near failure, as well as 3‐D renderings of the failed samples, and indicates that damage started well
before the macroscopic yield.

Tomography data show that damage clusters initially nucleated in spatially disperse, apparently random,
locations in the initial stage of deformation (Movie S1), similar to acoustic emissions locations in granite
(Lockner et al., 1991). With increasing differential stress, microfractures localized near the largest damage
clusters (Movie S1), growing into larger clusters (Movie S2), until one or few quasi two‐dimensional
system‐spanning shear planes developed (Movie S3). The shear planes were oriented at 30° ± 3° to the direc-
tion of the main compressive stress, σ1, as shown in Movies S1 and S3. Figure 4 shows snapshots of segmen-
ted microfractures in both samples (Movie S1) and the sample configuration after failure, which corresponds
to the last snapshot in the Movie S3.

Figure 5 shows scanning electron microscopy images of the samples after deformation. The mean grain size
was in the range 100–200 μm, in agreement with other studies (Rutter, 1972; Malaga‐Starzec et al., 2002). A
larger number of microfractures grew within grains rather than along grain boundaries (Figure 5e). Their
general orientation tended to be roughly parallel to the main compressive stress direction (Figure 5b).
Some microfractures also propagated across grain boundaries. After failure, damage localization resulted
in several shear planes (Figures 5c and 5d), which were oriented at an angle of ~30° to the main compressive
stress. Shear sliding resulted in cataclasis and reduction in grain size along with the formation of a gouge
(Movies S1 and S3).

4.2. Damage Scaling Laws

Data allow computing geometrical parameters of microfractures. The dynamics of microfractures toward
system‐size failure was tracked as a function of the control parameter, ΔD, which measures the distance
to failure through the applied differential stress. We also represent the evolution of the damage parameter,

Dφ, as a function of normalized differential stress σD=σ
f
D (Figure 6). Microfractures nucleated and grew, pro-

ducing macroscopic irreversible strain (Figure 2). An accelerated growth of Dφ toward failure was observed
(Figure 6). For sampleM8‐1, a sharp increase ofDφwas observed when approaching failure. However, due to
the limited number of tomograms near failure, a robust fit could not be estimated for this sample. For sample
M8‐2, for which more three‐dimensional volumes were acquired when approaching failure, the growth of
Dφ was progressive and accelerated toward failure. In the range 0.02 < ΔD < 0.2, this acceleration followed
a power law Dφ ∼ ΔD

−(β − 1) with an exponent (β − 1) = 1.5 (inset of Figures 6 and S3). Here the exponent
(β − 1) comes from the fact that the exponent β is defined for the incremental damage, dDφ/dΔD, for which
we expect a power law acceleration dDφ/dΔD~ΔD

−β (see Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al.,
2018, and below), while the total damage, Dφ, is the integral of this quantity (Figure 1). For this sample, Dφ

tapered at small values of the control parameter and showed an exponential evolution for ΔD < 0.02.

Microtomography data provide information on the volume of microfractures from the beginning of the
experiment. In order to compare our results with existing theoretical and numerical studies on brittle failure,
we have computed the change in the volume of pores and microfractures, dDφ/dΔD, between two successive
stress steps (see section 3.3). The evolution of dDφ/dΔD during loading is relevant to compare our experimental
results with theoretical models of damage progression toward failure (Alava et al., 2006; Girard et al., 2012).
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These theoretical models have predictions for volume fractions of dDφ/dΔD produced by the damage
nucleation and growth and are plotted as a function of ΔD in Figure 7a for sample M8‐2. These data show

that the growth of existing microfractures in the neighborhood of large
microfractures is dominant in number and volume compared to the
nucleation of new microfractures when approaching failure. For sample
M8‐2, dDφ/dΔD shows a power law scaling dDφ/dΔD~ΔD

−β up to the
vicinity of failure (ΔD ≈ 2 × 10−2) with an exponent β = 2.6 fully
consistent with the results of Figure 6 for cumulated damage
(β − 1 = 1.5) (inset in Figure 7a). A tapering of the power law behavior
of dDφ/dΔD for ΔD < 0.02 is observed, similar to the flattening or
exponential increase observed in the behavior of Dφ (Figure 6).

We also computed the number of damage increments between two suc-
cessive stress steps, dN/dΔD, also called damage event rate. In seismol-
ogy, it has been proposed, for example, that volcanic eruptions could be
preceded by an accelerating foreshock sequence following a so‐called
inverse Omori's law, dN/dt ∝ (tf − t)−p (e.g., Bell et al., 2013), with N
the number of earthquakes. In our system, we consider an equivalent
inverse Omori's law, dN/dΔD ∝ ΔD

−p, where time is replaced by the
control parameter ΔD. The number of damage increments plotted as a
function of ΔD for sample M8‐2 (Figure 7b) follows such inverse
Omori law until ΔD ≈ 0.02 with a scaling exponent p = 1.9 ± 0.05.
Breaking down of this inverse Omori scaling close to failure, for
ΔD < 0.02, could possibly be connected to the tapering of the power
law behavior of dDφ/dΔD shown in Figure 7a.

Figure 6. The damage index, Dφ, increases with increasing differential
stress for samples M8‐1 (green) and M8‐2 (blue). Inset: log‐log plot of Dφ
as a function of D for sample M8‐2. A linear trend in the range 0.02 < D < 0.1
demonstrates a power law relationship Dφ~D

−(β − 1) with a scaling expo-
nent (β − 1) = 1.5. Open red circle shows the macroscopic yield point; full
red circle shows the last scan acquired before failure.

Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy images of samples M8‐1 (a–d) and M8‐2 (e, f) recovered after failure. (a) Vertical
cross section in the middle of the entire sample. (b–d) Zooms showing microfractures in grains (b) and zoom on one shear
zone with intense grain comminution (c, d). (e) Development of microfractures inside grains and opening of grain
boundaries. Many intragranular microfractures are pinned at grain boundaries. (f) Shear zone in sample M8‐2 with
intense grain comminution. In all images, the main compressive stress is oriented vertical.
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When approaching failure, the dynamics of microfractures was dominated by the growth of the largest
microfracture, Smax, defined as the volume fraction of the largest microfracture cluster. Figure 8 shows
the growth of the largest cluster, Smax and of largest increment, smax, as a function of ΔD. The volume fraction
of the largest cluster in sample M8‐1 remained very small prior to failure and increased abruptly at failure.
Once again, the number of scans before failure is too limited for this sample to precisely track the evolution
of Smax or smax. For sample M8‐2, where the rate of loading was slower, it was possible to track the growth of

the largest cluster prior to the peak load in more details (inset in Figure 8).

It showed a power law scaling,SmaxeΔ−γf
D , with an exponent γf= 2.4 ± 0.1.

At failure, the largest cluster occupied 1.5% and 1.9% of the total micro-
fracture volume in M8‐1 and M8‐2, respectively, and connected the two
opposite boundaries of the sample. The volume fraction of the largest
damage increment, smax, plotted against the control parameter showed a

similar power law scaling, smaxeΔ−γi
D , with a smaller exponent

γi = 1.1 ± 0.1 for sample M8‐2 (inset in Figures 8 and S4). Within the
inherent fluctuations in the evolutions of Smax and smax (see inset of
Figure 8), we did not detect a significant breaking of scaling near final fail-
ure in this case.

4.3. Shape and Size Distribution of Damage Increments

To characterize the shape of the fracture increments, we calculated their
size (volume), s, and maximum length, L, computed as the largest eigen-
value of the covariance matrix. This eigenvalue may interpreted as repre-
senting the largest axis of the best fit ellipsoid of a given microfracture. A

power law scaling, seL−df , where df is the fractal dimension characterizing
their shape, was observed with df=2.3 and 2.1 for samples M8‐1 andM8‐2,
respectively (Figure 9). The value of these exponents, close to 2, indicates
that the fracture increments are quasi‐two‐dimensional objects, as
expected for microfractures.

Figure 10 shows the cumulative density functions (CDF) of damage incre-
ment sizes occurring at different stress steps, corresponding to different

Figure 7. (a) Evolution of incremental damage, dDφ/dD as a function of control parameter, D in sample M8‐2. Damage
increments are tracked as incremental events of growth and nucleation (see Figure 1), and the respective volume frac-
tions are plotted as a function of D. Inset: Rate of damage growth and nucleation plotted against control parameter for
sample M8‐2, showing a scaling dDφ/dD ∼ D

−β with an exponent β = 2.6 for 0.02 < D < 0.1 (red dashed straight line). For

D < 0.02, an exponential evolution is observed. Open red circle shows the yield point; full red circle shows the last scan
acquired before failure. (b) Number of damage increments (damage event rate), dN/dD plotted as a function of control
parameter, D, shows a power law scaling, dN=dDe−pD with exponent p = 1.9 ± 0.06 for D > 0.02 and a fluctuating decrease
for D < 0.02.

Figure 8. Volume fractions of the largest microfracture, Smax, and of largest
increment, smax,plotted against the control parameter, D, for both samples,
M8‐1 (green) and M8‐2 (blue). Inset: log‐log plot of Smax and smax as a
function of D showing a power law scaling, Smaxe−γfD and smaxe−γiD for sample
M8‐2, with exponents, γf = 2.4 ± 0.1 and γi = 1.1 ± 0.1 (Figure S4). Open
red circle shows the macroscopic yield point; full red circle shows the last
scan acquired before failure.
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values of the control parameter ΔD, for samples M8‐1 (Figure 10a) and M8‐2 (Figure 10b). Several important
features can be identified as follows:

1. For sizes (volumes) larger than ~105 μm3, the CDFs progressively evolve toward a power law distribution,
P(≥s)~s−α+1, as one approaches the failure stress.

2. This power law scaling is clearly broken down at a lower cutoff, sinf≈ 105 μm3. As seL−df (Figure 9), this
translates into a cutoff length scale Linf ≈ 105/2.2≈ 180 μm. This value, which fits very well with the range
of grain sizes of Carraramarble (100–200 μm), illustrates the role of grain boundaries as barriers to micro-
fracture extension. Microfractures confined within individual grains clearly differ from the damage
dynamics and interactions at larger scales.

3. At the ultimate stress steps before final failure, some outliers are visible in the tail of the distributions,
corresponding to anomalously large damage increments. The physical interpretation of these outliers
is discussed in section 5.3.

From the results of point (1), we conjecture (for scales larger than the average grain size, see point [2]), an
evolution of the probability density function (PDF) of damage increment sizes of the form, p(s)~s−αf(s/s*),
where f(x) is a rapidly vanishing function for x > 1 and the upper cutoff, s*, grows toward the failure stress

as s*eΔ−γ
D . This conjecture is consistent with a nontruncated PDF near failure, P(s)~s−α (or equivalently

Figure 9. Size (volume) of damage increments, s, plotted against their lengths L for samples M8‐1 (a) and M8‐2 (b). Red
squares represent average sizes of binned data. The fractal dimension df in both cases is 2.2 ± 0.8, showing that damage
growth increments were quasi‐planar two‐dimensional objects, corresponding to microfractures.

Figure 10. Cumulative density functions of the sizes of damage increments, P(≥s), for (a) samples M8‐1 and (b) sample M8‐2, for different stress steps, that is,
different values of D. Inset: Data collapse of the data of sample M8‐2. The slope breaking in the data around microfractures sizes of 105 μm3 corresponds to the
average grain size of the rock (see text for details).
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P(≥s)~s−α+1 for the CDF); see Figure 10, as the cutoff volume, s*, spans the entire volume of the system. In
addition, the stress‐integrated (damage increments recorder over the entire loading up to peak stress) PDF
should follow another nontruncated power law, P(s)~s−θ, with θ = α+1/γ (Sornette, 1994). Our results for
the sample M8‐2 support this conjecture with α = 2.1 ± 0.4 and θ = 2.5 ± 0.07; hence, γ = 2.5 ± 2.5
(Figure 11b). We have used a robust maximum likelihoodmethod (Clauset et al., 2009) to estimate the power
law exponents. Because of the propagation of errors, the uncertainty on γ is large. This value can however be
confirmed from a data collapse analysis. Using the values of α and γ, the CDFs of Figure 10b can be collapsed
by plotting P(≥s)~ΔD

−αγ as a function of s/ΔD
−γ, as shown in the inset of Figure 10b. From this scaling of the

upper cutoff, s*, the evolution of the correlation length of damage dynamics, ξ, can be obtained from the frac-

tal scaling of damage increments (Figure 9), that is, ξe s*
� �1=df eΔ−ν

D , with ν ¼ γ
df
¼ 1:15.

Note that, for sample M8‐1, although we observed a reasonable power law distribution for the last scan
before failure as well as for the stress‐integrated distribution (Figure 11a), with θ > α, the estimation of γ
was not reliable, most likely because of the limited number of scans before failure (last scan too far
from failure).

Finally, we would like to stress that we compare in the present study two experiments, performed at two dif-
ferent stress and strain rate resolutions (value of stress steps and number of scans to failure). Although the
experimentM8‐1 does not allow a precise characterization of the acceleration of damage as approaching fail-
ure, the two experiments (M8‐1 and M8‐2) are consistent in terms of largest microfracture and largest incre-
ment (Figure 8), shape of damage increments (Figure 9), and distribution of damage increment sizes
(Figure 11). Therefore, we consider that, despite a different resolution in the two experiments, results on
the evolution of the microstructure prior to failure show the same quantitative behavior.

5. Discussion
5.1. Microstructural Changes as Approaching Failure

In our experiments, we observed sample compaction at the very early stages of deformation (Figures 5c, 5d,
and 5f). Above the yield point, the samples dilated with increasing load. Our results allow linking this macro-
scopic process to the nucleation and growth of microfractures. The samples deformed through the formation
of microfractures that increased in number and volume. When approaching failure, the number of fracture
clusters decreased due to microfracture coalescence, while the volume of the largest cluster and the total
damage increased (Figure 6). Therefore, in the last stages of deformation, the growth of preexisting micro-
fractures dominated the nucleation of new ones (Figure 7). We observed the development of intragranular
microfractures parallel to the axial stress direction (Figure 5). After failure, sliding occurred along system‐

spanning faults (Figure 4 and Movie S3). A further increase of the differential stress promoted further

Figure 11. Cumulative density functions (CDF) of the sizes of damage increments at the last stress step before failure and
CDF of stress‐integrated (damage increments recorder over the entire loading up to peak stress) distributions for (a)
samples M8‐1 and (b) sample M8‐2.
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frictional sliding and considerable decrease in sample height (last frame of Movie S3). This frictional sliding
induced a reduction of grain size (grain crushing) along the shear faults (Figure 5).

Our results are consistent with other studies on the deformation of Carrara marble under uniaxial or triaxial
compressive stress conditions (Tal et al., 2016; Wawersik & Fairhurst, 1970; Wong & Einstein, 2009). Two‐
dimensional strain maps obtained from uniaxial tests on marble (Tal et al., 2016) were decomposed into
shear and normal components. The normal and shear components of strain were localized along narrow
and diagonal features interpreted as microfractures. These shear and dilatant features coalesced with
increasing load, increasing in density. Near yield, dilatant vertical microfractures initiate along the grain
boundaries that result in a decreasing slope of the stress‐strain curve (Schubnel et al., 2006). In this nonlinear
regime, grain boundary geometry limits the propagation of intergranular microfractures, and intragranular
microfractures propagated instead (Richter et al., 1976). The impact of grain boundaries on microfracture
propagation is illustrated in our results by a lower cutoff in the power law distribution of increment
sizes (Figure 10).

5.2. Interpreting Failure in Carrara Marble as a Critical Phase Transition

Our detailed tracking of microfracturing during compressive failure revealed that several observables such
as the incremental damage, dDφ/dΔD, the largest microfracture, Smax, or the distribution of fracture incre-
ment sizes evolve toward failure following specific scaling laws, up to at least ΔD ≈ 10−2. These scaling laws
argue for an interpretation of compressive failure as a critical phase transition from an intact to a failed state
(Alava et al., 2006; Girard et al., 2010; Vu et al., 2019). Different theoretical models can be proposed to inter-
pret such critical transition, yielding specific scaling laws and critical exponents (Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018).
A comparison of these predictions with our results is detailed below.

The simplest possible scenario would be a percolation of microfractures to form a system‐spanning fault. It is
known that the problem of failure of heterogeneous media can be mapped onto the percolation problem in
case of infinite disorder (Roux et al., 1988). In that case, microfractures nucleate randomly and do not
mechanically interact. If classical percolation predicts a power law divergence of the largest cluster, Smax,
as approaching the critical transition (the percolation threshold), the control parameter of this transition
is the total damage itself, not the stress. In addition, percolation theory does not account for an evolution
of the incremental damage or of the damage increments. Therefore, the compressive failure of Carrara mar-
ble cannot be mapped onto this theoretical framework.

This result points out to the crucial role of mechanical interactions between microfractures during the com-
pressive failure process and suggests an analogy with another class of critical phenomena. Namely, the
depinning transition (Ertaş & Kardar, 1994; Fisher, 1998) and the yielding transition (Lin et al., 2015;
Nicolas et al., 2018) both share three fundamental ingredients with our problem: a local threshold
mechanics, disorder, and elastic long‐ranged interactions. In our experiments, the initial disorder in the rock
arises from local strength heterogeneities related to pores, joints, and grain boundaries. The progressive clus-
tering of microfracturing events toward sample failure results from long‐ranged elastic interactions between
cracks. Another prerequisite to observe such critical transition is a slow‐driving condition. In our experi-
ments, the loading (stress) rate was well below the rate of elastic stress relaxation after microfracturing
events or the mean duration of avalanches of microfracturing events, both having time scales comparable
to the propagation of elastic waves in the solid. Here, we compare the power law exponents obtained from
the data with those predicted by theoretical frameworks or obtained by numerical models of damage in non-
porous solids (Table 2) and discuss the quantitative deviations from predicted values.

Fisher et al. (1997) and Fisher (1998) have interpreted fault slip initiation as a depinning transition. These
studies considered that during the initiation phase, the faults progressively unpin from the rock matrix
before generalized frictional sliding takes place at the depinning transition. Brittle compressive failure of
heterogeneous materials was also recently mapped to the depinning transition (Vu et al., 2019; Weiss
et al., 2014), and associated predictions for system size effects on failure strength were proposed (Vu et al.,
2018). The scaling predictions of the depinning framework are qualitatively consistent with our observa-
tions, in terms of incremental damage evolution, largest damage increment, or distribution of damage incre-
ments (see Table 2). The mean field description of the depinning transition provides predictions for the
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critical exponents (LeBlanc et al., 2013), which were found to be in remarkable agreement with exponents
obtained from an acoustic emission analysis of the compressive failure of concrete (Vu et al., 2019).

To compare our results with this theoretical framework, one must first clarify the definition of the size of a
damage event. In the measurements detailed above, the size, s, of a damage increment is defined as the

volume of the associated porosity. As this volume scales as seLdf with df ≈ 2.2 (Figure 9), the so‐defined
“size” actually measures essentially the rupture area. In the interpretation of fault slip initiation (Fisher
et al., 1997) or of compressive failure as a depinning transition (Vu et al., 2019), the damage avalanche size
is defined instead as the integral of slip or displacement u over this rupture area A, that is, scales as a seismic

potency, P0 = ∫Adu. Therefore, in order to link our measure of the size s of the damage increment with the
avalanche size (or potency), a hypothesis has to be done about the average slip 〈u〉 over the rupture area. The
classical assumption is 〈u〉~L (Scholz & Cowie, 1990), which would give P0~〈u〉s~L

3.2~s1.45. Hence, the scal-

ing P(s)~s−αf(s/s*) with s*~Δ−γ (see section 4.3) can be translated into an avalanche size scaling P P0ð ÞeP0
−αP

f P0=P0
*

� �
, withP0

*eΔ−γP, and the corresponding exponents given byαP ¼ αþ0:45
1:45 ≈1:75and γP= 1.45γ≈ 3.6. If

the value of αP compares relatively well with the mean field depinning exponent (1.5; see Table 2), γP is sig-
nificantly larger than the depinning value (2.0). On the other hand, the correlation length exponent ν= 1.15,
whose estimation does not rely on an assumption about the average slip (see section 4.3), is in close agree-
ment with the depinning prediction (ν = 1.0).

However, when comparing the compressive failure of rocks with the depinning transition, one important
point should be kept in mind regarding the nature of the elastic interaction kernel. In classical depinning,
this kernel is assumed to be convex, meaning that stress (or force) redistribution after a depinning event
occurs equally in all directions. This precludes a progressive localization of damage toward an incipient
shear fault. This assumption represents a significant shortcoming to explain our observations. The yielding
transition, describing the onset of plastic flow in amorphous media, integrates a nonconvex elastic interac-
tion kernel, allowing strain localization along plastic shear bands (Lin et al., 2015; Nicolas et al., 2018). In
terms of avalanches statistics, the yielding transition is similar to the depinning transition, with slightly dif-
ferent exponents (see Table 2). The agreement with our values is correct for αP and ν but not for γP (see
Table 2). As the yielding transition does not, in its classical formulation, incorporate friction (i.e., a role of
pressure on microfracture nucleation or growth), the orientation of the macroscopic faults in our experi-
ments, at 30° of the maximum principal stress, is not captured by this theoretical framework.

To circumvent the simplifying assumptions of these theoretical frameworks, progressive damage models
have been developed (Amitrano et al., 1999; Tang, 1997). These models incorporate microstructural disorder
from a distribution of local damage thresholds, internal friction in the form of a local Coulomb damage cri-
terion, long‐range elastic stress redistributions following damage events, and, more recently, a partition
between elastic (small) and permanent (large) deformations, as well as healing mechanisms (Weiss &

Table 2
List of Scaling Exponents Calculated in Models of Compressive Failure in Heterogeneous Materials and Comparison With our Data on Carrara Marble

Scaling property (row)
Models (column)

Incremental
damage dDφ/

dD~D
−β

Distribution of damage
increment volumes at the
critical point P(s)~s−α

Distribution of damage
increment volumes

(potency) at the critical point

Upper cut‐off s*~−γ

(damage increment volume),
or P0

*e−γP (potency)
Correlation
length ξ~−ν

Classical percolation
(Stauffer, 1979)

No No No No ν ≈ 0.8 in 3‐
D

Depinning (mean field;
LeBlanc et al., 2013;
Weiss et al., 2014)

β = γ(2 − α) = 1 — α=1.5 γ=2.0 ν = 1.0

Yielding transition
(Lin et al., 2015;
Nicolas et al., 2018)

β = γ(2 − α) ≈ 1.1 — αP ≈ 1.5 in 3‐D γP ≈ 2.3 in 3‐D ν ≈ 0.7

Progressive damage model
(Girard et al., 2010;
Girard et al., 2012)

β = γ(2 − α) ≈ 0.4 — α=1.8 in 2‐D γ2.0 in 2‐D ν = 1.0 ± 0.1

The present study β = 2.6 α = 2.1 α=1.75 γ = 2.5
ν ¼ γ

df
¼ 1:15γ=3.6
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Dansereau, 2017). They successfully capture the characteristics of brittle compressive failure for low‐porosity
rocks. Damage and strain localization arise naturally because the elastic kernel is nonconvex. The 2‐D simu-
lations have shown power law distributions of damage avalanche sizes with an upper cutoff becoming sys-
tem spanning as approaching the maximum (failure) stress (Girard et al., 2010; Girard et al., 2012), which is
analogous to microfracture increments distributions computed from our results. Similarly, the results of
Figure 8 for the largest microfracture are qualitatively consistent with the growth of the largest damage clus-
ter in this progressive damagemodel (Girard et al., 2012). Overall, the agreement between our results and the
progressive damage model in terms of incremental damage, distributions of microfracture increments, or of
the largest fracture/damage cluster, including in terms of exponents for αP and ν (see Table 2), suggests an
interpretation of the compressive failure of Carrara marble as a critical transition.

Concerning the scaling of the incremental damage, dDφ/ΔD (Figure 7a), it is worth stressing that the above‐
mentioned models do not predict an increasing damage event rate dN/dΔD when approaching the critical
point. Therefore, our observations strongly differ from these models on this specific point but are in agree-
ment with the acoustic emission monitoring of the compressive failure of nonporous heterogeneous materi-
als (Vu et al., 2019). In our case, the incremental damage evolution results from both the evolution of the
distribution of damage avalanche sizes and the evolution of the damage event rate. This might explain the
difference between these modeling frameworks and our results in terms of exponent β; as in the case of
the compressive failure of marble, the changing distribution combines with an increasing event rate. In addi-
tion, acoustic emissions measurements have shown that the p‐exponent of the inverse Omori's scaling can
vary with the material considered (e.g., Ojala et al., 2004; Vasseur et al., 2015). Hence, the variability of β,
when compared with previous studies on quartz‐monzonite (Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss,
et al., 2018), might come from the nature of the rock itself, through the variability on p.

Beyond this critical interpretation of compressive failure, we have shown on Figure 7 that the power law
scaling of the incremental damage seems to break off very close to the failure stress (ΔD < 0.02), which is
associated with a decreasing event rate. This is accompanied by few outliers in the tail of the distribution
of increments (Figure 10). These observations indicate a possible departure from the critical scenario just
before macroscopic faulting. The possible mechanisms associated with this breaking of scaling are discussed
in the following.

5.3. Breaking of Scaling Near the Critical Point

Different mechanisms, or a combination of them, can be tentatively proposed to explain this breaking of
scaling near the critical point. Note first that the two observations mentioned above might appear contradic-
tory at first sight: whereas the near‐failure dynamics is characterized by few, anomalously large damage
increments (outliers on Figure 10), the global incremental damage itself does not accelerate as a power
law in the vicinity of failure. We also stress that such breaking on the incremental damage scaling was
not observed for quartz‐monzonite (Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018), while damage
increments were not analyzed in this material and less 3‐D tomography data were acquired near failure.

The first possible mechanism is a subcritical growth of an incipient fault, corresponding to a slow (aseismic)
crack growth under a stress intensity factor below the toughness of the material (Atkinson, 1982). In this
case, one (or few) large damage cluster(s) could grow even during the constant stress conditions prevailing
during the final 90‐s stress steps needed to scan the sample (see section 3.1), whereas smaller clusters would
remain unchanged. However, as mentioned in section 3.1, we did not detect a blurring of the radiographs,
suggesting that fracture growth during scan acquisition is probably limited.

Another possibility would be a coalescence of some damage clusters to form the final fault by bridging of the
gaps and taking place through anomalously large fracture increments. The signs of fracture coalescence in
our experiment are the outliers in the distribution of increments (Figures 10 and 11). The breaking of scaling
near failure, visible in Figures 6 and 7, appears more as a consequence of such coalescence. In a progressive
damage model, similar outliers in the tail of the damage cluster sizes distributions were reported after the
peak load, accompanying the coalescence of preexisting clusters into a major fault (Girard et al., 2012).
This is consistent with our results, although such coalescence seems to be triggered slightly before peak
stress in the present case. Girard et al. (2012) also mentioned that, once the largest cluster becomes system
spanning, further damage and deformation accumulate along this fault, inhibiting additional damage
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elsewhere. This is also consistent with the AE monitoring of fracturing of granite under multiaxial compres-
sion (Lockner et al., 1991). Such inhibition could explain the breaking of scaling of the incremental damage
dDφ/ΔD (Figure 7). Whatever the mechanisms involved, the point at which the incremental damage deviates
from a power law evolution could therefore represent a signal that a rock volume is approaching system‐size
failure. Additional observations on other rocks would be needed to confirm this observation.

5.4. Implications for Fault Mechanics

The scaling laws associated with progressive damage/microfracturing in our experiments shed light on the
evolution of acoustic emissions prior to failure in laboratory experiments (Lockner et al., 1991; Vu et al.,
2019) and possibly on foreshock activity before large earthquakes (Jaumé & Sykes, 1999). In the present dis-
cussion, we are aware of the huge scale gap between the laboratory experiments and natural faults. Several
studies have attempted to export the concept of a critical point and precursory phenomena to predict large
earthquakes (Main, 1996 and references therein). The stress released by earthquakes into the surrounding
volume drives the system away from criticality. Conversely, progressive tectonic loading drives it toward a
future critical state (Jaumé & Sykes, 1999), increasing the probability of the next large earthquake. The onset
of slip along a 2‐D heterogeneous fault in a 3‐D elastic solid, that is, earthquake nucleation, has been inter-
preted as a critical depinning transition and mean field exponents derived (Fisher, 1998; Fisher et al., 1997).
A two‐phase diagram was proposed for the behavior of such fault: the Gutenberg‐Richter phase character-
ized by a power law distribution of slip event sizes with an exponential cutoff and a runaway phase charac-
terized by small events as well as quasiperiodic occurrence of system‐size earthquakes (Dahmen et al., 1998).
This might be reminiscent of our observations. The Gutenberg‐Richter phase would be analogous to the pre-
failure, damage development phase in a rock, controlled by elastic long‐range stress interactions and char-
acterized by the emergence of power laws. The runaway phase would be equivalent to the system‐size failure
resulting from the formation of a percolating cluster leading to frictional sliding. Hence, the dynamics of pre-
cursory microfracturing activity before faulting observed in our experiments may be used to interpret a pos-
sible precursory activity before large earthquakes on geological faults. In this context, a breaking of power
law scaling (see section 5.3), signing the transition from the Gutenberg‐Richter phase to the runaway phase,
could be the ultimate precursory signal before large earthquakes.

However, the possible prediction of large earthquakes on such basis remains an unsolved problem. If many
large earthquakes seem to be preceded by foreshocks as well as a divergence of the seismic moment release
rate (Jaumé & Sykes, 1999), these precursory phenomena are far to be ubiquitous (Bouchon et al., 2013; de
Arcangelis et al., 2016; Zaliapin & Ben‐Zion, 2013). Foreshocks could actually result from cascades of trig-
gered seismicity implying that earthquakes are “predictable” to the same degree whatever their size
(Helmstetter & Sornette, 2003). The use of these potential precursors as an earthquake forecasting tool
remains therefore elusive so far. This raises important questions, such as the difference between the com-
pressive failure of initially unfaulted rocks (this work) and the earthquake nucleation along a preexisting
crustal fault, and calls for further theoretical and experimental work as well as geophysical data analysis.

6. Conclusions

We describe 3‐D experimental data that reveal the spatial distribution of nucleating, propagating, and coa-
lescing microfractures during the brittle compressive failure of Carrara marble rock samples. Our novel
experimental setup allows in situ imaging of the sample during deformation and so enables the computation
of statistical properties of the volume of microfractures and the derivation of scaling laws through which we
quantify the critical nature of the failure process. We quantified the behavior of precursory microfracture
events preceding macroscopic failure. The incremental damage showed power law acceleration with
increasing stress up to ~98% of the failure stress and then transitioned to an exponential evolution in the vici-
nity of system‐size failure. This evolution from power law to exponential appears therefore as the ultimate
precursory signal of material failure.

Scaling laws pertaining to prepeak phase described the evolution of damage increments. The distribution of
the sizes of microfracture increments showed power law scaling with exponential cutoff at large sizes. This
cutoff itself is related to the correlation length of the damage process and increases toward failure, possibly
through a power law divergence. The volume of the percolating largest fracture network diverged as well
toward failure and could serve as an order parameter for failure interpreted as a critical phase transition
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(Girard et al., 2012). Thus, brittle compressive failure in Carrara marble is a complex process that involves
long‐range elastic interactions, growth, nucleation, and coalescence of microfractures, leading to clustering,
faulting, frictional sliding along faults, grain size reduction, and elastic softening. Scaling laws obtained from
our data are in agreement with the damage models listed in Table 2. However, substantial differences in
terms of the scaling exponents, their ranges, and a breaking of power law scaling very close to failure for
the incremental damage are observed in our experimental data. Although the existence of power laws argues
for a critical interpretation of failure (e.g., LeBlanc et al., 2013; Weiss et al., 2014; Girard et al., 2010; Girard
et al., 2012), a complete micromechanical model that explains brittle failure under compression and that
reproduces all these microstructural evolutions is still lacking. Breaking of scaling just before failure is
understood as a complex interplay between microstructural phenomena such as subcritical crack growth
and coalescence of large damage clusters.
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The Supporting Information contains five figures and four movies. The figures provide 
additional information on 1) the tracking algorithm used to extract damage increments in the 
tomography data, 2) how the various power-law relationships were calculated. 
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Figure S1. Demonstration of tracking algorithm described in section 3.3 to compute and track 
microfracture increments. Three-dimensional illustrations of randomly picked microfracture increments 
at stress state ∆𝑫= 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟑 that grow (dull blue) when system is driven to a stress state ∆𝑫= 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟔 (red 
arrow). Microfracture increments in purple color nucleate independently at respective stress states, ∆𝑫. 
Microfracture increments (in blue color), ‘1’ and ‘2’ at ∆𝑫= 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟑 grow and merge as ‘2’ when system is 
loaded to ∆𝑫= 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟔. 
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Figure S2. Evolution of damage with increasing differential stress in sample M82 (same representation as 
Figure 6), where the error bars indicate the range of variations of damage volume when the gray level 
threshold used to extract microfractures in the tomography data is increased or decreased. 
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Figure S3. Plot of damage parameter, 𝐷𝜑  against  
(∆𝐷

−(𝛽−1)−1)

(𝛽−1)
, for different values of β for sample, M8-2. 

The best fit corresponds to a value of the exponent β = 2.5. Inset: R2 fit for every β. 
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Figure S4. Plot of largest damage increment, 𝒔𝒎𝒂𝒙 against  ∆𝑫
−𝜸𝒊, for different values of 𝜸𝒊 for sample M8-

2. The best fit corresponds to the value 𝜸𝒊 = 𝟏. 𝟎. Inset: R2 fit for every value of 𝜸𝒊. 
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Figure S5. Evolution of total damage, 𝑫𝝋, incremental damage, 𝒅𝑫𝝋 𝒅∆𝑫⁄ , and closing microfracture 

volume fraction as a function of control parameter, ∆𝑫 in sample M8-2. 

 

Movie Captions 

Movie S1. Evolution of microfractures in samples M8-1 and M8-2, towards failure. 𝜟𝑫 = 𝟎, 
represents the failure point, 𝜟𝑫 > 𝟎 indicates the pre-failure phase and 𝜟𝑫 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟐 
corresponds to the yield point. Microfractures grow randomly in the entire sample in the initial 
stages of deformation and start to localize along a plane oriented at ~30o to the axial load. 
Further increase in load favors growth of damage clusters, which evolve into two dimensional 
shear bands near failure. 

Movie S2. Growth of the largest cluster in samples M8-1 and M8-2, towards failure. 𝜟𝑫 = 𝟎 
represents the failure point, 𝜟𝑫 > 𝟎 indicates the pre-failure phase and 𝜟𝑫 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟐  
corresponds to the yield point. At failure, the largest cluster spans the sample resulting in a 
shear fault. 

Movie S3. Development of macroscopic shear band on approaching failure in samples M8-1 and 
M8-2. 𝜟𝑫 = 𝟎 represents the failure point, 𝜟𝑫 > 𝟎 indicates the pre-failure phase and 𝜟𝑫 =
𝟎. 𝟏𝟐 corresponds to the yield point. 
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Movie S4. Localization of microfractures on approaching failure in sample M8-2. 𝜟𝑫 = 𝟎 
represents the failure point, 𝜟𝑫 > 𝟎 indicates the pre-failure phase. Microfractures are 
indicated as red volumes. 
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Highlights: 

1. In situ dynamic X-ray micro tomography imaging during triaxial compression provides 

detailed quantitative microstructural characterization during deformation of porous rocks. 

 

2. The trends in porosity are closely linked to the evolution of the incremental strain 

components, dilation, contraction and shear. 

 

3. Strain localization in reservoir rocks are strongly influenced by the microstructure of the 

rock, complexity of pore space and applied confinement. 
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Abstract 

Understanding the mechanisms of strain localization leading to brittle failure in reservoir 

rocks can help addressing geomechanical challenges like porosity and permeability evolution, 

induced seismicity, fracturing and subsidence in geological reservoirs. We perform triaxial 

compression tests on three types of porous reservoir rocks to reveal the local deformation 

mechanisms that control system-size failure. We deformed cylindrical samples of Adamswiller 

sandstone (23% porosity), Bentheim sandstone (22% porosity), and Anstrude limestone (20% 

porosity), using an X-ray transparent triaxial deformation apparatus. This apparatus enables the 

acquisition of three-dimensional synchrotron X-ray images, under in situ stress conditions. 

Analysis of the tomograms provide 3D distributions of the deformation that include the 

microfractures and dilatant pores from which we calculated the evolving porosity. Digital Volume 

Correlation analysis reveals the dominant strain localization mechanisms through computation of 

incremental strain components from digital tomograms. Damage localized as a single shear band 

or by the formation of conjugate bands in the three rock types. The porosity evolutions closely 

match the evolution of the incremental strain components of dilation, compaction and shear. With 

increase in confinement, strain localization in sandstones shifts from dominant dilatative strain 

(Bentheim sandstone) to contractive strain (Adamswiller sandstone). SEM images indicate that the 

microscale mechanisms guiding strain localization in sandstones are pore collapse and grain 

crushing and in limestones are pore collapse, pore-emanated fractures and cataclasis. Our dynamic 

X-ray microtomography data brings unique insights on the correlations between the evolutions of 

rock microstructure and macroscopic strain during the approach to brittle failure in reservoir rocks. 

 

Keywords: X-ray tomography; porous rocks; brittle failure 
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1. Introduction 

Strain localization in rocks and geomaterials (e.g., cement) is observed over a broad range of 

length scales, varying from centimeter-sized laboratory rock specimens (e.g., Lockner et al., 1991; 

Paterson and Wong, 2005; Renard et al., 2019a) to crustal fault zones stretching over several 

kilometers (e.g., Fossen et al., 2007; Fossen et al., 2018; Cilona et al., 2012; Rotevatn et al., 2016). 

Strain localization within reservoir rocks can occur as deformation bands (e.g. Aydin & Johnson 

1978; Shipton & Cowie 2001). These features influence permeability and thus fluid flow in 

sedimentary basins (e.g. Bjørlykke 1993), and reservoir compaction and subsidence (e.g. Nagel 

2001). In sandstone and carbonate reservoirs, open and subsequently cemented fracture networks 

and deformation bands are the structures resulting from strain localization, which have 

contributions from aseismic deformation. 

1.1 Deformation bands in sandstone and limestone 

Deformation bands in sandstones may form by a combination of shear and compaction. A 

kinematic classification system of deformation bands depends on the competition between these 

two end-members. Bands of localization where shear displacement exceeds compaction are 

categorized as compaction shear bands (Zuluaga et al., 2014; Fossen et al., 2018). Bands where 

compaction and shear are of comparable magnitude are described as shear-enhanced compaction 

bands (e.g, Ballas et al. 2013) and those dominated by compaction are pure compaction bands 

(e.g, Fossen et al., 2011). Shear-enhanced compaction bands are characterized by high dihedral 

angles (47o in Entrada Sandstone, Utah, Fossen et al., 2018; dihedral angle is the angle measured 

between the conjugate deformation bands) and pure compaction bands are formed perpendicular 

to maximum principle stress (Fossen et al., 2011). Dilatational bands with a higher porosity than 

the host rock also occur in Nubian Sandstone in Sinai (Fossen et al., 2007). Dilatational bands 

may increase the permeability while the compaction bands decrease it (Zuluaga et al., 2014). 

Due to complexity in the pore space, grain assemblage and mineralogy, carbonate rocks 

are in many aspects different from sandstones. Although 50-60% of hydrocarbons are produced in 

conventional carbonate reservoirs, only recently significant attention has focused on localization 

mechanisms in carbonate rocks. Knowledge about the evolution of deformation bands and their 
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corresponding effect on the petrophysical properties of the host rock is thus less established in 

carbonate rocks. Similar to sandstones, localization is sensitive to the pore geometry and grain size 

distribution (Rustichelli et al., 2012; Cilona et al., 2014), and can reduce the porosity and 

permeability (Rath et al., 2011; Tondi et al., 2016). Four main strain localization types have been 

identified in carbonate rocks within contractional and extensional tectonic settings: pure 

compaction bands (Rotevatn et al., 2016), narrow bands of compaction and shear described as 

compactional shear bands (e.g., Aydin, 1978; Rath et al., 2011), pressure solution at the grain 

contacts (Croize et al., 2013) leading to the formation of solution-dominated compactional shear 

bands (Rutter, 1983), and cataclasis within the compactional shear bands forms cataclasis-

dominant compactional shear bands (Rotevatn et al., 2016). 

1.2 Laboratory experiments of sandstone and limestone brittle deformation 

Many studies have analyzed inelastic deformation and strain localization in sandstones and 

limestones with varying porosities and under a range of confining pressures in the laboratory (e.g. 

Scott & Nielsen, 1991; Wong et al., 1997; Baud et al., 2000; Olsson & Holcomb 2000; Fortin et 

al., 2009; Vajdova et al., 2010; Wong & Baud 2012; Brantut et al., 2014; Ji et al., 2015; Baud et 

al., 2017a; Baud et al., 2017b). Brittle faulting in a porous rock under compressive loading is 

generally accompanied by shear localization. However, field and laboratory studies have 

documented that the failure mode in porous rocks is highly dependent of the confinement. 

With increasing confining pressure, the failure mode in both sandstones (Menéndez et al., 1996; Zhu 

& Wong 1997) and limestones (Vajdova et al., 2010; Baud et al., 2017c) shows a transition from 

brittle faulting to cataclastic flow and then ductile deformation, which is an universal behavior in 

compressive failure (Renshaw and Schulson, 2001). Under low confinement (5 MPa), dilatancy leads 

to shear localization at macroscopic failure whereas at higher confinement, cataclasis results in shear-

enhanced compaction and strain hardening. Thin sections of failed limestone samples deformed under 

intermediate confinement did not show evidence of high-angle shear bands or diffusive compaction 

bands, indicative of higher confinement. However, triaxially compressed Leitha limestone formed 

discrete compaction bands at intermediate confinement (Huang, 2019). Therefore, questions about 

the microstructural origins of strain localization in this transitional regime of 20-40MPa confining 

pressure remain open. 
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Strain localization and porosity evolution are closely connected with the failure mode, and 

vary depending on the initial porosities and pore geometries of individual rock. Recent triaxial tests 

on porous carbonate rocks (Baud et al., 2017a) have classified failure modes based on the initial 

porosity and applied confinement. The failure mode at low confinement in carbonate rock cores with 

high initial porosity is dominated by compaction and tend to form compaction bands. The failure 

mode in lower porosity carbonates includes a combination of compaction and shear resulting in 

compaction shear bands and conjugate shear bands. 

Strain localization in rocks is resulting from the elastic interaction kernel, which is anisotropic 

(Dansereau et al., 2019). Microscale heterogeneities guide the nucleation and perseverance of 

damage (Brace, 1978). In the crust, these heterogeneities correspond to pores, grains, grain 

boundaries, and the cement between the grains. Pore space can be comprised of numerous equant 

pores connected through narrow passages (pore throats). When an external stress field is applied, 

damage may nucleate on the grain scale heterogeneities and develop by growth of microfractures 

and collapse of the pore space (Paterson & Wong, 2005; McBeck et al., 2019), through the 

redistribution of stress field as force chains. When the rock is driven to larger stresses, fractures may 

coalesce to form localized zones of intense deformation. These localized zones extend over multiple 

grains and cut across the sample length (Brace, 1978). 

Fracture nucleation and the characteristics of localized zones are sensitive to rock type, initial 

porosity, complexity of the pore geometry and loading conditions (Paterson & Wong, 2005). 

Sandstones are comprised of angular grains with narrow grain size distributions and uniform pore 

space. Conversely, limestones may exhibit a more complex pore geometry because the pore size 

may span a broad range, and is often characterized by a bimodal distribution (Ji et al., 2015). Large 

pores between the grains may be surrounded by a myriad of small pores located inside the grains or 

in the cement. These two categories of pores may form two parallel networks, 1) macroporosity, 

which can be identified by optical microscopy and moderate resolution X-ray microtomography, 2) 

microporosity with submicron features not readily resolved by these standard techniques (Pittman 

1971), but may be identified by scanning electron microscopy or submicrometer X-ray 

microtomography (Ji et al., 2015). Previous analyses have identified and characterized the 

microscale mechanisms of grain crushing, pore collapse and pore-emanated fractures in the brittle 

failure mode under low confining pressures (Zhu & Wong 1997; Wong & Baud 2012; Baud et al., 
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2017a; Vajdova et al., 2010). Conversely, under higher confinement, larger amounts of cataclasis 

may lead to failure (reference). But an ambiguity exists about the microscale mechanisms associated 

with intermediate confining pressures (20-40MPa). 

Acoustic emission (AE) measurements provide an alternative technique for quantifying 

grain-scale damage localization related to faulting. AE activity measured in Westerly granite 

(Lockner et al., 1992), a rock with <1 % porosity, revealed the spatiotemporal development of 

strain localization. For porous sandstones and limestones, AE data have revealed microfracturing 

events that were inferred to occur at grain interfaces (Olsson et al., 2002; Baud et al., 2004; Vajdova 

et al., 2004; Fortin et al., 2009; Baud et al., 2017b). These analyses have led to the conclusion that 

the spatial distribution of AE arises from 1) the formation of extensional fractures or 2) 

transgranular fractures due to grain breakage. From microstructural observations of the samples 

after the experiments, the dominant microscale mechanisms giving rise to compaction was 

identified as pore collapse (resulting from sliding between the grains), which does not generate 

significant amount of AE and therefore appeared aseismic in these experiment. This dominance of 

pore collapse was observed in diffusive compaction bands and high-angle shear bands in carbonate 

rocks (Wong & Baud 2012; Ji et al., 2015), and compactional shear bands in sandstones (Vajdova 

et al., 2004; Louis et al., 2007). 

1.3 Motivations for the present study 

Recent studies (Louis et al., 2007; Wong & Baud 2012; Ji et al., 2015; Baud et al., 2017b) 

have argued for a systematic microstructural characterization including X-ray computed 

tomography (µCT) and Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) to provide a consistent description of 

the multiscale mechanics of strain localization in porous reservoir rocks. With this motivation, we 

present here triaxial deformation tests on Adamswiller sandstone, Bentheim sandstone and 

Anstrude limestone (of comparable porosities 20-23%) subjected to low and intermediate confining 

pressures (5-30 MPa). We employ synchrotron X-ray microcomputed tomography imaging (µCT) 

and scanning electron microscopy imaging (SEM) for microstructural characterization. We also 

perform digital volume correlation (DVC) to compute the incremental strain accumulated toward 

system-size failure. Recent experiments have elucidated strain localization mechanisms in 

sandstones (Renard et al., 2019a) and limestone (Huang et al., 2019) using the same experimental 
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technique. Our experimental technique quantifies the combination of aseismic and seismic 

deformation components, which cannot be gained through other experimental techniques. 

Computing the local strain tensors provides close constraints on the dominant deformation 

mechanism that defines the failure mode. Recent studies using DVC (Renard et al., 2019a, 2019b, 

Zheng et al., 2019; McBeck et al., 2020) have shown that the distribution and localization of 

damage in a range of rock types are mixed-mode, involving contributions from both tensile and 

shear components of strain. The effectiveness of the technique enables the present study to address 

the following questions: What are the differences in the failure modes and strain localization 

mechanisms between two classes of reservoir rocks (sandstones and limestones)? How does the 

interplay of dilatancy, compaction and shear affect the variation in porosity? How does confining 

pressure influence porosity variations and in turn damage localization? What are the microscale 

mechanisms underlying the strain localization in respective rock types? Through the elaborate 

discussion following the later part of this article, we show that the strain localization mechanisms 

in sandstones and limestones are defined by the underlying microstructure and pore geometry in 

these respective rock types. In sandstones, brittle deformation is dominated by either dilatative or 

contractive strain components while in limestones it is more of a mixed-mode. Microscale 

mechanisms guiding strain localization in sandstones are pore space dilation or pore collapse along 

with grain crushing. On the other hand, pore collapse, grain crushing with cataclasis and pore-

emanating fractures constitute the microscale processes in limestones. Applied confinement also 

plays a major role in determining microscale mechanisms and strain localization in porous rocks. 

2. Methods 

Table 1 Symbols and parameters 

Parameters Definition, units 

𝜎1 axial stress, MPa 

𝜎2 = 𝜎3 confining stress (i.e. confining pressure), MPa 

𝑝0 pore fluid pressure, MPa 

𝜎𝑑 differential stress, σ1 − σ3, with 𝜎2 = 𝜎3, MPa 

𝜎𝑑
𝑦

 differential stress at yield, MPa 
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𝜎𝑑
𝑓
 differential stress at the failure, MPa 

휀𝑧𝑧 macroscopic axial strain, no unit 

휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓

 macroscopic axial strain at failure, no unit 

휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄  normalized axial strain (in the range [0 1]), no unit 

𝜙 porosity of the sample measured using segmented 3D tomograms, no unit 

𝜙0 Initial porosity of the sample measured using segmented 3D tomograms 

𝜙 𝜙0⁄  normalized porosity, no unit 

〈𝜙〉 mean porosity in the sample, no unit 

𝐷𝜙 =
𝜙 − 𝜙0

1 − 𝜙0
 

porosity parameter, no unit 

𝑢 incremental displacement, m 

𝛥휀𝑧𝑧 difference of macroscopic axial strain between two tomograms used for 

each digital volume calculation, no unit 

|𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛/𝛥휀𝑧𝑧| mean of the absolute values of the incremental strain components, 

normalized by ∆휀𝑧𝑧, no unit 

∑|𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛/𝛥휀𝑧𝑧| 
cumulative mean of the absolute values of the incremental strain 

components, normalized by ∆휀𝑧𝑧, no unit 

 

2.1. Triaxial compression X-ray tomography experiment  

We imaged in 4D under in situ stress conditions the microstructural evolution of porous 

rocks subjected to triaxial compression until system-size (macroscopic) failure. We deformed 

samples using the X-ray transparent triaxial compression apparatus Hades (Renard et al., 2016), 

and acquired time series of images of the rock microstructure using time-lapse synchrotron X-ray 

microtomography. We performed seven experiments on porous reservoir rock samples, including 

one Adamswiller sandstone core (Rimmelé et al., 2010), one Bentheim sandstone core (Klein et 

al., 2001) and five Anstrude limestone cores (Lion et al., 2004, Renard et al., 2017). All the 

Anstrude samples were cored from the same block. These three rock types constitute a set of 

sandstones and limestones of comparable initial porosities (20-23%) and are ideal for studying the 
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relative variations in porosities, microstructural changes and strain localization mechanisms 

among them. 

Adamswiller sandstone is a Triassic (Bundsandstein) sandstone from a quarry in Bas-Rhin. 

It is composed of 71% quartz, 9% feldspar, 11% clay, 5% mica, traces of apatite, and oxides of 

iron and titanium (Rimmelé et al., 2010). It has an average porosity of 23%, mean grain size in the 

range 120 𝜇𝑚 (Heap et al., 2017) to 90 𝜇𝑚 (Wong et al., 1997). Bentheim sandstone comes from 

an outcrop at Gildehausen quarry, near Bentheim, Germany (Klein et al., 2001). This sandstone is 

relatively homogeneous and composed of 95% quartz, 3% kaolinite and 2% orthoclase. The size 

of the quartz grains varies between 200 − 400 𝜇𝑚 (Van Baaren et al., 1990; Schutjens et al., 

1995), with a mean grain size of 300 𝜇𝑚 (Ma et al., 2016). The average porosity of this sandstone 

is 22.8% (Klein et al., 2001). Anstrude limestone is obtained from a quarry in Bierry-les-Belles-

Fontaines, Burgundy, France. The limestone is an assemblage of 100 − 1000 𝜇𝑚 sized ooids 

(concentric spheres of calcite). Each ooid is made of micro-crystalline calcite with grain size finer 

than 4 𝜇𝑚, and in turn contains numerous small pores at micro to nano meter scale, making it 

highly porous (Lion et al., 2004). Sparite crystalline calcite makes the cement between the ooids. 

Mean porosity of this limestone is 19.9%, close to 20% (Lion et al., 2004). Thus the porosity of 

our rocks range from 20% (Anstrude limestone), 22% (Bentheim sandstone), to 23% (Adamswiller 

sandstone). 

Table 1 indicates the various parameters used in the present study, and Table 2 shows the 

experimental conditions. The core samples had a height (~10 mm) to diameter (~5 mm) ratio of 

2:1. For each experiment, we inserted the specimen into a jacket made of Viton fluoropolymer 

elastomer and then inserted this assembly into the triaxial deformation apparatus. Experiments 

were performed at ambient temperature (20-23 °C), under a constant confining pressure (σ2 = σ3) 

applied by silicon oil on the jacket that surrounded the sample. Each sample was placed axially 

between two stainless steel pistons and the interface contacts were not lubricated. The lower piston 

was held fixed and samples were loaded axially (σ1) in steps of 1-5 MPa applied on the upper 

piston, until failure occurred. For experiment #6, we injected water as a pore fluid with a constant 

fluid pressure of 10 MPa (Table 2). The porosity of each sample was not measured before the 

experiments. Segmentation of the tomograms provides an estimate of the initial and evolving 

porosity at the spatial resolution of the images (Table 2). 
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The Hades apparatus is installed on the rotating stage of the X-ray microtomography 

beamline ID19 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France). A synchrotron 

polychromatic X-ray beam with a maximum energy of 200 keV was sent through the apparatus. 

Due to X-ray attenuation from the walls of the Hades apparatus made of titanium, the average X-

ray energy absorbed by the sample was around 89 keV. During each scan, the stage of the beamline 

was rotated from 0o to +180o and back to 0o while stress was maintained constant. Each scan lasted 

around 90 seconds and a series of 2500 two-dimensional radiographs of the three-dimensional 

sample were recorded. Each experiment was stopped when a significant stress drop was measured, 

corresponding to the brittle failure of the sample. Between 26 and 144 tomograms were acquired 

for each sample. 

Table 2 Experimental conditions for dynamic in-situ X-ray synchrotron imaging of triaxial 

compression tests on porous rocks 

Rock type Initial 

porosity 

(CT) 

𝝓𝟎 

Confining 

pressure 

𝝈𝟐 = 𝝈𝟑 

Pore 

pressure 

𝒑𝟎 

Differential 

stress at 

yield 

𝝈𝒅
𝒚

 

Differential 

stress at 

failure 

𝝈𝒅
𝒇

 

Temperature Rate of 

increase in 

differential 

stress 

Number 

of 3D 

scans 

Adamswiller 

sandstone 

13.2% 30 MPa 0 80 MPa 102 MPa 20 °C 2 MPa/step 

(5MPa for 

final step) 

54 

Bentheim 

sandstone 

16.7% 5 MPa 0 66 MPa 76 MPa 23 °C 1 MPa/step 56 

Anstrude 

limestone 2 

7.8% 20 MPa 0 40 MPa 59 MPa 22 °C 5 MPa/step 43 

Anstrude 

limestone 3 

6.8% 5 MPa 0 32 MPa 40 MPa 22 °C 2 MPa/step 26 

Anstrude 

limestone 4 

15.6% 20 MPa 0 51 MPa 66 MPa 23 °C 1 MPa/step 55 

Anstrude 

limestone 5 

3.5% 5 MPa 0 36 MPa 42 MPa 23 °C 1 MPa/step 43 

Anstrude 

limestone 6 

6.3% 30 MPa 10 MPa 56 MPa 125 MPa 22 °C 1 MPa/step 114 
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2.2. Tomogram reconstruction and segmentation 

The radiographs acquired at beamline ID19 were processed to reconstruct three-

dimensional tomograms (1600 x 1600 x 1600 voxel) using the plain filtered back-projection 

method employed in the program PyHST2 (Mirone et al., 2014), with a single-distance phase-

retrieval algorithm adapted from Paganin et al. (2004). The voxel size in the tomograms was 6.5 

micrometers. The spatial resolution was not measured here but, on beamline ID17 with similar 

optical systems as beamline ID19, a spatial resolution of the order of 20 micrometers was measured 

(Mittone et al. 2017). After reconstructing the volumes, we did not observe blurring that would 

indicate movements of the sample or fracture growth during scan acquisition. We computed the 

axial strain as a function of applied stress by measuring the axial length of the sample directly on 

the three-dimensional X-ray tomograms (e.g., Renard et al., 2018, 2019a). Segmentation of 

tomograms incorporate corrections for 1) the fluctuations in synchrotron X-ray intensity, 2) beam 

hardening, 3) ring artifacts and 4) other false projections. We reduced the noise in the data by using 

non-local means filter (Buades et al., 2005). Then, based on the intensity of the histogram of each 

tomogram, we separated the voxels into two classes: the rock matrix, and pore space/fractures 

(Renard et al., 2019a). The same grey level threshold was applied in all the tomograms of a given 

experiment. Because the samples are heterogeneous and may contain a bimodal porosity (Anstrude 

limestone), and because the porosity extracted on the tomograms is limited by the spatial 

resolution, the initial micro-computed tomography porosities reported in Table 2 are smaller than 

the actual porosities of the rock samples. 

To calculate the mean porosity from the segmented tomograms, we divided the rock 

volume into sub-volumes of size equivalent to twice the grain size of the respective rock. The 

mean grain size of Adamswiller sandstone is near 120 𝜇𝑚 (Heap et al., 2017) and Bentheim 

sandstone is 300 𝜇𝑚 (Ma et al., 2016). Anstrude limestone grain size is approximated to 100𝜇𝑚, 

which is the size of smallest ooid (Lion et al., 2004). We then computed the volume of the pore 

space in each sub-volume and found the mean of these local porosity values at every strain step in 

the experiment. We performed this calculation to compare the calculated porosity to the local strain 

computed from digital volume correlation (DVC, see below). The DVC algorithm divides each 

tomogram into sub-volumes (of ~130 micrometers in the present study) and calculates 

incremental strain values for each of the sub-volume, providing a local measurement. To conclude, 
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using these subvolumes, one can compares the local strain increments in the sample with the local 

porosity evolution. 

2.3. Digital volume correlation analysis 

Digital volume correlation (DVC) analysis calculates fields of local 3D incremental strain 

tensors between two 3D volumes. We applied this technique to quantify incremental strain 

evolution between pairs of 3D tomograms acquired in the experiments. We employed the software 

TomoWarp2 (Tudisco et al. 2017), following procedures described in McBeck et al. (2018) and 

Renard et al. (2019a, 2019b). We divided each experiment into eight to ten nearly equal intervals 

of macroscopic axial strain (𝛥휀𝑧𝑧), as shown in Figure S2 and then calculated DVC on the pairs of 

tomograms acquired at those equally-spaced macroscopic axial strains. The DVC algorithm 

divides each 3D tomogram into sub-volumes, with a node spacing of 20 voxels, producing a spatial 

sampling of 130 micrometers. We used search window sizes of ±10, ±15 or ±50 voxels, 

depending on the magnitude of the macroscopic axial strain obtained between the tomogram pair. 

The search window size determines the maximum detected displacement magnitudes, and so larger 

changes in the macroscopic axial strain require larger search window sizes. We choose the 

coordinate system such that the direction of the maximum compression is along z-axis. 

For each experiment, we first computed the three-dimensional incremental displacement 

field between each pair of tomograms. From the displacement fields, we calculated the 

displacement gradient tensor (𝑢), from which we calculated the components of the incremental 

strain tensor. Throughout the sub-volumes, we computed the components of incremental strain 

tensor following continuum mechanics, such that negative divergence (𝛻. 𝑢 < 0), positive 

divergence (𝛻. 𝑢 > 0), negative rotation (also called curl, 𝛻x𝑢 < 0) and positive rotation (𝛻x𝑢 >

0) indicate the contractive strain, dilatative strain, left-lateral shear strain and right-lateral shear 

strain, respectively. From the population of strain components (Figure S3) within each rock 

volume, we computed the mean of the local strain values normalized by the amount of axial strain 

increment (𝛥휀𝑧𝑧) at every DVC step, |𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛/𝛥휀𝑧𝑧|. These calculated strains are incremental 

measurements of the strain accumulated between the acquisitions of the two tomogram pairs used 

in the analysis. In order to compare these incremental strain values to the porosity, which is a 
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cumulative measure, we also computed a cumulative measure of the incremental strain 

components, ∑ |𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛/𝛥휀𝑧𝑧|. 

2.4. Scanning electron microscopy imaging 

Most samples, when removed from the rig, were highly damaged and mostly in powder 

form. However, for the Adamswiller sandstone and Anstrude limestone #2, #4, #5 samples, the 

cores could be recovered after the experiment for post-mortem observations. Two samples 

(Adamswiller sandstone and Anstrude limestone #4) were impregnated with epoxy resin to 

consolidate them and then cut along the vertical axis of the cylinder. The surfaces were polished 

with several sandpapers with increasing grit, from #320 to #4000, and then carbon coated. SEM 

backscatter images of two samples were acquired on a Hitachi SU5000 field-emission scanning 

electron microscope (FE-SEM) at the Department of Geosciences, University of Oslo. 

3. Results 

3.1 Macroscopic mechanical deformation 

We observed two modes of brittle compressive failure in porous rocks in this study. The 

sandstones (experiments #1, #2) and limestones at low confinement (experiments #4, #6) failed 

with a short yielding phase and small amount of accumulated macroscopic axial strain (Figure 1). 

In contrast, the limestones under higher confinement (experiment #5) and with pore pressure 

(experiment #7) failed with longer yielding phases. At low differential stress, 𝜎𝑑 = 𝜎1 − 𝜎2 =

𝜎1 − 𝜎3, the axial strain increased quasi-linearly with increasing differential stress, in the 

macroscopic linear regime. We identified the differential stress at the yield point, 𝜎𝑑
𝑦

, when the 

differential stress versus strain curve deviated by 3% from linearity (e.g., Brace et al., 1966). The 

yield point occurred at 70 - 80% of the differential stress at failure, 𝜎𝑑
𝑓
, for all the samples except 

for Anstrude limestone #6, where it was 40-45% of 𝜎𝑑
𝑓
 (Table 2). Further increase in the 

differential stress resulted in irreversible accumulation of macroscopic contraction in the core until 

𝜎𝑑
𝑓
, when the sample failed with a sudden stress drop, and slip along several faults. 
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Figure 1. Relationships between differential stress and axial strain in seven experiments on porous rocks: 

Adamswiller sandstone, Bentheim sandstone, and Anstrude limestone (2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Table 2 shows the 
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experimental conditions. a) The complete differential stress versus axial strain relationships. b) Close up of 

relationships for the domain shown in the gray rectangle in (a). Open and closed red circles indicate the 

yield point and last scan before sample-size failure, respectively. Each circle shows the mechanical 

conditions of a 3D microtomography scan. 

The total accumulated axial strain at failure in the sandstone experiments (0.006-0.011%) 

was less than the Anstrude limestone experiments (0.011-0.27%). The Bentheim sandstone 

accumulated the least macroscopic axial contraction of all the experiments (0.006%). This 

sandstone subjected to 𝜎3 = 5 𝑀𝑃𝑎 may have hosted less contraction than the Adamswiller 

sandstone (𝜎3 = 30 𝑀𝑃𝑎) due to the lower applied confining stress. The five experiments on 

Anstrude limestone host a wider range of cumulative axial strain than the two sandstone 

experiments. The application of 10 MPa water fluid pressure in one of the limestone experiments, 

and the resulting large accumulation of axial contraction relative to the other experiments, produce 

this wider range in the limestone experiments. 

3.2. Microstructural changes and evolution of porosity towards failure 

Macroscopic deformation in each rock core occurs by deformation of pores and grains at 

microscopic scale, giving rise to a change in microstructure. Our experimental setup provides 

access to the deformation microstructure with 6.5 𝜇𝑚 sampling distance. We segmented the pore 

space and rock matrix in each individual tomogram for each experiment until sample-size failure. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the microstructural changes including porosity variation in Adamswiller 

sandstone and Anstrude limestone #6, respectively. In the Adamswiller sandstone experiment, the 

x-z (vertical) cross-sections of the tomograms show a reduction in pore space at the yield stress 

(Figure 2b). The density of pore space post-yield (Figure 2b-iii) appears larger than that at yield 

(Figure 2b-ii). In the Anstrude limestone #6 experiment, the rock core compacted as the pore space 

decreased. Then, fracture coalescence characterized macroscopic failure (Figure 3f). 

To quantify the porosity evolution that resulted in the observed sample compaction, we 

computed the volume of pore space in each rock core throughout loading (Figure S1). To compare 

the variation in porosity from the beginning to the end of each experiment, we calculate a measure 

of the relative variation in porosity. We computed the porosity parameter, 𝐷𝜙 =
𝜙−𝜙0

1−𝜙0
, similar to 
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previous studies (Renard et al., 2018; Kandula et al., 2019). This parameter allows comparing 

samples with different initial porosities, where 𝜙0 is the initial porosity and 𝜙 is the porosity of 

the current scan. Positive 𝐷𝜙 indicates sample dilation and negative 𝐷𝜙 indicates compaction. On 

Figure 4b where the vertical axis is logarithmic, we report −𝐷𝜙, because most samples compacted, 

as a function of normalized axial strain, 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ . 

The porosity of all the rock cores decreases towards failure, indicating compaction. This 

decrease is rapid for Anstrude limestones 2, 4 and 6, which are subjected to higher confining 

pressures. Anstrude limestone 3 and 5 are subjected to low confining stresses (𝜎3 = 5 𝑀𝑃𝑎) and 

show a linearly decreasing trend in porosity. For Anstrude 2, the slope of the axial strain-porosity 

curve changes at yield, i.e. 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.65. For Anstrude 5, a sharp peak and drop is observed at 

휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.1. When subjected to higher confining stress (20 MPa for Anstrude 3 and 5, 30 MPa 

for Anstrude 7), this limestone shows a non-linear decrease in porosity. Anstrude 2 shows a sharp 

drop at 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.5, post yield while Anstrude 4 shows a sharp drop at 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧

𝑓⁄ = 0.1, before 

yield. Anstrude 6, which was subjected to pore fluid pressure, shows a smooth continuous decrease 

in porosity with a small peak near yield (휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.1). Similar to the limestone experiments, the 

Adamswiller sandstone shows a continuous non-linear decrease in porosity. In contrast, the 

Bentheim sandstone shows increasing porosity post yield. Thus, for this sample, the porosity first 

decreased until the yield point at 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.75, and then increased until failure. 
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Figure 2. Rendering of the microstructural evolution of pore space in Adamswiller sandstone imaged by X-

ray microtomography. a) Rock microstructure at the initial (i) and final stage (ii) of the experiment. iii) 

Axial cross-section of post-failure rock core. b) Cross-sections of pore space for an x-z cross section at (i) 

initial, (ii) yield, (iii) post yield and (iv) just before failure stages, where the porosity is represented in blue. 
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Figure 3. 3D pore microstructure at yield and just before the final failure in Anstrude limestone 6 sample. 

a-b) 3D rock core surface. c-f) Cross sections. The pore space is shown in blue. 
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Figure 4. a) Differential stress versus macroscopic axial strain, 휀𝑧𝑧, normalized by the axial strain at failure, 

휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓

. b) Dimensionless porosity parameter, 𝐷𝜙 = (𝜙 − 𝜙0) (1 − 𝜙0)⁄  relative to 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄  shown in semi-log 

scale and reversed axis. Increasingly negative values indicate increasing compaction. The open and filled 

circles show the yield point and last scan before failure, respectively. The arrow points to the increase of 

dilation in the Bentheim sandstone when approaching failure. 

3.3. Computation of accumulated strain toward failure 

Using the digital volume correlation (DVC) method detailed in section §2.3, we have 

computed the incremental strain components. We display three-dimensional views of the 

variations of these components as a function of applied axial strain, which facilitates the evaluation 

of the dominant failure mechanism guiding the deformation for each sample. Figures 5 and 6 show 

the 95th percentile of the incremental strain component populations at low and high 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄  for 

two samples: Bentheim sandstone and Anstrude limestone 6. These DVC calculations show that 

the high values of incremental strain population tend to localize near failure (Figures 5 and 6). For 

example, conjugate bands of higher magnitude strain formed in the Anstrude limestone 6 near 

failure (Figure 6 e-h). When 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄  is close to zero, the higher strain values are spread throughout 

the rock. When approaching 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 1, the high strain values appear more localized. In all of 

the experiments, the strain components indicate localization of damage towards failure (Figures 5 

and 6; Movies V1-V7). In Bentheim sandstone (Figure 5), the contractive strain is diffusely spread 

throughout the rock core at 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.18 and at failure (휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧

𝑓⁄ = 1). Conversely, the dilatative 

strain is spread at 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.18 and then localizes at failure. Similar to the dilatative strain, the 

shear strain components show localization towards failure. In the 3D incremental strain 

components, the zones of high dilation and compaction do not exactly match the zones of high 

shear in all the experiments. 
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Figure 5. High values of 3D incremental strain components at low and high macroscopic strains for the 

experiment on Bentheim sandstone. Circles show the strain values > 95th percentile of each strain 

population. The columns show the contractive (a, e), dilatative (b, f), right-lateral shear strain (c, g) and 

left-lateral shear strain (d, h). Top and bottom rows show the strain fields when 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.18 and 

휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 1, respectively. The size of each marker is proportional to the magnitude of strain.
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Figure 6. High values of 3D incremental strain components at low and high macroscopic strains for the 

experiment on Anstrude limestone 6. Circles show the strain values > 95th percentile of each strain 

population. The columns show the contractive (a, e), dilatative (b, f), right-lateral shear strain (c, g) and 

left-lateral shear strain (d, h). Top and bottom rows show the strain fields when 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.18 and 

휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 1, respectively. The size of each marker is proportional to the magnitude of strain. 

To compare the dominance of the various strain components when approaching failure, we 

show the magnitude of the mean incremental contraction, dilation and shear strain throughout 

loading in each experiment. We divide each incremental component by the amount of macroscopic 

axial contraction, ∆휀𝑧𝑧, that occurs between pairs of tomograms used in the DVC calculations to 

ensure that the magnitude of ∆휀𝑧𝑧 does not strongly influence the relative magnitudes of the means. 

Figure 7 thus shows the mean of each component divided by ∆휀𝑧𝑧, |𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛/𝛥휀𝑧𝑧|. For the sandstone 

experiments, the mean of the incremental strains indicates that the micromechanisms guiding 

deformation shift from contraction to dilation post yield (Adamswiller) or near yield (Bentheim). 

In contrast, the five cores of Anstrude limestone show three different behaviors. The dominant 

failure mechanism guiding Anstrude 2 is contraction. For Anstrude 3 and 4, contraction dominates 

deformation until close to failure, when dilation dominates. For Anstrude 5 and 6, dilation 

dominates deformation throughout the experiment. 

For Adamswiller sandstone, the dominant mechanism guiding deformation shifts from 

contraction to dilation at 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.7 (post yield), and continues until failure (Figure 7a). For 

Bentheim sandstone (Figure 7b), the dilatative incremental strain accelerates between the yield 

point and failure. At 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.9 near failure, the shear strain dominates contraction. For 

Anstrude 2, all three components of incremental strain show a continuous increase up to failure 

(Figure 7c). Contraction dominates throughout loading. Deformation in Anstrude 3 and 4 (Figures 

7d and 7e) is dominated by contraction until 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.9, when dilation exceeds contraction. 

For Anstrude 4, the mean values of all the three incremental strain components show a peak at 

휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.7 (Figure 7e). Similarly, in Anstrude 5, a peak in strain occurs at 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧

𝑓⁄ = 0.75 

(Figure 7f), as dilation dominates deformation. In general, three of the limestone experiments are 

dominated by contraction throughout the majority of the loading (Anstrude 2, 3, 4), while two are 
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dominated by dilation (Anstrude 5, 6). Both sandstones are dominated by dilation following 

yielding and near failure. 
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Figure 7. a-g) Mean of the absolute values of the incremental strain components. Mean value of each 

component is normalized by the amount of macroscopic axial contraction, ∆휀𝑧𝑧, that occurs between scans 

used in the DVC calculations. 

3.4. Linking porosity variation with incremental strain evolution 

Our X-ray tomography data enable tracking the porosity and local strain field 

simultaneously. In order to characterize the strain localization mechanisms guiding the porosity 

evolution, we compare the bulk porosity calculated from the tomograms and the local strain 

components calculated from DVC. In Figure 8, we show the cumulative means of respective strain 

components as a function of scaled axial strain, 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ , for all experiments, ∑ |𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛/𝛥휀𝑧𝑧|. The 

mean value of porosity is obtained from image segmentation at every step of axial step increase, 

as described in Section 2.2. 

For all the experiments except the Bentheim sandstone, the mean porosity decreases while 

the cumulative incremental strain components increase towards failure (Figure 8). In the 

Adamswiller sandstone experiment, the mean porosity decreases in steps and then falls quickly 

following the yield point, at 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.75 (Figure 8a). All the strain components show an 

approximately linear increasing trend, indicating constant rates of strain accumulation. The 

contraction tends to increase the fastest, while the dilation and strain components increase at slower 

rates. This dominance of local contraction agrees with the decreasing porosity with loading. In the 

Bentheim sandstone experiment (Figure 8b), the mean porosity decreases non-linearly and then 

stays at similar levels near the yield point. Then, above 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.8, the porosity increases 

rapidly up to failure. These trends in the porosity agree with the evolution of the strain fields: the 

dilation remains below the contraction until 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ = 0.8 and then the dilation increases rapidly 

preceding failure (Figure 8). The samples of Anstrude limestone 2, 3, and 4 (Figures 8c-e) show 

similar trends in the evolution of cumulative strain components. All of the three cumulative strain 

components increase non-linearly. Contraction dominates deformation rather than dilation or shear 

strain. Consistent with these strain evolutions, porosity decreases with loading in all three 

experiments. 
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Figure 8. Evolution of the cumulative local strain components and porosity. The cumulative local strain 

components are shown as the sum of the |mean/∆휀𝑧𝑧 | from previous DVC calculations, i.e., the cumulative 
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mean. In general, porosity decreases as the magnitudes of the strain components increase. The exception to 

this trend is the Bentheim sandstone experiment, which hosts an increase of porosity (i.e. dilation) from the 

yield point until failure. 

The relationships between the porosity and cumulative strain evolutions differ between the 

Anstrude limestone 5 and 6 (Figure 8f-g) and the other Anstrude limestone experiments. The 

porosity of the Anstrude limestone 5 and 6 decrease with loading, similar to the other experiments. 

However, these experiments differ from the others because the mean cumulative dilation tends to 

be slightly higher than the mean cumulative contraction throughout loading in these experiments. 

While the decreasing porosity indicates that contraction should dominate deformation, the DVC 

data indicate that dilation barely dominates deformation in these two limestone experiments. 

Figure S4 provides a summary of evolutions of the differential stress, mean porosity, and 

cumulative and incremental strain means for three different rock types subjected to low and high 

confinement. 

3.5. Post failure microstructure 

In order to provide further insights into the deformation mechanisms operating within these 

porous rocks, we imaged the microstructure of two samples post failure using scanning electron 

microscopy. Electron backscatter images of Adamswiller sandstone (Figure 9) and Anstrude 

limestone 4 (Figure 10) show compaction shear bands, with pore collapse, grain crushing and 

formation of transgranular microfractures. 

In Adamswiller sandstone, damage localization occurs along compaction shear bands 

located near one end of the sample. These regions (Figures 9b, 9c) host grain comminution and 

pore space reduction. This observation is in agreement with the observed overall reduction of total 

porosity (Figure 4) and dominance of compaction rather than dilation (Figure 8). The total porosity 

decreases towards failure. The cumulative mean of the contractive strain (Figure 8a) is higher than 

cumulative dilation and shear strains throughout the experiment. The porosity evolution, strain 

fields, and microstructures indicate that this sandstone sample failed via porosity reduction and 

diffuse compaction at lower differential stress, and then more localized compaction and shear with 

grain crushing, grain comminution, and transgranular fractures at higher differential stress. 
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All the limestone samples show regions of localization in the form of shear bands 

characterized by significant amount of grain crushing leading to intense fragmentation of the rock. 

When samples were unloaded from the triaxial rig, regions of powered rock formed cavities, which 

were filled by epoxy during the impregnation step, as shown in Figure S6. Shear zones display 

complex features that are reminiscent of various microscale mechanisms. Dilatantional 

microfractures originated from macro pores and propagated either along grain boundaries as 

intergranular microfractures or coalesced with transgranular fractures within ooids and grains. 

Shear zone of Anstrude 2 (Figure S5) contains microfractures that are oriented at > 30𝑜 to 𝜎1. 

Also, the multiple fracture strands within the shear band propagated across the sample length 

spanning the entire rock volume. Regions outside the shear zone are relatively intact (right section 

of Figure S6-a, top section of Figure 10a) and host transgranular fractures (top section of Figure 

10a). In the sample Anstrude 5 (Figure S6), a fault oriented ~30𝑜 to 𝜎1 separates the highly crushed 

shear zone and the intact rock matrix. Shear zones in all the limestones host some intact ooids with 

transgranular microfractures. 

For the Anstrude limestone 4 sample (Figure 10), compaction is accommodated by grain 

size reduction and the formation of transgranular fractures (Figures 10a, 10b). Our results show 

that the overall porosity decreased while contraction increased in this experiment (Figures 8c, 8d 

and 8e). The formation and opening of micro fractures may prompt locally high dilation. In 

samples Anstrude 5 and 6 (Figures 8f and 8g), dilation dominates deformation at failure, consistent 

with the formation of transgranular microfractures. The 3D tomograms of Anstrude limestone 6 

also show evidence of transgranular fractures (Figure 3f). 
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Figure 9. Scanning electron micrograph of a thin section of the Adamswiller sandstone sample after failure. 

a) Compaction shear bands. b) Close up of area in (a). c) Close up of area in (b). Grains appear comminuted 

and crushed. Development of intra granular fractures is evident in (c). 

 

Figure 10. Scanning electron micrograph of sample Anstrude limestone 4 after failure. b) Close up of area 

in (a). c) Close up of area in (b). Some grains appear crushed and others host transgranular fractures parallel 

to 𝜎1. 

4. Discussion 

Our results present a detailed analysis of strain localization observed in three kinds of 

porous rocks deformed in the brittle regime under in-situ conditions with dynamic synchrotron X-

ray tomography. For the first time, the 4D evolution of incremental strain components of dilation, 
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contraction and shear is compared to the evolutions of the bulk porosity and microstructure. In the 

brittle regime, porous rocks subjected to compressive loading may fail by shear localization, 

compaction localization, or cataclastic flow (e.g. Paterson & Wong, 2005). Dilatancy is a 

precursory phenomenon for the inception of shear localization observed at low confining stresses 

(Brace, 1978; Wong & Baud 2012; Renard et al., 2019a, 2019b). A recent machine learning 

analysis identified dilation as a key predictor of the proximity of macroscopic failure (McBeck et 

al., 2020). Conversely, localized compaction (with localized planes at ~90𝑜 to 𝜎1) is observed at 

higher confining stresses, resulting in cataclasis (Olsson, 1999; Klein et al., 2001). At intermediate 

confining stresses, a transitional regime occurs with complex localized features such as conjugate 

shear bands (Klein et al., 2001; Paterson & Wong, 2005). 

Strain localization mechanisms are influenced by several parameters such as porosity, grain 

size distribution, pore fluid and confining pressure (Scott & Nielsen, 1991; Wong et al., 1997; 

Baud et al., 2000). Our study involves a broad range of values for these parameters; 1) three rock 

types with different grain size distributions, 2) variations in porosity, 3) variations in pore fluid for 

one of the Anstrude limestone experiments, and 4) confining pressures of 5-30 MPa. 

DVC reveals that all of the rock cores attained brittle failure by shear localization. The 

regions that host the largest local strains align at an angle close to 30𝑜 to the maximum stress 

direction at the onset of failure. We are using a qualitative visual assessment to describe 

localization, rather than a quantitative statistical metric. We did not perform any quantitative 

measurement on angles of localized zones in both tomograms and 3D strain components. 

For the Bentheim sandstone, the left-lateral shear strain show this alignment (Figure 5 and 

Movie V2), whereas the dilatative strain in Anstrude limestone #5 shows this alignment (Movie 

V6). For Anstrude limestone #6, conjugate shear bands are observed within all of the strain 

components (Figure 6 and Movie V7). SEM images reveal grain crushing and comminution, and 

transgranular fractures in post-failure microstructures (Figures 9, 10, S5, S6). However, the SEM 

images do not show large amounts of cataclasis in any of the rock cores. Thus, the porous rocks in 

our study show micromechanisms corresponding to the conditions of low/intermediate 

confinement, resulting in either localization along a single shear band or the formation of conjugate 

shear bands. 
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4.1. Mechanisms of brittle deformation in Adamswiller and Bentheim sandstones 

4.1.1 Strain localization and its link to bulk porosity variations 

Strain localization in sandstones at low confinement (Bentheim sandstone) proceeds by 

accumulation of dilatative strain, which results in increasing pore volume. Conversely, at 

increased confinement (Adamswiller sandstone) accumulation of contractive strain guides the 

strain localization that results in porosity reduction. Both the sandstones in our study have nearly 

equal porosities, Bentheim sandstone (22%) and Adamswiller sandstone (23%). They are 

subjected to low/intermediate confinement (5-30MPa) and deformed through shear localization. 

Sandstones, deformed under dry conditions in the present study, have failed after a period of 

strain hardening (Figure 1). The same behavior was observed in discrete element models for 

porous rocks presented by Wang et al., (2008). The observed relation between strain localization 

and porosity variation is a step further to the previous studies on Adamswiller sandstone (Wong 

et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1997) and Bentheim sandstone (Vajdova et al., 2004). These studies have 

shown that the evolution of porosity and stress state are coupled; porosity controls strain 

localization and subsequently the failure mode. But, through our current study, we can separate 

the total accumulated strain into dilatative, contractive and shear (left-lateral and right-lateral) 

components unlike previous experiments. Independent of the initial porosity variations, the DVC 

reveals that deformation occurs through the interplay of dilation, contraction and shear (Figures 

7, 8). Deformation in Adamswiller sandstone is dominated by contractive strain (Figures 7a, 8a) 

and reduction of porosity (Figures 4b, 8a). Dilation increases near yield, at 0.75% of normalized 

macroscopic axial strain, becoming dominant over the contractive strain when failure is 

approached (Figure 7a). This strain evolution is accompanied by a brief increase in mean porosity 

(Figure 8a). Porosity in Bentheim sandstone decreased during the initial phase of deformation, 

consistent with the observed dominance of contractive strain. From the yield point and until 

failure, dilation dominates (Figures 7b, 8b), and porosity increases (Figures 4b, 8b). 

In our sandstones with porosity 22-23%, the SEM images show the development of 

compacted zones of localization characterized by grain crushing and transgranular fractures, and 
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the DVC data indicate that this development produced local dilation (Figure 9). Thus, the increase 

of dilatative strain corresponds to the accumulation of transgranular fractures, along with 

collapse of the pore space. These processes control the initiation of shear localization near 

macroscopic failure. Therefore, we conclude that the variations in dilatative strain components 

strongly guide the strain localization in both sandstones in the present study. The onset of strain 

localization (visual observation of tomograms and post-failure SEM images) in sandstones 

occurred at the onset of failure, which corresponds to the peak stress. Dilation increased 

significantly in magnitude near macroscopic yield (Figure 7). In Bentheim sandstone, deformation 

is dominated by dilation and further characterized by the porosity increase. In Adamswiller 

sandstone, although dilation strongly influence the observed strain localization, the dominant 

mechanism of failure is compaction accompanied by porosity reduction. 

4.1.2 Micromechanisms of strain localization 

Microscale mechanisms of grain crushing and pore space dilation produce local dilatation 

and increase in porosity, when subjected to low confinement (Bentheim sandstone). Mechanism 

of pore collapse does not compensate for local dilation, hence the evolution of dilatative strain. 

At intermediate confinement (Adamswiller sandstone), pore collapse with extensive grain 

crushing results in porosity decrease, which increased contractive strain accumulation. To 

elucidate the microscale mechanisms resulting in strain localization in Adamswiller and Bentheim 

sandstones (22-23%), we compare the results of present study with experiments on Fontainebleau 

sandstone done in our group (Renard et al., 2019a). These Fontainebleau sandstones were 

deformed in the Hades rig, at confining pressures of 10-20 MPa, and we employed the same 

segmentation procedure and computational analysis as the present study. The porosity of 

Fontainebleau sandstone was measured to be in the range of 5.5-7%, which is lower than the 

Adamswiller and Bentheim sandstones (22-23%). Profiles of the incremental strain components 

of Bentheim sandstone show similarities to that of Fontainebleau sandstone (Figure 7 here, and 

Figure 11 in Renard et al., 2019a). In both experiments, the dilatative incremental strain increases 

near yield. However, the corresponding microstructural changes in each rock differ from each 

other. In Fontainebleau, increasing dilatative strain signifies nucleation and coalescence of 

microfractures, while in Bentheim, it is linked to dilation of pore space. 
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Sandstones of lower porosities (5.5-7%; Renard et al., 2019a) have higher amounts of 

cementation between the grains and nucleation of damage involve the following microscale 

mechanisms. (i) Pore-emanated mode I cracks (Sammis and Ashby, 1986)) initiated along grain 

boundaries. (ii) Following the development of intergranular fractures, transgranular fracturing 

occurred at higher differential stresses, as explained by the Hertzian fracture concept (Johnson 

1982). (iii) Strain Localization occurred by the coalescence of these microfractures either at failure 

(samples F1 and F3 in Renard et al., 2019) or at yield (sample F2 in Renard et al., 2019) that grew 

as core-spanning fault at failure. On the other hand, in Adamswiller and Bentheim sandstones of 

relatively higher porosities (22-23%) in the current study, failure is dominated by pore collapse 

and grain crushing (resulting in the reduction of grain size) via the spread of transgranular fractures 

(Figure 9). In Bentheim sandstone subjected low confinement (5 MPa), compaction is observed in 

the initial stages of deformation (contractive strain in Figures 7b, 8b; porosity in Figures 4b, 8b, 

S1), which corresponds to the collapse of pore space. Later, near yield, an increase in dilatative 

strain is linked with an increase in bulk porosity (Figure 8b). This phase can be attributed to the 

initiation of intergranular and transgranular microfractures, resulting in grain crushing and sliding 

along the shear fault. At failure, the microstructure evolved into a localized shear zone with grain 

comminution. The post-failure tomograms show significant macroscopic contraction along the 

axial direction and dilation along the radial direction (e.g. Figure 2a). On the contrary, 

Adamswiller sandstone, which is subjected to relatively high confinement (30 MPa), the dominant 

contractive incremental strain and the bulk porosity reduction suggest that the dominant 

deformation mechanism is pore collapse. The increase of dilatative strain near the yield suggest 

considerable amounts of fracture opening, and perhaps grain crushing via transgranular fracture 

development. Transgranular fractures are signatures of grain crushing and are observed in post-

failure microstructure (Figure 9) of Adamswiller sandstone. This grain crushing and collapse of 

pore space resulted in the localization of a compaction shear band at failure.  

Thus, we infer that the microstructural mechanisms guiding strain localization in both 

Adamswiller and Bentheim sandstones were pore collapse and grain crushing. These 

micromechanical processes were observed to play a crucial role in the development of shear 

deformation bands in other porous sandstones (Menéndez et al., 1996; Mair et al., 2000) as well. 

A discrete element model for damage localization in porous rock captures the microstructural 
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changes during brittle faulting (Wang et al., 2008; McBeck et al., 2019) similar to those observed 

in our sandstone experiments. This model explains the initiation of intergranular and transgranular 

damage leading to grain crushing and pore collapse as possible microscopic mechanisms for strain 

localization. The rock matrix is modeled as an assemblage of super-particles made up of clusters 

of bonded smaller particles. The bond strength among the small particles is larger than at the 

contact between super-particles. The super-particles represent the grains of the rocks and the 

contacts between super-particles represent grain contacts. Thus, transgranular damage develop 

within a grain if loading continues to increase after intergranular contacts have ruptured. 

Transgranular damage produces grain crushing and the relative movements of t h e  s m a l l e r  

particles contribute to pore collapse. A conceptual model describes the microstructural changes 

associated with pore collapse and grain crushing observed in Adamswiller and Bentheim sandstones 

(Fortin et al., 2009). In order for a pore to collapse, grains and parts of the cement need to be 

broken. Grain breakage occurs by transgranular microfractures and shear sliding along them. The 

collapse of a pore occurs through a mixed mode that involve both grain breakage (as mode II 

cracks, a shear type event) and the breakage of the cement. These numerical and conceptual 

models elucidate the mechanisms of pore collapse and grain crushing observed in both sandstones 

in the present study. 

4.2 Mechanisms of brittle deformation in Anstrude limestone 

4.2.1 Strain localization and its link to porosity variations 

Anstrude limestone rock cores considered in this study have micro-computed tomography 

porosities varying between 3.5-15.6%. These core samples contain ooids and shell fragments with 

grain size varying between 100 − 1000 𝜇𝑚 (Lion et al., 2004), making the microstructure 

complex compared to the sandstones. During deformation towards brittle failure, we observe 

macroscopic sample compaction. Nevertheless, the tomograms do not provide clear indicators of 

the microstructural features of strain localization. One explanation is that grain crushing tends to 

homogenize the spatial distribution of X-ray attenuation (Otani et al. 2005), and strain localization 

mechanisms produce relative dispersion in the X-ray intensity, masking the microstructural 

features for visual observations. However, the SEM images and DVC analysis on the digital 
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tomograms provide further facts on the strain localization mechanisms guiding failure (Figures 10, 

S5, S6). These results show that damage has localized into shear bands. 

Localization of strain in Anstrude limestone (20% actual porosity) occurs through an 

interplay of compaction, dilation and shear, as observed in the 3D strain distributions (Movies V3-

V7, Figures 6, 7). This observation is in contrast to sandstones (Movies V1 & V2, Figures 5, 7), 

where either dilation of compaction is dominant and shear strain contributions are very low. 

Independent of dominant strain localization mechanisms, in each of the five experiments, porosity 

reduction (Figure 4b) resulted in overall macroscopic sample contraction (see tomograms at failure 

in Figures 2 & 3). However, trends in porosity are dependent on applied confinement. Under low 

confinement (5 MPa), porosity as measured in the microtomography data shows a nearly linear 

decreasing trend until localization occurred near failure. Whereas under relatively higher 

confinement (20-30 MPa), porosity decreased rapidly after the yield stress (Figure 4b), associated 

with strain localization post yield. 

At the onset of strain localization, DVC data shows the formation of compacting shear 

bands oriented at an oblique angle to 𝜎1. However, the angle of these deformation bands vary with 

applied confinement. At a higher confinement (Anstrude #2, #4 and #6, 𝜎2 − 𝑝0 = 20MPa) 

compacting shear bands are resulting from accumulation of dominant contractive strain and have 

a higher angle than those deformed at lower confinement (Anstrude #3 and #5, 𝜎2 − 𝑝0 = 5MPa), 

where localization is dominated by dilatative strain component. This is in agreement with the study 

of Wong & Baud (2012), who have shown that the angle between shear bands and the maximum 

compression direction is higher at intermediate confining pressures compared to those at low 

confinement. However, we provide an explanation with the corresponding dominant strain 

localization mechanism. 

Characteristics of deformation bands and their orientation is strongly dependent on the 

initial porosity (Baud et al., 2017a). A complex pore network defines the microstructure of 

limestone, characterized by a bimodal distribution of pores. As a result, deformation bands in 

limestones were classified based on their initial porosities and a range of confining pressures 

(Olsson & Holcomb, 2000;Vajdova et al., 2010; Ji et al., 2015; Baud et al., 2017a, 2017b; Huang 

et al., 2019). Our study contributes to this by understanding deformation bands in Anstrude 
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limestone with an initial porosity of 20%. Limestones with porosities lower than or comparable to 

20% show strain localization similar to our Anstrude samples. Compaction shear bands are 

observed in the brittle regime for Leitha limestone of 21% porosity (Baud et al., 2017a) and 

localization occurs through coalescence of microfractures growing sub-parallel to 𝜎1 such as, for 

example in the Tavel limestone with 10-14% porosity (Vajdova et al., 2010) and Figures 10 and 

S5 in the present article. Leitha limestone with 31% porosity (Baud et al., 2017a) to 26% porosity 

(Huang et al., 2019) and Saint-Maximin limestone with 37% porosity (Baud et al., 2017b) have 

porosities higher than Anstrude limestone (present study) and show strain localization through 

formation of compaction bands perpendicular to 𝜎1. In one study, they are discrete compaction 

bands (Huang et al., 2019) while in another, the width of the compaction bands grow (thickening) 

in the direction of 𝜎1(Olsson & Holcomb, 2000). Majella limestone with porosity of 32-33% (Ji et 

al., 2015) at low confinement shows compacting shear bands but, they are at high-angle compared 

to Anstrude (post-failure SEM images of Anstrude 2 in Figure S5). 

4.2.2 Micromechanisms of strain localization 

Owing to the complexity in the pore geometry (Choquette and Pray 1970; Folk 1980), 

porosity in carbonate rocks may host a bimodal distribution. The rocks may contain large 

macropores and numerous micropores (Lion et al., 2004) that cannot be resolved under optical 

microscope (Pittman 1971). Ji et al. (2015) have shown a bimodal distribution of pore sizes using 

microtomography data of Majella limestone. SEM images of post-failure microstructure show 

evidence for such bimodal porosity in our Anstrude limestone. The macroporosity is the visible 

pore space with large voids within the deformed rock matrix. The microporosity occurs in 1) 

ooids/grains (speckle pattern in Figure S5-c), 2) cemented regions in Figure 10b and, 10c) and in 

the periphery of macropores (fractures in Figure S6). This observation is supported by the 

microstructure study of Anstrude limestone by Lion et al. (2004). Thus, the presence of macropores 

and micropores gives rise to a complex pore geometry, which may have a strong influence in 

defining microstructural mechanisms of strain localization in Anstrude limestone. 

Microstructural features associated with strain localization in Anstrude limestone depend 

on the confining pressure. Experiments performed with higher confinement have shear zones 

oriented > 30𝑜 to 𝜎1 (Figure S5), while those at lower confinement are ~30𝑜 to 𝜎1 (Figure S6). 
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The experiment Anstrude 5, with a confining pressure of 5 MPa (Figure S6), hosted grain crushing, 

pore collapse and intense comminution within the shear band. In contrast, experiments Anstrude 

2 and 4, with 20 MPa confining stress (Figures S5 and 10 respectively) additionally hosted dilatant 

fracture networks within the shear band. 

Possible microscale mechanisms giving rise to strain localization in Anstrude limestone 

are 1) pore collapse, 2) grain crushing with cataclasis and 3) pore-emanating fractures. Zones of 

shear localization show pore collapse and intense cataclasis in the SEM images of Anstrude 

limestone subjected to a low confinement (5 MPa, Figure S6). Shear bands hosting dilatant fracture 

networks at higher confinement (20 MPa, Figure S6) may show the signatures of pore-eminent 

fractures. During mechanical compaction, anisotropy in the spatial distribution of damage around 

the macropores (Vajdova et al., 2004) results in pore collapse (Zhu et al., 2010). In previous studies 

on triaxial deformation in Tavel limestone (Vajdova et al., 2010), brittle failure was primarily 

observed to be associated with cataclastic damage. An event of cataclastic pore collapse is 

highlighted in SEM of Anstrude 5 (Figure S6), which is subjected to low confinement (5 MPa). A 

collapsed macropore is surrounded by an asymmetrical fracture network and result in dispersed 

damage within the shear zone. In contrast, in experiments Anstrude 2 and 4, performed with 20 

MPa confinement (Figures S5 and 10, respectively), the shear zones host dilatant fractures. In our 

experiments, inelastic compaction of the pore space resulted in the nucleation of dilatant fractures 

localized 1) at the interface of a macropore and rock (as shown in the post-failure SEM 

microstructures), and 2) within the micropores (transgranular fractures). Coalescence and 

propagation of dilatant fractures originating from macro- and micropores as pore-eminent cracks, 

result in the microstructural mechanism of grain crushing. 

The pore-emanated crack model proposed by Sammis and Ashby (1986) accounts for the 

evolution of such dilatant microfractures in the brittle failure regime. The model considers a 2D 

elastic medium permeated by circular pores of uniform radius. When subjected to loading, cracks 

emanate parallel to 𝜎1, at the periphery of circular pores. As the applied differential stress 

increases, stress at the crack tips increases, and then reaches a critical value, which results in their 

propagation. The interaction of these cracks induce an additional tensile stress and ultimately their 

coalescence with neighboring cracks leads to an instability that creates a macroscopic stress drop. 

This model is defined for conditions of unconfined compression (Wong, 1990). Application of 
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confinement of only 1 MPa can inhibit the localization of brittle failure (Sammis & Ashby, 1986). 

However, in our experiments and those of Vajdova et al. (2004), brittle faulting occurs for 

confining pressures up to 30 MPa. We observed transgranular fractures aligned sub-parallel to 𝜎1 

in relatively intact regions of the post-failure microstructure (Figure 10), consistent with the 

characteristics expected in the pore-emanated crack model discussed in Sammis & Ashby (1986) 

and Vajdova et al. (2010). 

5. Conclusion 

Here, we present a comparative study of inelastic deformation and strain localization in 

Adamswiller sandstone (23% porosity), Bentheim sandstone (22% porosity) and Anstrude 

limestone (20% porosity), three kinds of reservoir rocks of comparable porosities at conditions of 

low and intermediate confining pressures. We show that the 4D evolution of the strain components 

of dilation, contraction and shear, are closely linked to variations in the bulk porosity and 

microstructure. Although all of the rock types experience strain localization via shear bands 

development, the deformation behavior differs depending on the microstructure of the rock, 

complexity in the pore geometry and applied confinement. These sandstones are characterized by 

narrow grain size distributions and homogeneous pore geometry. When subjected to low 

confinement (Bentheim sandstone experiment), deformation is dominated by dilatative strain and 

an increase in porosity. Grain crushing and pore space dilation produces this local dilatation and 

increase in porosity. At intermediate confinement (Adamswiller sandstone), deformation proceeds 

by the accumulation of compaction strain and decreasing porosity. Pore collapse with extensive 

grain crushing produces local compaction and porosity decrease. Anstrude limestone has a 

complex microstructure with ooids and bimodal porosity distribution. Due to this bimodal 

porosity, strain localization mechanisms produce relative dispersion in the X-ray intensity and the 

formation of deformation bands are hardly discernable from tomograms. Hence, DVC is an 

effective tool in quantifying and visually mapping strain localization that is not detectable in the 

tomograms. Under low confinement (Anstrude sample 5), accumulated dilatative strain dominates 

during the triaxial deformation and porosity decreases with axial strain. At intermediate 

confinement (Anstrude samples 2, 4), compaction dominates and porosity decreases with axial 

strain. Presence of pore fluid results in dominant dilation (Anstrude 6). The microstructural 

deformation mechanisms in Anstrude include (i) pore collapse, (ii) pore-emanated fracturing that 
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initiate at the periphery of the macropores and propagate as transgranular fractures within the shear 

zones, and (iii) cataclasis. Under low confinement, shear zones are defined by extended cataclasis 

with pervasive damage, whereas at intermediate confinement, they are characterized by dilatant 

fractures that extend across the sample. The experiment with pore fluid and intermediate 

confinement, sample Anstrude 6, shows localization of conjugate shear bands. Sandstones and 

Anstrude limestone samples under low confinement are characterized by shorter yielding phases 

(in terms of axial strain) and the localization of strain is observed at the onset of failure, near the 

peak stress. Conversely, limestones at intermediate confinement are characterized by long yielding 

phases and strain localization occurred following yield and before macroscopic failure. Our results 

demonstrate that dynamic X-ray tomography experiments coupled with digital volume correlation 

analysis and SEM observations provide invaluable quantitative information about the deformation 

mechanisms of porous reservoir rocks. 
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Figure S1. Evolution of normalized porosity, 𝜙 𝜙0⁄ , relative to 휀𝑧𝑧 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑓⁄ . Inset: Close up of 

region highlighted by gray rectangle. 

  

Figure S2. Deformation curves for experiments, Adamswiller sandstone (a), Bentheim 

sandstone (b), Anstrude limestone 2 (c), 3 (d), 4 (e), 5 (f), and 6 (g) where the differential stress is 

plotted against the macroscopic axial strain. Each black dot corresponds to a 3D X-ray tomogram. 

Each stress-strain curve is divided into nearly equal intervals of strain marked by the red vertical 

lines. The length of each horizontal red line measures ∆휀, as given in the right vertical axis. 
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Figure S3. Histograms of divergence and curl of the incremental displacement fields (�⃗⃗� ) 

computed from DVC analysis with 20 voxel node spacing for the Adamswiller sandstone (a), 

Bentheim sandstone (b), Anstrude limestone 2 (c), Anstrude limestone 3 (d), Anstrude limestone 

4 (e), Anstrude limestone 5 (f) and Anstrude limestone 6 (g). Color scale from blue to yellow for 

each experiment represents the successive experimental increments and corresponds to the 

differential stress for the pair of tomograms chosen for DVC analysis. Tomograms at nearly equal 

strain increments are chosen for DVC analysis as given in supplementary Figure S2. 
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Figure S4: Evolutions of the differential stress, mean porosity, and cumulative and 

incremental strain means. Each row shows a different experiment. Left and right columns show 

the macroscopic deformation (stress-strain curves) and mean porosity and incremental and 

cumulative incremental strain components, respectively. 

 

Figure S5. Scanning electron micrograph of the Anstrude limestone 2 showing the 

microstructure after a brittle compressive failure. a) Whole width of the sample. b-c) Magnified 

images of highlighted areas in a) and b) respectively. All images show grain crushing and in a-b) 

transgranular fractures are observed. 
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Figure S6. Scanning electron micrograph of the sample of Anstrude limestone 5 showing 

the microstructure after a brittle compressive failure. a) Whole width of the sample. b-c) Magnified 

images of highlighted areas in a) and b) respectively. All images show significant grain size 

reduction and transgranular fractures. Patches in SEM is the cavity formed when sample is 

removed and is filled with epoxy. 

 

Movie V1: Adamswiller sandstone incremental strains, number 

Movie V2: Bentheim sandstone incremental strains, number 

Movie V3: Anstrude limestone 2 incremental strains, number 

Movie V4: Anstrude limestone 3 incremental strains, number 

Movie V5: Anstrude limestone 4 incremental strains, number 

Movie V6: Anstrude limestone 5 incremental strains, number 

Movie V7: Anstrude limestone 6 incremental strains, number 
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Understanding the approach to faulting in continental rocks is
critical for identifying processes leading to fracturing in geomaterials
and the preparation process of large earthquakes. In situ dy-
namic X-ray imaging and digital volume correlation analysis of a
crystalline rock core, under a constant confining pressure of 25 MPa,
are used to elucidate the initiation, growth, and coalescence of
microfractures leading to macroscopic failure as the axial compres-
sive stress is increased. Following an initial elastic deformation,
microfractures develop in the solid, and with increasing differential
stress, the damage pervades the rock volume. The creation of new
microfractures is accompanied by propagation, opening, and closing
of existing microfractures, leading to the emergence of damage
indices that increase as powers of the differential stress when
approaching failure. A strong spatial correlation is observed between
microscale zones with large positive and negative volumetric strains,
microscale zones with shears of opposite senses, and microscale
zones with high volumetric and shear strains. These correlations are
attributed to microfracture interactions mediated by the heteroge-
neous stress field. The rock fails macroscopically as themicrofractures
coalesce and form a geometrically complex 3D volume that spans the
rock sample. At the onset of failure, more than 70% of the damage
volume is connected in a large fracture cluster that evolves into a
fault zone. In the context of crustal faulting dynamics, these results
suggest that evolving rock damage around existing locked or future
main faults influences the localization process that culminates in
large brittle rupture events.

faulting | earthquake | strain localization | X-ray tomography |
digital volume correlation

Understanding the route to failure in crystalline rocks is
fundamental for developing improved quantitative frame-

works for the behavior of faults, the evolution of permeability in
the continental crust, and the fracturing of geomaterials. High-
resolution earthquake catalogs show abundant microseismicity in
the volumes surrounding major faults (1, 2). The interaction be-
tween seismicity along faults and in the surrounding rock volume is
critical for understanding the spatiotemporal evolution of earth-
quakes in active areas (3, 4). Laboratory experiments demonstrate
that microfracture generation produces macroscopic dilation of
rocks before macroscopic shear failure occurs (5–7) and controls
the transition from distributed damage to shear localization (8–
12). After an initial damage phase of random microfracturing,
large fractures and faults nucleate within an array of micro-
fractures oriented more or less parallel to the direction of maxi-
mum principle stress. This array is inclined at about 30° relative to
the direction of the maximum principle stress (10) and acts as a
precursor of the fault formation. The fault and array grow in
concert with new microfractures acting as the fault process zone. A
model for faulting, based on failure of an array of beams, sepa-
rated from each other by an array of fractures inclined at about 30°
relative to the direction of the maximum principle stress, is pre-
sented in ref. 10, but it is not clear whether the array is formed by

coalescence of multiple smaller arrays or by the growth of a single
array. It is also not clear whether the faults that form within the
array propagate from a single nucleation site or propagate from
multiple nucleation sites and coalesce.
Determination of the spatial distribution of acoustic emissions

in rocks indicates that microfractures initially nucleate and grow at
apparently random locations (8, 9) rather than within the future
fault zone. However, uncertainties in the locations of acoustic
emission sources and inability to monitor aseismic strain release
(i.e., failure processes that do not emit acoustic waves) have pre-
vented a more complete quantification of the evolving inelastic
strain before failure from these data. In other words, the strain
localization processes leading to macroscopic rock failure remain
unclear since the experimentalist cannot see how the fracture
pattern evolves inside the progressively deformed sample.
Recent analysis of time-lapse 3D X-ray tomograms (13)

demonstrated that the total volume of the microfractures, rate of
damage growth, and size of the largest microfracture cluster all
increase as powers of ΔD, where ΔD = ðσ f

D − σDÞ=σ f
D is a nor-

malized stress parameter that measures the difference between
the differential stress at failure σ f

D and the evolving differential
stress σD = σ1 − σ3, where σ1 and σ3 are the largest and smallest
compressive principle stress values, respectively (a list of symbols
is provided in SI Appendix, Table S1). This behavior suggests that
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fracture growth within low-porosity crystalline rocks under com-
pressional loading is a critical phenomenon, in which acceleration
of damage accumulation precedes system-size failure (13, 14).
However, in this previous study (13), the precise change in volume
due to fracture growth, analogous to microseismicity in the crust,
could not be extracted and studied in detail. The present study
overcomes this limitation.
Here we present results of an investigation of the evolving

microfractures in a brittle crystalline rock representative of
the continental crust during the approach to macroscopic fail-
ure. This situation applies to the generation of faulting in pris-
tine rocks (5–8) and to the relocalization of deformation in
noncreeping faults that have been partially healed during the
interseismic period (15–17). The results are obtained by in situ
imaging of microfractures during triaxial compression with dy-
namic X-ray tomography. A combination of direct time-lapse
imaging and digital volume correlation analysis is used to track
damage accumulation from the onset of loading to macroscopic
failure. The digital volume correlation analysis demonstrates that
inelastic strain accumulated as dilatant and contractive damage
events as well as left-lateral and right-lateral shear events (Fig.
1). These 4 expressions of damage pervade the volume and in-
teract with each other throughout the deformation, beyond the
linear elastic regime. Following macroscopic yielding, strain be-
gins to localize and become increasingly asymmetric as dilation
and 1 sense of shear become dominant. These results quantify
how 1) macroscopic volumetric strain arises from a competition
between microscale dilation and compaction, 2) microscopic
deformation outside the future fault zone influences the locali-
zation of strain into this zone, and 3) the coalescence of the
largest microfracture cluster with surrounding smaller fractures
triggers macroscopic shear failure.

In Situ Imaging of the Failure of Crystalline Rock and
Measurement of Strain Evolution
A centimeter-scale sample of quartz-rich crystalline monzonite
rock (13) was deformed under 25 MPa confining pressure and a
temperature of 24 °C in the HADES triaxial apparatus (18, 19)
installed on X-ray microtomography beamline ID19 at the Eu-
ropean Synchrotron Radiation Facility. The experimental con-
ditions are relevant for brittle deformation of rocks at depth up
to 2 to 3 km, where rock failure envelopes predict dilatancy and
faulting (20). This enabled time-lapse imaging of the sample

during compressive deformation. Seventy-seven 3D tomograms
were acquired as the differential stress was increased (Materials
and Methods), with a spatial resolution of 6.5 μm. The last to-
mogram was acquired at 99.993% of the failure differential
stress, allowing detailed characterization of the system-size
faulting process. The loading history and the strain measure-
ments are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S1. The sample contained
around 2,000 grains (10 × 10 × 20 grains), which is a represen-
tative volume of the whole rock. Its centimeter-scale dimensions
were similar to the dimension of the fault nucleation zone in
granite identified using acoustic emissions (21).
The axial strain versus differential stress relationship (Fig. 2A

and Movie S1) shows behavior characteristic of crystalline rocks
(e.g., ref. 22). At low differential stresses (40 to 178 MPa), the
quasi-linear relationship between macroscopic strain and dif-
ferential stress is indicative of an elastic regime, with small var-
iations in the slope at stresses below 40 MPa, which we attribute
to closing of voids initially present in the rock. Beyond the yield
point at 178 MPa, defined here as a deviation of 3% of the ex-
perimental volumetric strain from the linear trend in the elastic
regime (5), microfractures accumulate progressively in the rock,
leading to macroscopic radial dilation, until failure occurs via
shear fault development through the growth of the largest
microfracture cluster and coalescence with smaller clusters (Fig.
2 A and B).
The 3D digital volume correlation software TomoWarp2 (23)

was used to characterize incremental displacement and strain
during deformation. Digital volume correlation analysis provides a
discretized displacement field from which a discretized displace-
ment gradient field can be calculated. TomoWarp2 calculates
translations and rotations between two 3D datasets, following the
same procedure as in reference (19). This digital volume corre-
lation technique produces 3D displacement fields from which the
divergence, ∇ ·Δu, and curl, ∇×Δu, of the incremental dis-
placement fields, Δu, are calculated (Figs. 2 C and D and 3 and
Movie S2). These fields reveal the magnitude of local dilatancy
(positive divergence), compaction (negative divergence), left-
lateral shear (negative curl), and right-lateral shear (positive curl).
In brittle rocks such as quartz-rich monzonite, large strain

cannot occur without fracturing, and we attribute large magni-
tudes of ∇×Δu on the scale of the node spacing used in the
digital volume correlation analysis to shear displacement along
microfractures. These microfractures may have apertures that
are not sufficiently large to produce X-ray attenuation coeffi-
cient contrasts that are larger than the noise level, and some of
them may remain undetected through segmentation. Some
elastic deformation of mineral grains or aggregates of mineral
grains may occur without microfracturing, but because of the
high stiffness of the mineral grains and the brittleness of the
bonding between them this is not expected to contribute signif-
icantly to ∇×Δu on the scale of the digital volume correlation
analysis node spacing. Similarly, the opening and closing of
microfractures and other voids is expected to be the dominant
contribution to volumetric strain on the digital volume correla-
tion analysis node spacing scale. Because of the very low initial
porosity of the sample, most of the volumetric compaction oc-
curred in regions that contained voids that were previously di-
lated and then collapsed.
If the displacements on opposite sides of a microfracture,

which cannot always be detected directly in X-ray tomograms,
are measured, an effective discretized simple shear strain pro-
portional to d/Δn can be determined, where d is the shear dis-
placement and Δn is the node spacing used in the digital volume
correlation analysis. For continuous displacement fields, ∇×Δu
measures the magnitude and sense of the simple shear strain,
and consequently, high magnitudes of ∇×Δu highlight sites of
localized shear displacement. We calculated 3D incremental
displacement fields between 10 pairs of 3D tomograms at regular

Fig. 1. The route to failure in crystalline rock. Under a state of differential
stress ðσ1 − σ3Þ, damage accumulates in the form of microfractures that may
open, close, and slip in a right-lateral or left-lateral sense. As failure is
approached, one slip mode becomes dominant, right-lateral on this sketch,
leading to macroscopic faulting.
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intervals of axial strain that encompassed the experiment (Fig. 2
C and D and Movie S2). The windows used to perform the digital
volume correlations had a cubic shape with 4 faces parallel to the
main compressive stress σ1 and 2 faces perpendicular to it.
Following tests performed in a previous study (19), we used a
correlation window size of 10 voxels (65 μm) and node spacing
size of 20 voxels (130 μm).

Dynamics of Strain Evolution
The digital volume correlation analysis provides quantitative
information about cumulative and incremental strain localization.
Time series of 3D divergence and curl fields enable quantitative
assessment of evolving volumetric and simple shear components
of the incremental strain fields (Fig. 2 C and D and Movie S2). We
tracked populations of the increments in positive (dilatational)
and negative (contractive) volumetric strain (divergence) and
negative (left-lateral) and positive (right-lateral) shear strain (curl)
as the differential stress was increased. The results revealed the
evolving spatial distribution of left-lateral and right-lateral slip as
well as dilation and compaction produced by microfracture de-
velopment and the final localization of damage onto a sample-
spanning fault. The mean magnitudes of the dilation and con-
traction, and left- and right-lateral shear events, paralleled each
other as the differential stress was increased (Fig. 2C).
The varying means of the positive and negative incremental

∇ ·Δu and ∇×Δu populations (Fig. 2C), and the volume of
material experiencing high absolute values (>0.5) of each of the 4
displacement field measures (Fig. 2D), can be used to distinguish

between 4 phases of evolving deformation and damage preceding
macroscopic shear failure: 1) small changes in the mean values of
the divergence and curl of the incremental displacement field,
corresponding to the initial linear elastic regime; 2) a 30% in-
crease in the volume of rock experiencing divergence and left-
lateral curl following the macroscopic yield point (Fig. 2D); 3) a
10% increase of these values from 178 to 190 MPa differential
stress (Fig. 2D); and 4) a 400% increase of divergence and left-
lateral curl in the final 15 MPa preceding failure at 205.5 MPa
(Fig. 2C), while the volume of material experiencing these large
strain field modes (∇ ·Δu and ∇×Δu) remained essentially con-
stant during this last phase (Fig. 2D).
The observed variations of means and volume of material

experiencing these large-magnitude strain field components in-
dicate that the path toward failure was dominated by the accu-
mulation of compaction, dilation, left-lateral shear, and right-
lateral shear and interactions between them, consistent with
previous observations and models (10, 24, 25). The macroscopic
dilation of the sample was due to a combination of compaction in
the direction parallel to the direction of the largest compressive
stress and the concomitant increase in the cross-sectional area in
the perpendicular plane, with a total volume increase of 2.1% at
the onset of failure. Fig. 3 demonstrates that both dilation and
compaction were distributed throughout the rock specimen im-
mediately preceding macroscopic failure. This spatial representa-
tion of the compacting and dilating volumes above the 95th
percentile of the strain populations further shows that regions of
high compaction and high dilation were spatially correlated with

Fig. 2. Evolution of damage before failure. (A)
Variation of axial and radial strains as the differen-
tial stress was increased. A 3D X-ray tomography
dataset was acquired under the stress and strain
conditions indicated by each circle. The axial strain
versus stress curve is divided into 4 stages: 1, elastic;
2, yield; 3, volumetric damage; and 4, localization
before failure. (Inset) Evolution of the largest
microfracture cluster in the last 3 tomography im-
ages (labeled I, II, and III) at 99.23, 99.62, and 99.99%
of the failure differential stress, σfD. (B) A 3D view of
the accumulated damage at the onset of failure. The
largest microfracture cluster (green) is surrounded
by microfractures with smaller volumes (red) that
pervade the entire rock volume. (C) Relative varia-
tion of mean incremental divergence and mean in-
cremental magnitudes of positive and negative curl
of the displacement field as failure was approached.
(D) Relative variation of the number of subvolumes
with divergence and incremental curl magnitudes
above/below ±0.5 as failure was approached. Digital
volume correlation analysis was used to calculate 10
displacement fields from 11 3D tomograms acquired
as the differential stress was increased, and the x
coordinate of each of the 10 sets of 4 data points
indicates the macroscopic axial strain when the sec-
ond of each pair of tomograms used in each digital
volume correlation analysis was acquired. In C, the
mean values of the divergence or curl calculated by
digital volume correlation analysis divided by the
mean value calculated for the first pair of tomo-
grams are shown. In D, the number of subvolumes
above a threshold value used in the digital volume
correlation calculation normalized by the same value
for the first pair of tomograms are shown.
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each other and with the regions of high positive and negative curl
(Movie S2). This correlation suggests that regions of high volu-
metric strain and high shear strain share a common origin, which
we attribute to the nucleation, growth, opening, and closing of
microfractures and the coupling between them. The postfailure
tomogram shows that a higher number of microfractures formed
inside grains and propagated across grain boundaries, rather than
developing along grain boundaries, in contrast with the behavior
observed in Carrara marble (26). The fractures were oriented
preferentially toward the direction of the largest compressive stress
which is consistent with other studies of similar crystalline rocks
(10, 11). Macroscopic shear failure occurred via shear fracture
formation that produced a gouge layer with intense grain commi-
nution within a quasi-tabular zone with some variation in thickness
(13). This development is similar to field observations of fault zones
that contain a gouge layer surrounded by a damage zone (27).
Segmentation of the tomograms into rock matrix and voids

(pores and microfractures) provides the volume fraction of voids
as a function of increasing differential stress (SI Appendix, Fig.
S2). We quantify microfracture growth with a damage index,
Dϕ = ϕ−ϕi

1−ϕi
, where ϕi is the initial void fraction of the sample

under the initial confining pressure preceding axial loading
ðϕi = 0.1%Þ and ϕ is the void fraction measured at a given dif-
ferential stress (13). The damage index is measured as a function
of the normalized deviation of the differential stress from the

differential stress at failure ΔD =

 
σ f

D − σD

σ f
D

!
, where σ f

D is the dif-

ferential stress at which failure occurred and σD is the differential
stress when each tomogram was acquired. As failure was
approached, the total volume of microfractures, the volume of
the largest microfracture cluster, and the number of detected
microfractures all increased (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A). During the
final 3 differential stress increments, the largest microfracture
cluster increased in size (Fig. 2A, Inset) until it spanned the entire

volume (Fig. 2B) and evolved later into the main fault. The vol-
ume fraction of microfractures in the specimen at the onset of
failure was 1.4%, and the largest microfracture cluster contained
71% of this volume. The generated fault zone was a geometrically
complex 3D volume that differs greatly from the concept of fault
initiation on a surface that plays a key role in various models, such
as those using frictional failure criteria.

Power Law Statistics of Microfracture Growth Events
An increase in microfracture nucleation and growth as failure
approached has been observed in previous studies (9, 10, 13).
However, the detailed geometry and evolution was challenging
to quantify because previous studies only characterized the
postfailure sample (10, 11, 22) or because they used acoustic
emissions, which are not sensitive to all deformation events and
do not accurately determine fracture geometries (8, 9, 28). X-ray
microtomography coupled with digital volume correlation anal-
ysis allows the total strain (seismic plus aseismic) to be measured.
We extracted the change in volume of each microfracture and
the volume of each new microfracture that developed between
successive tomograms and studied their statistics (Fig. 4). This
analysis required tracking of each individual microfracture in
space and time and recognition of the geometry of new fractures
that opened and preexisting fractures that closed. A maximum
likelihood method (29) was used to determine how well the
microfracture volume increments of growth, δv+, can be fit by a
power law, with an exponent β ∼ 0.5 (Fig. 4A, Inset). This power
law behavior breaks down for the last tomogram before failure
because of the onset of sliding on the future slip surface, in-
dicating that the largest damage cluster has reached a length
close to the size of the sample.
The detected volume of fractures is linked to the potential

seismic energy release because earthquake potency (moment/
rigidity) depends on the volume of rock around a fault that
sustains inelastic deformation (30). In analogy to the Gutenberg–
Richter frequency–size distribution of earthquakes, we refer to
the power law exponent of the frequency–volume distributions of
the fractures as the a-value. The distribution of microfracture
volume increments is characterized by a constant α value of 1.7 ±
0.3 with 95% confidence. The total number of microfractures
increased as failure was approached (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), in-
dicating that the property analogous to earthquake pro-
ductivity (a-value) also increased. These results are consistent with
numerical simulations of evolving seismicity and stress along a
strongly heterogeneous fault (31).

Implications for Failure in Continental Rocks and
Earthquakes Dynamics
Experiments suggest that in crystalline rocks under confinement,
macroscopic dilation occurs through the development of
microfractures dominated by tensile cracks (5, 7, 8). The non-
linear shape of the failure envelope suggests that fault localiza-
tion under compression corresponds to an instability that may be
described by continuum models (32). By construction, these
mechanical models do not take into account the development of
damage and so cannot predict its evolution toward system-size
failure. Dilatant behavior highlights the limitations and simplifi-
cations of failure criteria that do not consider the effect of volume
increase on the evolution of mechanical properties during de-
formation (33). Dilatancy may cause rock stiffness to decrease and
pore fluid pressure to vary compared with commonly used constant
volume models. Mohr–Coulomb and Griffith failure theories de-
pend on only a small number of parameters. They describe failure
as a scale-independent macroscopic process that is independent of
local strain dissipation. Furthermore, they do not take into account
processes that occur before failure, how they influence the failure
stress, and the dynamics and geometry of large-scale strain locali-
zation. These results motivated the development of numerical and

Fig. 3. Spatial correlation between dilation and compaction. The diver-
gence field of the incremental displacement vector field caused by the 0.8 MPa
differential stress increase just before failure (calculated by digital volume
correlation analysis of the last 2 tomograms before failure). (Left) A 2D
planar cut along the axis of the cylindrical specimen and (Right) 3D view
showing the volumes of high positive and high negative divergence (red
indicates divergence > 0.5, and blue indicates divergence < −0.5). The
∇ ·Δu = ±0.5 isosurfaces show the combination of compaction and dilation
in the sample and the spatial distribution of these quantities.
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mechanical models of rock failure that include damage develop-
ment preceding macroscopic failure (e.g., refs. 14, 34–36). These
models reproduce the dilatant behavior of rocks and the growth of
microfractures until their concentration is large enough to enable
the development of a macroscopic fault. They also predict the ex-
istence of power law behavior, a characteristic of critical phenom-
ena (13, 14), consistent with our experimental observations.
Experiments that detect and quantify energy releasing events

before failure, such as those using acoustic emissions (8, 9, 37) or
direct visualization of microfractures by X-ray tomography (13),
have documented complex behavior between initial yielding and

final failure. Such observations cannot be readily reconciled with
the Griffith or Mohr–Coulomb failure criteria but can be inter-
preted in terms of damage mechanics frameworks that describe
the acceleration and localization of acoustic emissions before rock
failure (9, 37). Damage models that account for the long-range
interactions between brittle failure events (14, 35, 37) predict the
acceleration of the rate of damage as the stress increases at a
constant rate approaching failure, as observed in experiments (13,
28, 37). Such models make several predictions, including the
amount of dilatancy, localization, and power law increases in the
rate of damage accumulation and the size of the largest micro-
fracture cluster when failure is approached; Renard et al. (13)
observed all these predictions experimentally. Our results (Figs. 3
and 4) enable measurements of not only the total damage (i.e., the
total volume of all of the fractures as was done in ref. 13) but also
the change in volume of each individual microfracture (and the
volumes of any new microfractures that formed), as well as the
local changes in left-lateral and right-lateral shear for each dif-
ferential stress increment. This provides 3D maps of the compo-
nents (dilation, contraction, left-lateral shear, and right-lateral
shear) of the incremental damage and how the components of the
incremental damage changed with loading. The power law distri-
bution of the increment damage volumes shows an exponent of
β ∼ 0.5 (Fig. 4A), and the increase of the incremental damage vol-
umes approaching failure exhibits another power law with an ex-
ponent of α ∼ 1.7 (Fig. 4B). Both exponents are in agreement with
a 2D numerical damage model (35) that predicts power law ex-
ponents of β ∼ 0.4 and α ∼ 1.8.
The results of the present study quantify how macroscopic

failure occurs through spatially asymmetric events (Fig. 1) that
exhibit power law scaling as failure is approached and how these
events pervade the specimen before failure. Crystalline rocks
sustain brittle deformation in the seismogenic zone up to about
20 km depth. However, larger stresses, increased temperature,
and the presence of fluids may activate additional deformation
mechanisms such as subcritical crack growth or pressure solution
creep. Therefore, extrapolation of our results to such depths
should be done with caution. The spanning of a partially healed
fault by the largest damage cluster could explain the occurrence of
geochemical signals before earthquakes (38) because new long-
range fluid flow pathways connected in 3 dimensions may be
formed. The data presented here demonstrate that macroscopic
dilation and compaction are coupled processes and that local di-
lation and compaction are spatially correlated and act in concert
(Figs. 2 and 3). This correlation may arise because local dilation or
compaction alters the stress field, particularly in neighboring vol-
umes. For example, the growth and concomitant opening of a
microfracture with diameter L primarily influences a volume of the
order of L3 surrounding the microfracture, as well as the long-
range stress field. The resulting volume of influence produces
both tensile stress shielding (an increase in compressive stress) and
tensile stress amplification (a decrease in compressive stress) that
affect the opening, closing, nucleation, and propagation of neigh-
boring microfractures and pore volumes. When the entire volume
(i.e., the core specimen in these experiments) has experienced a
certain amount of pervasive damage, additional inelastic defor-
mation drives localization (stage 4 in Fig. 2). These cooperative
interactions lead to power law distributions of microfracture
growth events at every increase of stress (Fig. 4).
Our data at the microscale quantify how failure depends on

asymmetric damage development within the future failure zone
and in the surrounding rock. Fig. 2D shows that when nf
microfractures open in response to an increment of strain caused
by an increment in the differential stress, ΔσD, close to failure,
around 0.5nf microfractures close, and 0.9nf left-lateral shear
events and 0.6nf right-lateral shear displacement events occur. In
the brittle crust, a balance between volume increasing/decreasing

Fig. 4. Evolution of microfractures toward failure. (A) The total cumulative nor-
malized volume of microfractures (black curve),

P
δv=V = ðjPδv+j− jPδv−jÞ=V, is

due to the accumulation of positive volume increments, δv+, due to micro-
fracture growth (light blue microfractures in Fig. 1) and negative volume in-
crements, δv−, as some microfractures may close (red microfractures in Fig. 1).
Here V is the sample volume. The black curve is equal to the cumulative sum of
the light blue curve (positive increments) and red (negative increments) curve.

(Inset) The same data plotted versus ΔD =
�
σfD − σD

σfD

�
, where σfD is the differential

stress at failure. β = 0.5 is the power law exponent of the damage increment
growth until very close to failure. This power law breaks down for the last
increment because of system size effect. (B) Complementary cumulative dis-
tribution of microfracture volume growth increments, δv+, and power law
behavior with α = 1.7 ± 0.3 (SD). The red, orange, yellow, and green colors
indicate stages 1 through 4 of the macroscopic strain–differential stress be-
havior shown in Fig. 2. (Inset) The evolution of α toward failure.
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events and between left-/right-lateral shear events may occur in
the form of conjugate microseismicity and faulting or distributed
deformation near complex fault geometries, as well as in the
surrounding volume (26, 39). High-resolution earthquake cata-
logs in well-instrumented areas show that ongoing seismicity can
occur in zones with width of the order of 10 km around major
faults (1, 3). While the largest events occur on the main faults,
off-fault seismicity and aseismic processes of the type docu-
mented in this study can play key roles in the localization or
relocalization of faulting in geomaterials.

Materials and Methods
The experiment was performed at 24 °C on a dry cylindrical monzonite
specimen of 10 mm length and 4 mm diameter, using a procedure similar to
that of Renard et al. (13). The interfaces between the rock sample and the
pistons of the rig were not lubricated. To capture snapshots of deformation,
the experiment was conducted by increasing the differential stress (the
difference between the axial stress, σ1, and the confining pressure, σ3) in
steps of 8 MPa far from failure (1 to 140 MPa), then steps of 3 MPa (100 to
160 MPa), steps of 1.5 MPa (160 to 190 MPa), and steps of 0.75 MPa as failure
at 205.5 MPa was approached (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). This enabled the
changes in deformation and damage to be determined in sufficient detail as
failure was approached and deformation and damage increased more rap-
idly with increasing differential stress. We acquired X-ray radiographs at a
constant stress after each stress increment. Acquisition of the 2D radio-
graphs required to construct a 3D data set took about 1.5 min. We did not
find evidence for significant changes in structure during data acquisition,
such as blurring of the distinct edges between void space and grains in the
tomograms that would have indicated time-dependent subcritical crack

growth in the specimen. A jacket made of Viton fluoropolymer elastomer
encased the rock sample, and pressurized silicone oil applied the confining
pressure of 25 MPa to this jacket. A series of 77 data sets of 1,600 radio-
graphs were acquired at a voxel size of 6.5 μm, corresponding to the spatial
resolution of the images. From the 2D radiographs, 3D volumes of the
specimen were reconstructed in 16-bit grayscale following the same pro-
cedure as in ref. 19. The details of strain measurements are given in
SI Appendix. The tomography data are available in ref. 40.

Microfracture shapes and sizes (Figs. 2 A and B and 4 and SI Appendix, Fig.
S2) were imaged and extracted from the tomograms by applying the seg-
mentation procedure described in ref. 12. Every segmented microfracture
was identified in each tomogram, and its volume was calculated. Then, by
comparing each pair of successive tomograms, the difference between the
microfractures in these 2 volumes was extracted to determine the micro-
fracture growth increments (schematically represented in light blue in Fig. 1)
and decrements (shown in red in Fig. 1). The contributions of the micro-
fracture volume increments and decrements to the total microfracture vol-
ume and the size distribution of the volume increments are shown in (Fig. 4
and SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
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Table S1: List of symbols and parameters used in the Figures 4 and S2 

 

Symbol  Description and unit 

𝜎1   axial stress (MPa) 

𝜎3 = 𝜎2  confining pressure (MPa) 

𝜎𝐷 = (𝜎1 − 𝜎3)  differential stress (MPa) 

𝜎𝐷
𝑓
   differential stress at failure (MPa) 

∆𝜎𝐷=𝜎𝐷
𝑓
− 𝜎𝐷  differential stress at failure minus differential stress (MPa) 

∆𝐷= (𝜎𝐷
𝑓
− 𝜎𝐷) 𝜎𝐷

𝑓
⁄  stress control parameter that measures the distance to 

failure (without unit) 

𝜑 void fraction (i.e. porosity) of the sample (without unit) 

𝜑𝑖 initial porosity before deformation (without unit) 

𝐷𝜑 damage volume fraction equal to 
𝜑−𝜑𝑖

1−𝜑𝑖
 (without unit) 

𝑛𝑓  number of microfractures that open during a stress step 

 exponents of power laws (Figure 4) 

∆𝐮  divergence of the incremental displacement field calculated 

using digital volume correlation, used as a proxy of the 

volumetric strain 

∆𝐮  curl of the incremental displacement field calculated using 

digital volume correlation, used as a proxy of the shear 

strain 

휀𝑧𝑧
𝑀 , 휀𝑟

𝑀  macroscopic axial and radial strains (without unit) 

∆𝑛 node spacing in the digital volume correlation calculation 

(m) 

𝑑 incremental shear displacement calculated using the digital 

volume correlation calculation (m) 

𝛿𝑣+ positive (microfracture opening) volume increment  (m3) 

𝛿𝑣− negative (microfracture closing) volume increment (m3) 

𝑣 total microfracture volume increase in the sample at a given 

state of differential stress, corresponding to 𝑣 =
|𝑣+| − |𝑣−| (𝑣− is a negative volume change) 

𝑉 volume of the sample (m3) 
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Text: Strain measurements 

 

Strain in the sample was measured by using three complementary techniques. Measuring 

the specimen dimensions during deformation from the tomograms quantified 

macroscopic radial and axial strain (Figs. 2A, SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Movie S1). We 

quantified strain heterogeneities in the sample in situ by: 1) calculating three-dimensional 

displacements fields via digital volume correlation (Figs. 2C-D, 3, SI Appendix, Movie 

S2); and 2) segmenting the microfractures from the host rock to track the evolving 

volume of microfractures (Figs. 2A, 2B, 4, SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Movie S1). The 

macroscopic axial strain, 휀𝑧𝑧
𝑀 , was calculated from the distance between the two pistons 

visible in the tomograms inset in SI Appendix, Fig. S1). We verified that the axial strain 

was equal to the displacement of the piston measured using a displacement sensor 

installed on the rig, after correction for the deformation of the rig and the pistons (SI 

Appendix, Fig. S1). The macroscopic radial strain, 휀𝑟
𝑀, was determined by measuring the 

diameter of the sample at six different positions on each tomogram and by calculating the 

average value (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The macroscopic volumetric strain at the onset of 

failure, (휀𝑧𝑧
𝑀 + 2휀𝑟

𝑀), was equal to 2.1%, and the volume fraction of microfractures was 

1.4%. The difference between these two quantities is attributed primarily to the presence 

of microfractures with apertures below the resolution of the X-ray tomography images. 

The volumes of pre-existing microfractures and other voids present before the differential 

stress was applied must have changed during the experiment, as the non-linear strain-

stress relationship and relatively small effective Young’s modulus at differential stresses 

less than 40 MPa suggests. However, the volumetric strain was very small until yielding 

commenced at a differential stress of 178 MPa, and this implies that pre-existing voids 

contributed little to the volumetric strain at the onset of failure. 
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Fig. S1. Stress history and strain measurements. A) Stress history during deformation of the 

quartz-rich monzonite sample. The top of each step in the axial stress curve corresponds to one of 

the 77 X-ray tomography acquisitions. B) Comparison of measurement of the axial strain by 

using: 1) direct measurement of the shortening of the specimen using three-dimensional images 

(red circles); and 2) the linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) displacement sensor 

(black curve) installed on the Hades rig (Renard et al., 2016). The LDVT measurements were 

corrected to account for the elastic deformation of the rig and the pistons (blue curve). Inset: 

Procedure used to measure the average length and radius of the core sample (the radius was 

measured in two mutually perpendicular directions within three planes perpendicular to the axial 

direction).  
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Fig. S2. Microfracture volume evolution prior to failure in crystalline rock. Evolution of the 

damage volume fraction (i.e. volume of microfractures divided by volume of the sample), number 

of microfractures per cubic meter and volume fraction of the largest microfracture cluster as 

failure was approached (σD
f : differential stress at failure). The numbers I, II, III correspond to the 

three differential stresses at which the views of the largest microfracture cluster are shown in the 

inset of Fig. 2A.  
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Movie S1. Deformation of the specimen and damage development prior to failure. Left: three-

dimensional rendered view of the specimen with the rock matrix shown in gray shades and the 

microfracture porosity shown in blue. Top right: differential stress versus axial and radial strains. 

The open red circle shows the yield point and the full red circle shows the stress at failure. 

Bottom right: Mohr diagram throughout loading. The thick black line shows the Coulomb failure 

criterion using a cohesion of 49.7 MPa and internal friction of 0.6, which were estimated from the 

data and from the deformation of two other samples determined in a previous study (Renard et al., 

2018). 

 

Movie S2. Spatial distribution of positive and negative divergence and positive and negative curl 

magnitudes above the 95th percentile of each incremental strain population normalized by the 

incremental macroscopic axial strain difference, ∆휀𝑧𝑧
𝑀 , between the successive pairs of tomograms 

used to determine the incremental strain population. A-D) The diameters of the spheres are 

proportional to the magnitudes of 𝛁 ∙ ∆𝒖 and 𝛁 × ∆𝒖, which were calculated at the digital volume 

correlation analysis nodes. A) Gray spheres show the negative divergence (compaction); B) blue 

spheres show positive divergence (dilation); C) pink spheres show negative curl, and D) red 

spheres show positive curl. E) Axial strain versus differential stress with vertical lines showing 

the differential stress and axial strain of the pair of tomograms used to determine the incremental 

displacement fields by DVC analysis. Sum (F), mean (G), and number of values (H) within 

population of incremental strain calculated from digital volume correlation analysis. F-H) The 

values are normalized by the value of the first digital volume correlation increment of the 

experiment, and shown as a function of the macroscopic axial strain at which the second scan 

used in the digital volume correlation analysis was acquired. 
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Abstract Centuries of work have highlighted the importance of several characteristics on fracture
propagation. However, the relative importance of each characteristic on the likelihood of propagation
remains elusive. We rank this importance by performing dynamic X‐ray microtomography experiments that
provide unique access to characteristics of evolving fracture networks as rocks are triaxially compressed
toward failure. We employed a machine learning technique based on logistic regression analysis to predict
whether or not a fracture grows from 14 fracture geometry and network characteristics identified throughout
four experiments on crystalline rocks in which thousands of fractures propagated. The characteristics
that best predict fracture growth are the length, thickness, volume, and orientation of fractures with respect
to the external stress field and the distance to the closest neighboring fracture. Growing fractures tend
to be more clustered, shorter, thinner, volumetrically smaller, and dipping closer to 30–60° from the
maximum compression direction than closing fractures.

Plain Language Summary What controls fracture growth in rocks? Previous work highlights
the importance of many characteristics on the likelihood of fracture growth but has not ranked the
importance of these characteristics. We use triaxial compression experiments of rocks and machine learning
to predict fracture growth using measures of the fracture network clustering and fracture size, shape, and
orientation. The characteristics that are the best predictors of fracture growth are the fracture length,
thickness, volume, and orientation and distance to the nearest fracture. Fractures that grow (increase in
volume) during each increase in differential stress are shorter, thinner, smaller in volume, and more
clustered than fractures that close (decrease in volume).

1. Introduction

Predicting when and how faults propagate and interact is a fundamental challenge in geosciences. Over the
past century, analyses have isolated the importance of several factors on fracture development, including the
spatial distribution and orientation of fractures with respect to an external stress field, the proximity to pre-
existing weaknesses and neighboring fractures, and the length, aperture, and shape of fractures (e.g.,
Anderson, 1942; Dahlen, 1984; Griffith, 1921; Hubbert, 1951; Irwin, 1957; Raju & Newman, 1979; Rybicki
& Kanninen, 1977; Sih, 1974). However, such analyses were not able to compare the relative importance
of these factors on the likelihood of fracture propagation to each other. This gap in knowledge causes
scientists to categorize a multitude of properties of fault networks in order to predict fault interaction.

In situ dynamic X‐ray microtomography experiments reveal precise details of fracture growth and coales-
cence within crustal rocks under triaxial compression (e.g., Renard et al., 2017, 2018). Time series of 3‐D
X‐ray attenuation fields, that is, tomograms, captured after loading steps during triaxial compression experi-
ments reveal the geometries of individual opening fractures within evolving fracture networks as the rocks
are driven toward macroscopic failure (Figure 1). Algorithms that track each identified fracture indicate
how individual fractures interact and grow within the network (Kandula et al., 2019). These experiments
and postprocessing techniques provide unprecedented access to factors that control microfracture
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Figure 1. Fracture development within in situ X‐ray tomography triaxial compression experiments. Snapshots of fracture networks (blue) at (left) lower and (right)
higher differential stresses during four analyzed experiments on marble, monzonite, and granite. With increasing differential stress, some fractures lengthen
and open, while others close, and the fracture network becomes increasingly clustered.
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development to varying degrees. Machine learning techniques enable quantifying the importance of each
factor on fracture development. In recent years, geoscientists have used machine learning to understand
and predict earthquakes in the lab and the field (e.g., Asencio‐Cortés et al., 2017; Asim et al., 2017; Bergen
et al., 2019; Reyes et al., 2013; Rouet‐Leduc et al., 2017). However, none of these analyses have yet attempted
to predict the likelihood of fracture propagation through intact rock, nor have they rank the importance of
recognized controls on fracture development.

Here we aim to determine the importance of a suite of fracture characteristics on the likelihood of fracture
propagation (Figure S1 in the supporting information). To achieve this goal, we built and trained logistic
regression models (e.g., Cox, 1958; Hosmer et al., 2013) that predict whether an individual fracture will grow
using measures of its size (i.e., length, aperture, and volume), shape (i.e., anisotropy and elongation), orien-
tation, and position within the fracture network (i.e., clustering) (Figure S2). Then we used recursive feature
elimination (e.g., Guyon et al., 2002) to identify the fracture characteristics that are the best predictors of pro-
pagation (Figure S1). Finally, we tracked the statistical properties of these predictors from the onset of load-
ing until macroscopic failure to pinpoint the quantities that characterize fractures that are growing (gaining
volume) and those that are closing (losing volume). Determining the criteria that exert the greatest impact on
fracture network evolution may improve seismic hazard assessments of natural fault systems. Rather than
categorizing many and perhaps insignificant fault network properties, more cost‐ and time‐efficient field
studies could focus on the properties that exert the greatest influence on fracture development.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental Design and Fracture Tracking

We analyze results from four rock deformation experiments that include rock types representative of low‐
porosity crystalline rocks within the continental crust: two on Carrara marble, one on monzonite, and one
on Westerly granite (Table S1). In each experiment, we increased the differential stress, σD, applied to a
1‐cm‐tall and 0.5‐cm‐wide rock core, with σ1 parallel to the axis of the core, while the confining stress,
σ2 = σ3, was held constant until the core macroscopically failed. Under constant confining stress, we
increased the axial stress in steps of 0.5–5 MPa, with smaller steps closer to failure, and acquired a time series
of X‐ray tomograms at a resolution of 6.5 μm per voxel edge, at beamline ID19 at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility using the Hades deformation apparatus (Renard et al., 2016; Table S1).

We segmented the tomograms into fractures and intact rock using a nonlocal mean filter and several addi-
tional image processing techniques developed by Renard et al. (2018). Tracking an individual fracture from
the moment when it appears to when it closes or merges with another fracture, or when the rock macrosco-
pically fails, is a nontrivial problem. As the core shortens axially and expands radially, fractures may trans-
late in space in the absence of propagation, opening or closure. Kandula et al. (2019) developed algorithms to
solve this nontrivial problem and track individual fractures (labeled with unique identifiers) throughout
microtomography experiments. We employed this approach to track fractures here and followed the evolu-
tion of thousands of fractures toward failure in each sample.

2.2. Feature Extraction From Fractures and Fracture Networks

In each experiment, we tracked the evolution of every fracture using the voxel locations of the fractures iden-
tified with the tracking algorithm (Table S1). For each fracture, we calculated 14 measures that quantify the
geometry, size, and orientation of each fracture or its proximity to other fractures within the fracture net-
work. We selected these measures because previous formulations of linear elastic fracture mechanics predict
the likelihood of fracture growth using these characteristics (e.g., Anderson, 1942; Dahlen, 1984; Griffith,
1921; Hubbert, 1951; Irwin, 1957; Raju & Newman, 1979; Rybicki & Kanninen, 1977; Sih, 1974).

We quantify the proximity of each fracture to the others in the network by calculating the minimum, mean,
andmedian distances from the centroid of each fracture to all the other fracture centroids in the network.We
also calculated these values for each fracture using the 25th percentile of other fractures with centroids near-
est to its centroid. Analyzing these two sets of distance measures indicates whether the local or global frac-
ture network is a better predictor of fracture development.

To characterize the geometry of each fracture, we calculated the covariance matrix of the set of voxels that
represent each fracture and the corresponding eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The covariance matrix is
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equivalent to the inertial moment tensor if each voxel corresponds to a point mass of unity located at its cen-
troid. The eigenvectors define the orientations relative to a Cartesian coordinate system. The eigenvalues
define the size and shape of each fracture (Figure S2). The largest and smallest eigenvalues are not strictly
equal to, but represent, the length and aperture of the fractures. From the eigenvalues, we calculated the ani-
sotropy (1 minus the minimum eigenvalue divided by the maximum eigenvalue) and elongation (1 minus
the intermediate eigenvalue divided by the maximum eigenvalue) of each fracture. We also included the
volume of each fracture as a model feature. To determine whether or not a fracture grows or closes from
one scan to the next (after a stress step increase), we calculated the change in volume of the fracture. This
binary classification of whether a fracture grows or closes is the outcome that we trained the models
to predict.

One may expect that boundary effects due to friction between the pistons and core interfaces could influence
the location of the population of closing and growing fractures. To assess this influence, we examined the
spatial distribution of these populations of fractures relative to the piston positions at the top and bottom
of the sample (Figure S3). The distributions of vertical positions of the growing and closing fractures are simi-
lar to each other in each experiment. Closing fractures are not preferentially located near the pistons, as
could be expected. Boundary effects do not appear to influence whether fractures grow or close.

2.3. Logistic Regression Models

We used one of the most common linear classification methods to predict the binary outcome of fracture
growth or closure: logistic regression (e.g., Cox, 1958). Logistic regression is a statistical approach that uses
a logistic function to produce a binary (true/false) prediction from input data (i.e., features). We choose to
develop logistic regression models because we wished to predict the binary outcome of whether a fracture
grew or not. In addition, logistic regression provides output that is relatively easy to interpret because the
model assumes a linear trend between model features (e.g., Hosmer et al., 2013).

In this study, we developed individual logistic regression models for each experiment, and 50 individual
models on randomly selected subsets of the data for each experiment. The number of identified growing frac-
tures exceeds the number of closing fractures in each experiment. To account for this imbalance in determin-
ing the model success, and to aid the robustness of the results, we built 50 individual logistic regression
models from randomly selected subsets of the data of each experiment. We used all of the fractures identified
as closing fractures, counted the number of these fractures, and then randomly selected the same number of
growing fractures. Then we trained each model using 80% of the fractures identified at each stress step and
tested the success of the model with the remaining 20% of the data in each of the experiments. The training
and testing data sets were entirely separate in that we only included data from a particular fracture at a given
stress step in either the training or testing data sets. We performed a cross‐validated grid search over the para-
meters of the models to find the best set of parameters. We employed the Python Scikit‐learn library to build,
train, and test these models (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

We used recursive feature elimination (Guyon et al., 2002) with threefold cross validation (RFECV) to iden-
tify the best explanatory, or predictive, features of the model. RFECV orders the features by coefficient mag-
nitude (smallest to largest) and then removes the features one by one, refitting and scoring the model using a
selected scoring metric. As features are removed, the scoring metric typically remains the same or decreases
until the model has an acceptable minimum score. The remaining features represent the characteristics that
are the best predictors of the outcomes of the model. Here we used the accuracy scoring metric for RFECV.
Accuracy is defined as the number of true model predictions out of the number of total (true and
false) predictions.

3. Results
3.1. Success of Logistic Regression Models

We developed and trained logistic regression models for the four experiments to predict whether a fracture
grows or closes using 14 characteristics of each fracture. We assess the success of the models using the recall
and precision scoring metrics. The recall reflects the positive predictive value, while the precision reflects the
sensitivity (e.g., Müller & Guido, 2016). Higher scores indicate greater model success, with scores of 1
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indicating sets of perfect model predictions. We report the mean ± one standard deviation of the scores
produced by the 50 models for each experiment (Figure S4).

The recall and precision of the models increase as we remove fractures that are growing or closing by increas-
ing percentages of their volume (i.e., data removal threshold; Figures S4 and S5). This increase in perfor-
mance may arise from the segmentation procedure used to extract fractures. Segmentation may influence
the model success if a fracture translates in space between scan acquisitions (and thus stress steps) but does
not grow or close. This translation may produce apparent changes in the number of voxels included in the
fracture (volume) due to differences in the intersection of the fracture with the predefined voxel grid of
the scan. The increasing success of the models with increasing data removal threshold suggests that differ-
ences in fracture segmentation across subsequent tomograms may produce artificial changes in volume that
do not reflect fracture propagation, opening or closing. Although this thresholding reduces the amount of
data used to train and test the models, it improves the quality of the data and thus the models' success.

In the subsequent exploration of the importance of each characteristic on the predictions of the models, we
focus on populations of fractures growing or closing by more than 50% of their volume in one stress step,
from one scan to the next. For fractures growing or closing more than 50% of their volume, the recall and
precision scores are 0.70–0.80 (Figure S4). Consequently, this threshold produces models with acceptably
high success rates and includes a larger population of growing and closing fractures than higher thresholds.

3.2. Importance of Fracture Characteristics on Growth

To extract the fracture network characteristics that are the best predictors of fracture development, we
employed recursive feature elimination with cross validation (RFECV). This technique ranks the importance
of each feature on the model predictions, indicating the best explanatory, or most predictive, features (Guyon
et al., 2002). We used recursive feature elimination to select the features that are the best predictors of
fracture growth in the 50 independent logistic regression models of the four experiments, producing 200
rankings of the importance of each feature.

The most important features selected by recursive feature elimination in the 50 models of the four experi-
ments include characteristics of the geometry of each fracture, its orientation with respect to the applied
stress, and the clustering of the local and global fracture network (Figure S6). We identify the most important
features across all the experiments as those that produce >75% of the maximum cumulative importance.
These features include the volume of the fracture; the largest, intermediate, and minimum eigenvalues;
the orientation of the eigenvector with the minimum eigenvalue; and the minimum distance between
fracture centroids.

We now focus on the differences between these characteristics of the population of fractures that are growing
and closing. Figure 2a shows the mean ± one standard deviation of the maximum and minimum

Figure 2. Evolution of controls on fracture growth. Recursive feature elimination highlights the best predictors of growth (Figure S6): the (a) maximum and
(b) minimum eigenvalues of the fractures, (c) the orientation of the eigenvector with the minimum eigenvalue relative to σ1, and (d) the nearest‐neighbor distance
from each fracture. Red and black lines and markers show the mean ± one standard deviation of population of fractures that are growing and closing between
subsequent stress steps. The lengths are in units of the edge length of the voxels of the tomograms (1 vox. = 6.5 μm).
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eigenvalues, indicative of the fracture length and aperture, of the growing and closing fractures in the marble
and monzonite experiments. The maximum eigenvalues of closing fractures are greater than the maximum
eigenvalue of growing fractures in these experiments (Figure 2a). In contrast to the expectations from stress
intensity formulations, shorter fractures are more likely to grow than are longer fractures. Similarly, the
minimum eigenvalues of closing fractures are larger than the minimum eigenvalues of growing fractures
(Figure 2b). Thinner fractures are more likely to grow than are thicker fractures. Consistent with these
trends, closing fractures tend to have higher volumes and larger intermediate eigenvalues than do
growing fractures.

Figure 2c shows the mean ± one standard deviation of the orientation of the eigenvector with the minimum
eigenvalue of the growing and closing fractures in the monzonite experiment. This orientation is the orienta-
tion of smallest dimension of the fracture relative to the principal stress directions. Both closing and growing
fractures have similar ranges of this orientation until the rock begins to approach failure. However, above a
differential stress of 125 MPa, the population of closing fractures tend to have these eigenvectors near to par-
allel to themaximum compressive stress, σ1 (Figure 2c). Growing fractures tend to have these eigenvectors at
more oblique orientations relative to closing fractures, from 30° to 80° from σ1.

Figure 2d shows the mean ± one standard deviation of the nearest‐neighbor distance between sets of grow-
ing and closing fractures in the granite experiment. The nearest‐neighbor distances of growing fractures are
smaller than the distances of closing fractures (Figure 2d). Fractures that grow near another fracture have a
greater likelihood of propagation than do fractures that grow at greater distances from other fractures in
the network.

4. Discussion

This analysis of four in situ triaxial compression dynamic microtomography experiments indicates that the
characteristics that provide the most accurate predictions of fracture growth are the following: the volume
and eigenvalues of the fracture (indicative of fracture length and aperture), the orientation of the eigenvector
with the smallest eigenvalue (fracture orientation), and the nearest‐neighbor distance between fracture cen-
troids (fracture network clustering).

4.1. Fracture Network Clustering

The mean and median distances to nearby fractures (within the closest 25th percentile of the distances
between fractures) are not strong predictors of fracture development, and neither are the mean and median
distances to all of the identified fractures in the system (Figure S6). The only clustering measure that ranks
highly in importance is the distance to the closest fracture. More clustered fractures, which are close to at
least one other fracture, are more likely to propagate than are more dispersed fractures (Figure 2d).

This trend is consistent with field observations indicating that an earthquake that begins on one fault is more
likely to trigger a seismic event on an adjacent fault if the faults are within a few kilometers of each other
than if the faults are further apart (Wesnousky, 2006). Although earthquakes are primarily shear rupture
events and the experimental fracture growth we detect must contain opening‐mode deformation, the trends
observed in earthquake triggering and experimental fracture growth are similar because both opening‐mode
and shear deformation perturb the local stress and strain field.

The elastic perturbation of the local stress and strain fields due to slip and opening allow fractures and faults
to interact at some distance away from each other and not only when their segments comprise one contin-
uous fault surface. This interaction causes nearby fault segments to produce cumulative along‐strike slip dis-
tributions that match the slip distributions of individual faults, with approximately bell‐shaped or elliptical
distributions (e.g., Bürgmann et al., 1994). Similarly, the power law relationship observed in X‐ray tomogra-
phy experiments between the distance to macroscopic failure and fracture volumemay arise from long‐range
elastic interactions between fractures in the network (Kandula et al., 2019).

Our results suggest that field analyses that aim to understand fracture development should focus on the
nearest‐neighbor distance between fractures. These analyses may not need to consider the position of the
fracture within the larger fault network to provide robust predictions of fault development, but only the dis-
tance to the closest fault. This result may simplify the difficult task of selecting the appropriate system size
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and thus population of faults to assess. However, differences between the observability of experimental frac-
ture networks and crustal fault networks may limit the applicability of this finding.

Another key factor in this analysis is the appropriate length scale of faults to consider. Whereas we can detect
all of the open fractures in the tomograms, field analyses must select the appropriate length scale of faults to
consider when searching for nearest neighbors. Nominally intact crustal rock contains preexisting fractures
surrounding plate boundary faults, so potential analyses of the nearest‐neighbor distance between faults in
the field must decide on the spatial scale of faults to include.

4.2. Fracture Length

Our analysis shows that closing fractures tend to have greater maximum eigenvalues (length) than do grow-
ing fractures (Figure 2a). The stress intensity factor at a fracture tip indicates the likelihood of fracture

Figure 3. Influence of heterogeneities on fracture propagation. Two‐dimensional slices of in situ X‐ray tomograms of the (a) marble and (c) granite experiments,
and scanning electron microscopy images of post‐failure (b) marble and (d) granite cores recovered after experiments. (a, b) Black arrows indicate fractures
pinned by grain boundaries. (c, d) White arrows indicate fractures impeded by minerals and grain boundaries. (c) Red arrow shows fracture that grows near to
fracture that closes (blue arrow).

Figure 4. Characteristics of growing and closing fractures. Schematic illustration of characteristics of fractures that are growing (red) and closing (black) with
increasing differential stress. Growing fractures tend to be shorter, thinner, more obliquely dipping to σ1, and clustered than do closing fractures. Fractures may
transition from growing to closing as fractures coalesce, forming thicker fractures that are less optimally oriented for slip. New fractures may nucleate and grow near
closing fractures as closure amplifies local stress concentrations.
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propagation using the length and shape of the fracture (e.g., Isida, 1971; Raju & Newman, 1979). Longer
mode I fractures produce greater stress intensity factors, increasing the likelihood of propagation in the
absence of changes in the external stress field. Our results conflict with the expectations of linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics because the fractures do not develop in isolation in our experiments. As fractures propagate
and coalesce, they modify the local stress field, producing and propagating into regions with varying magni-
tudes of normal and shear stress. Shorter fractures may have a higher likelihood of fracture propagation than
do longer fractures because they tend to be more clustered than do longer fractures, as measured with the
nearest‐neighbor distance (Figure 2d).

The heterogeneous strength distribution of the rocks may also impact the observed trend of shorter fractures
growing and longer fractures closing. Two‐dimensional slices of tomograms and scanning electron micro-
scope images show intragranular fractures that terminate at the edges of grain boundaries in the marble
experiment (Figures 3a and 3b). These fractures likely exploit cleavage planes within the calcite grains but
then arrest at the grain boundaries because these boundaries have higher tensile strength than the cleavage
planes. Similarly, slices of the tomograms of the granite experiment show fractures that terminate at the
edges of biotite grains (Figures 3c and 3d).

Tapponnier and Brace (1976) also observed the impeding influence of biotite relative to the surrounding
quartz and feldspar in granite. In the field, fault propagation may also be modulated by heterogeneous
strength distributions, such as foliated rock that produces well‐defined directions of lower and higher
strength (e.g., McBeck et al., 2017).

4.3. Fracture Aperture

In addition to fracture length, fracture aperture is among the best predictors of fracture development in these
experiments (Figure S6). Similar to the trend observed for fracture length, growing fractures tend to have
smaller minimum eigenvalues than closing fractures (Figure 2B). These trends are consistent with analytical
formulations of the stress intensity factor because thinner fractures are predicted to develop higher stress
intensity factors than thicker fractures (Isida, 1971). In addition, sharper crack tips are predicted to develop
higher stress intensity factors than rounded crack tips (Huang & Li, 2004). Thinner fractures may tend to
have sharper tips than thicker fractures. The trend of thinner fractures growing, and thicker fractures closing
may also arise from the ability of thicker fractures to close by larger volumes along their smallest dimension
than thinner fractures.

4.4. Fracture Orientation

Growing fractures tend to have more horizontal, perpendicular to σ1, eigenvectors with the minimum eigen-
value than do closing fractures (Figure 2c). This trend may arise in part from the eigenvector with the max-
imum eigenvalue of fractures becoming more optimally oriented for sliding according to Mohr‐Coulomb
theory (Dahlen, 1984). Within the later stages of the monzonite experiment (100‐ to 150‐MPa differential
stress), the orientations of the long axis of the growing fractures match orientations that host the maximum
Coulomb shear stress, τ/σn, 30–60° from σ1, while the short axes of the closing fractures become perpendicu-
lar to σ1 (Figure 2c).

5. Conclusions

Our analysis shows that growing fractures tend to be smaller in volume, shorter, thinner, more obliquely dip-
ping from themain compressive stress direction, andmore clustered, to at least one neighbor, than do closing
fractures (Figure 4). Assuming that elastic interactions control the tendency for fractures to grow or close, we
may cautiously extrapolate our results to crustal scales. Field analyses of crustal fault networks should focus
on the length, orientation, and clustering of faults in order to robustly predict their likelihood of propagation.
Such analyses may only need to consider the distance to the closest fault, rather than system‐scale measures
of clustering, for robust predictions of fault development.
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Introduction  

This supporting information includes two tables and four figures. Table 1 describes the 
experimental conditions. Table 2 describes the features used in the logistic regression 
models. Figure S1 describes the work flow of this analysis. Figure S2 shows a schematic 
representation of a subset of the features of individual fractures used as input in the 
logistic regression models. Figure S3 shows the vertical distribution of the growing and 
closing fractures in each experiment. Figure S4 shows the success of the models with 
various data removal thresholds. Figure S5 shows the distribution of the change in 
volume for growing and closing fractures. Figure S6 shows the cumulative importance of 
the 14 features identified in the 50 logistic regression models of the 4 experiments.   



Table S1. Experimental conditions of the four analyzed experiments, parameters of 
tracking algorithm, and resulting total number of fractures identified from tracking. 

  
Carrara 

marble #1 
Carrara 

marble #2 
Monzonite Westerly 

Granite 
Dominant minerals calcite calcite plagioclase, 

K- feldspar 
quartz, K-

feldspar 
Height of rock cylinder (mm) 10 10 10 10 

Radius of rock cylinder base (mm) 5 5 4 4 

Confining stress (MPa) 20 25 25 10 

Axial stress at failure (MPa) 130 196 161.5 152.5 

Total number of scans in experiment 43 100 78 65 

Differential stresses used in tracking 
algorithm (MPa) 

40-130 150-196 20-161.5 20-150 

Number of fractures identified in 
tracking algorithm 

6800 21000 12500 72000 

 
Table S2. Fracture characteristics used as feature inputs in logistic regression models. 
 

Category Feature Representative fracture characteristic 
Shape Volume Size 

Elongation Flatness 
Anisotropy Thinness 

Eigenvalue Maximum  Length along the largest dimension 
Intermediate Length along the second largest 

dimension 
Minimum Length along the smallest dimension, 

Aperture 
Eigenvector With maximum eigenvalue Orientation of largest dimension 

With intermediate eigenvalue Orientation of second largest dimension 
With minimum eigenvalue Orientation of smallest dimension 

Distance between 
fracture centroids 

Median distance to closest 
25th percentile of fractures 

Clustering of local fracture network 

Mean distance to closest 25th 

percentile of fractures 
Clustering of local fracture network 

Median distance to all 
fractures 

Clustering of complete fracture network 

Mean distance to all fractures Clustering of complete fracture network 
Minimum distance  Clustering of neighboring fractures 

  



Figure S1. Analysis steps. Flow 
chart of steps performed in the 
analysis to find the best 
predictors of fracture growth. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Figure S2. Feature extraction. Schematic illustration of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
derived from the cluster of connected pixels that define each identified fracture. Finding 
these eigenvectors and eigenvalues produces eight of the feature inputs. 

 

 
 
Figure S3. Spatial distribution of closing and growing fractures in experiments on a) 
marble #1, b) marble #2, c) monzonite, and d) granite. Spatial distribution shown as the y-
position of the centroid of the fracture in voxels from the bottom of the scan. The vertical 
spatial distributions of the closing and growing fractures are similar to each other in each 
experiment. The closing fractures do not tend to localize near the axial pistons. 
 
  



 

 
Figure S4. Model success. Success of models measured by the mean ± one standard 
deviation of the recall (triangles) and precision (squares) for the 50 independent logistic 
regression models for each experiment and each data removal threshold. Colors correspond 
to each experiment: marble #1 (dark blue), marble #2 (light blue), monzonite (yellow), 
granite (red). The success of the models increases as they include fractures that are growing 
or closing by increasing percentages of their volume (i.e., data removal threshold). 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure S5. Histograms of the magnitude of the volume change of fractures (from one stress 
step to the next) relative to their current volume. Thresholding fractures with the data 
removal threshold (change in volume/volume) reduces the number of data points, but 
improves the quality of the data, resulting in greater model success (Figure S4). 
  



 

 
Figure S6. Dominant controls on fracture development revealed by recursive feature 
elimination. Recursive feature elimination selects the features that are the most important 
to model predictions. Solid lines show the number of times recursive feature elimination 
selects a feature as important in the 50 models of the four experiments (i.e., cumulative 
importance): in the marble #1 experiment (dark blue), marble #1+marble #2 (light blue), 
marble #1+marble #2+monzonite (orange), and marble #1+marble #2+monzonite+granite 
(red). If all of the 50 models of each experiment select a particular feature, then the 
cumulative importance is 200. Dashed lines show the 75% of the maximum cumulative 
importance. The features with cumulative importance >75% of the maximum (black 
circles) are the fracture volume and eigenvalues, i.e., fracture length and aperture, 
orientation of the eigenvector with the minimum eigenvalue, and the minimum distance 
between fracture centroids. We use this threshold in order to select the features that are 
most important to the model predictions. 
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7 Conclusion and Outlook 
Using the novel experimental technique of triaxial deformation coupled with dynamic X-

ray micro tomography, the evolution of microstructures of rock types with porosities varying from 

less than 1% to 23% are explored in this thesis. Results allow identifying properties of brittle 

failure that could not be inferred previously due to limitations of experimental techniques. This 

thesis present three kinds of results. Firstly, precursory events precede system-size failure in 

laboratory experiments on rock core samples. At microscale, these events correspond to 

microfractures originating from microscale heterogeneities in non-porous rocks. Dynamics of 

these precursors show an evolution towards macroscopic failure following power-laws. Using 

theoretical models (Amitrano et al., 1999; Girard et al., 2010; Girard et al., 2012) developed to 

explain fracture in heterogeneous solids, brittle compressive failure in non-porous rocks 

(centimeter scale) is argued to behave as a critical phenomenon. However, my observations of the 

breaking of scaling laws very close to failure is linked to localization of a shear fault and can be 

proposed as a new a precursory signal for macroscopic failure. Therefore, failure can be predicted 

to some extent. Secondly, strain localization in porous rocks has microstructural origins. Under 

brittle compressive failure conditions, dominant strain localization mechanisms contain 

contributions from the three components of strain: dilation, shear and compaction. Porosity 

evolutions are strongly linked to the incremental strain components computed between successive 

loading steps. Applied confinement is a guiding parameter for defining dominant mechanisms of 

strain localization. Presence of pore fluid facilitates strain localization much earlier in the approach 

to macroscopic failure. Thirdly, microstructural mechanisms guiding localization under brittle 

compression conditions are dependent on rock types and their porosities. In non-porous rocks, 

growth of subcritical cracks and system spanning faults explain the localization of shear faults and 

breaking of scaling laws when samples approach failure. The sandstones I used are porous rocks 

characterized by normal distributions for grain and pore sizes. In these sandstones, deformation is 

accumulated through pore space dilation, pore collapse and grain crushing, resulting in grain size 

reduction. Whereas, the limestones I used are characterized by bimodal pore size distributions and 

deformation mechanisms are strongly influenced by this complexity in porosity. Damage localizes 

around the large pores giving rise to a halo of cataclasis resulting in pore collapse. Pore emanating 

cracks propagate across the sample length and produce shear localization. 
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Precursory activity and interpretation of progressive damage in our experiments as a 

critical phenomenon can be related to fracture processes at the fault scale. Several studies have 

attempted to apply the concept of a critical point and precursory phenomena to geological scales 

(Main, 1996; Bowman et al., 1998; Grasso et al., 1998). Foreshock activity before large 

earthquakes shows sometimes scaling laws, such as power-law distributions of earthquake 

energies (Gutenberg and Richter, 1944) and fractal clustering of hypocentres (Kagan and Knopoff, 

1980). Stress released during earthquake drives the fault system away from criticality while 

progressive tectonic loading drives it towards a future critical state (Jaumé & Sykes, 1999). 

Therefore, the probability of occurrence of a future large earthquake is increased. Behavior of such 

fault systems was explained by two successive phases: the Gutenberg-Richter phase is 

characterized by a power-law distribution of slip event sizes with an exponential cut-off, and a 

runaway phase is characterized by small events as well as quasi-periodic occurrence of system-

size earthquakes (Dahmen et al., 1998). These findings may agree with results produced in this 

thesis. The Gutenberg-Richter phase would be analogous to the pre-failure, damage development 

phase in a rock, controlled by elastic long-range stress interactions and characterized by the 

emergence of power-laws. The runaway phase would be equivalent to the system-size failure 

resulting from the formation of a percolating cluster leading to frictional sliding. Such an evolution 

is also in line with the recent proposition that small volumetric deformations away from the main 

faults could participate to the long-term localization of strain, leading to large earthquakes (Kato 

and Ben-Zion, 2021). Evolution of deformations produced by multiscale fracturing of the crust can 

be tracked in space and time (Marsan et al., 2004). Therefore, scaling laws obtained for these strain 

fields in space and time can be theoretically linked to scaling laws obtained for fracture clustering 

events at laboratory scale (Girard et al., 2010). However, the use of precursory activity as an 

earthquake forecasting tool remains elusive so far. Significant difference exist between 

compressive failure of initially un-faulted rocks (this work), and nucleation of earthquake along a 

pre-existing crustal fault. Further theoretical and experimental work as well as geophysical data 

analysis is required to better characterize the fracture at geological scale. 

Results discussed in this thesis could lead to follow-up studies. Theoretical models that 

describe failure as a critical phenomenon could be tested on different rock types to obtain a 

generalized observation and validity of these models in laboratory experiments. Finite element 

modeling can also be used to model fluid flow by considering the effects of deformation produced 
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from experiments, as described by Linga et al., (2017), and can be studied for various rock types. 

Strain localization in porous rocks is strongly influenced by applied confinement and therefore, 

porous rocks could be tested for a range of confining pressures to provide a detailed analysis of 

influence of this parameter on the microscale mechanisms. 

In non-porous rocks, damage localizes as microfractures, which nucleate, grow and 

coalesce to form clusters. These fracture clusters show fractal symmetries. I have performed fractal 

analysis on Carrara marble samples (unpublished) and computed the fractal dimension for 

microfractures of individual segmented volumes, for every stress step increase in applied stress. 

Fractal dimension plotted for applied stress steps (Figure 7.1), is linear (one slope) for low axial 

stress and bilinear (two slopes) when failure is approached. Fractal dimension of 1.8 corresponds 

to linear elongated microfractures while 2.6 corresponds to localization as a shear band. Presence 

of non-linear fractal dimension can be a key identifier for understanding localization of damage. 

Therefore, a multifractal analysis on segmented tomograms can further be explored to provide 

more insights into brittle failure in crustal rocks. 

 

Figure 7.1: Fractal dimension plotted for axial stress steps in Carrara marble. Microfracture network shows 

two fractal dimensions, 1.8 and 2.6 on approaching failure. Axial stress at failure is 196 MPa. 
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To conclude, microstructural characterization of brittle deformation in crustal rocks is an 

active research topic. Experimental and computational techniques developed in this thesis are 

versatile tools to explore microstructure of rocks under deformation at crustal conditions. Dynamic 

X-ray microtomography is a transformative innovation in experimental rock physics and new 

series of experiments in the coming years should allow to progress on the prediction of laboratory 

earthquakes, the detailed mechanisms of faulting and the development of fracture networks in 

crustal rocks. 
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